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TABLE A-6 
Stout 5 & 6 

Predicted Boiler Performance Sununary 

Stout 5t6 Stout t6 Stout 5t6 Stout St6 

Boi lei Load, X 100 100 100 100 

Mi in steam f l ow , Ib/hr 750,000 • 0,000 750,000 750,000 

COAL 

Type Base I I I . Basin Central App. PRB 

Fu«l HHV, BTU/lb 11,000.0 11,500.0 12,400.0 8,874.0 

C, l b / l b 0.6076 0.6326 0.6819 O.SOSr 

M2, l ( / l b 0.0436 0.0455 0.0437 0.0360 

0?, . b / l b 0.05i5 0.0825 0.0809 0.1271 

N2 , l b / l b O.OUJ 0.0130 0.0120 0.0068 

S, t b / l b 0.0300 0.0075 0.0102 0.0040 

C l , l b / l b 0.0000 0.0000 0.0009 0.0001 

K20, l b / l b 0.1300 0.1300 0.0700 0.2720 

Ash, I b / t b 0.116G O.O900 0.10C4 0.0490 

Other, l b / l b 0.0000 O.OOCO 0.0000 0.0000 

NGI 55 54 -.5 53 

Slagsing Index N/A Low Low Med.-High 

Fouling Index N/A Low-Mrd LOW Low-Med 1 

Boi le r E f f . , X 86.66 87.09 88.07 84.06 

Coal Flow, Ib /h r 92,626 88,151 80,S54 118,570 

Total A i r , Z 121 121 121 121 

Cont). A i r Flow, tb/hr 
(no iMrg ins) 

952,464 913,624 896,805 946,078 

Air Tenr. , J<5- F 588 588 588 620 

Flue Gas Flow, (b/hr 
(tfet, no narg ins) 

1,033,697 993,762 969,468 1,058,636 

Flue Gas Flow, acFn 
{wet, nn narg ins) 

33C,482 317,628 308,096 347,600 

Cat Temp., des. F 31J 313 313 325 

Flue Gas M o i s t . . Swt 5.84 5.78 5.03 7.78 

Unburned F' je l , l b / l b 0.0021 0.0022 0.0024 0.0025 

Total Asli Flow, Ib/hr 11,127 8,129 8,3M 6,099 1 

jwrrotEvooT 111-33 
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TABLE A-7 
Stout 7 

Comparative Pulverizer Perfcmance 
and Required Modifications 

STOUT 7 STOUT 7 STOUT 7 

LJJ .] 

STOUT .' 

BOt..ER MANUFACTURED CE CE CE CE 

aOILER SIZE (STEAM FLOW), LB/HR 3,145,200 3,U5,200 3,145,200 3,145,200 

COAL TYPE '.yrmvi lie ILL. BASIN CENTRAL APP. POWDER RiVER 
BASIN 

BOILER EFFICIENCY, X 88.70 89.05 90.00 85.94 

FIRING RATE 9 MCR, LB/NR 371,893 357,557 328,093 480,120 

COAL GRINOABILITY, HCI 55 54 45 53 

COAL MOISTURE, X 13.00 13.00 7.00 27.20 

COAL HEATING VALUE, BTU/LB 11 000 11,500 12,400 8,874 

AIR HEATER TEMP., "F 633 633 633 650 

EXISTING PULVERIZER S i t , MODEL NO. 823 • BS 823 • SS 823 • RS 823 - PS 

NUMBER OF PULVERIZERS EXISTING 5 5 5 5 

ADJUSTED BASE CAPACITr OF 
PULVERIZER, LB/NR 

91,884 90,'̂ 0 77,500 90,520 

CE CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT FOFI UEAR 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.0) 

NUNBER OF PULVERIZERS REOUIRED 
ADJUSTED FOR WEAR 

4.50 4.38 4.7 5.89 

NEW PULVERIZER SIZE, i4aOEL NO NA NA NA 883 - RS 

NEW BASE CAPACITY OF PULVERIZER 
ADJUSTED FOR 10X WEAR, LB/HR 

k.K NA NA NA 

NEW PULVERt. ERS REO. (ADJUSTED FOR 
WEAR) 

NA NA NA 4.89 

PULVERIZER DESIGN INLET AIR TEMP. 
REO. FOR "UOF MILL OUTLET TEMP. 

NA NA NA NA 

PULVFRi?":;; »A FLOW PER NEW PULV. NA NA NA in,600 

NEW PUIVEPIZER MOTOR NA NA NA YES 

NEW MOT/COLD AIR DUCT NA NA NA YES 

AIR TEMPERATURE RESTRICTIONS NA NA NA YES 

SILO REQUIREMENTS NA NA NA YES 

FEEDER REQUIREMENTS NA NA NA YES 

FOUNDATIONS REQUIREMENTS NA VA NA YES 

DEKOllTlON REQUIREMENTS NA NA NA YES 

RAW COAL PIPING NA NA NA YES 

ISOLATION VAIVES NA NA NA 1... 

CO, INERTING SYSTEM NA NA NA YES 

PIPING 

swrrcHEvfljT III-34 
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STOUT 7 STOUT 7 STOUT 7 STOUT 7 1 

VALVINC 

1 CONTROLS MODIFICATIONS NA NA NA YES j 
! ELECTRICAL WIRING NA NA YES 1 

SWtYCHEVXW III-35 
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TABLE A-8 
Stout 7 

Predicte. Boiler Performance Summary 

Stout 7 Stout 7 Stout 7 Stout 7 

1 
7 Se l le r Load, Z 

100 100 100 100 

1 Main Stean Flow, Ib/hr 3,145,200 3,145,200 3,145,200 3,145,200 

1 
1 Base 111. Basin Central Aop. PRB 

1 t l " . . NHV, 8TU/lb 11,100.0 11,500.0 12,400.0 8,874.0 

1 c, (b/(b o.;t3o 0.6326 0.6819 O.SOSO 

N2, {b/lb 0.0440 0.0435 0.0437 0.0360 

02. l b / l b 0.0700 0.0825 0.0809 0.1271 

N2, l b / ( b 0 0130 0.0130 0.0120 0.0068 

S. I b / t b 0.0320 0.0075 0.0102 0.0040 

C l , l b / l b 0.0000 o.ooor 0 0009 0.0001 

H20, Ib / ' .b 0.1300 0.1300 0.0700 0.2720 

1 Ash, (b/ lb 0.0960 0.0900 0.1004 0.0490 

Other, l b / l b 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

HCI 55 54 45 53 

Slagging Index N/A Low Low Med.-High 

Fouling Index N/A Low-Med Low Low-Med 
! 

Boi ler E f f . , X 88.70 89.05 90.00 85.94 

Coal Flow, Ib/hr 371.893 357,557 328,093 480,120 

Total A i r , X 120 120 120 120 

Coot). A i r Flow, ;^ /hr 
(no na.-girs) 

3,800,508 3,675,209 3,609,012 3,805,667 

A i r Tenp., deg. F 633 633 633 650 

Flue Cat Flow, Ib /hr 
(wet, no aurgins) 

4,1?;,956 4,000,264 3,903,8A9 4,2*2,214 

Flue Cat Flow, acfai 
(wet, no a v ^ i r t s ) 

1,299,152 1,256,E02 1.219,462 1,390,406 

Cat TeeD., deg. F 300 300 300 320 

Elue Cat M o i t t . , Xwt 5.89 S.82 5.06 7.84 

i Unbumed Fuel , t b / l b 0.0021 0.0022 0.0024 0.0018 

P T e a l Ash Flow,Ib/hr 36.500 32,972 33,754 24,375 

SWTTCHFV 001 III-3L 
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Fuets' 

F P & L F i les Appea l 
Of Orimulsion Verdict 
Roriiia Power & Lighi Co. iTP&L) recesuy fiied lU appeai of 
the suie 's rcjecnoa of its pian :o bum Onmuision at ;ts Manafrt 
pljm. Tbe uaiity coaietals thai Gov. Lavwon Chiics asd ius cabuxt 
failed to use appropriate findiags of faci. to follow proper 
adaunistrative procedures, and to correcUy mwrprc! aad appl> 
(tesale's Power Plant Sitmg Aa (PPSA) in tMciing :ts detnsion. 

FP&L filea IK appeaf bnef Juiy 17 with tht First Distrtc: Cour. 
of Appeals m Tallaaassee. Fla. and is .«,eeiir? UJ overturn the 4-
3 yerdict issxied in Apnl by Chiles and his sw-meaber cibinct. 
acnng as the stag's Power Flaist Siting Board (CACR 4rr2/96. 
p.3\ 'Thr coun mtis: reverse the fmiJ order aud .-ecutre issuance 
of Sl order consistent with the heanng officer's findings of fac: 
as supponed by cotnpeteat substannai evideac:. and entree: 
iaicrpretanon and appiicanon of the Adciautrai;ve Proceanrrs 
Aa (AP.A) and PPSA.' An amicus canae one: was fJed by ttf 
Florida Indiatnal Power Users, the Flonda Qamber of Conuaere; 
and the P.onda .Manuianunng and Chetnicai CouncU. 

The ualin' contends that the board disregarded a state heanng 
officer's recotnmended order as well as a recomaenrianon of 
eondinoaal approvai from the state Depamacai of Envtronmeriii 
Proteraon (DEP). FPid-'s piac was also approved by several 
siaie. regiotiai and local groups, including the Public Service 
Comnussioa. the Tanipa Bay Regional Planiung Cummtssion and 
a state heanng officer. FPicL's plaxis to conven Manatee included 
the tnstailanon of WIT scmbbers and eiectrcstaiic precipitators, 
which would cut SO, and paracuiaie emssions by 90% The swixh 
wouid save the utiiity rougiily S2.6 billioa over 20 years. The 
fuel would be supplied by Bitor Amenca Corp. under a 20-year 
comrac: signed in .^pnl 1994. 

ID its bnef. FP&l. cited thrse reasons that the verdi« shuuid be 
overturned the board usurped the role of the heamg officer 
regarding the facts, refused to specify acaota that the uniicy cUd 
alec to ge: project approvai. as recfuired by the PPSA. and adopted 
policies coniradicnag previous judicial a.'ul DEP deriions wttfaou: 
adequate explanation. 

Baing First Is Bad? 

Approval of lhe plan would ha.'e raadr FP&L the first utility in 
due U.S. to bum Onmuisioc, and some '.ourc« contend fhar being 
thc first to use the fuel is an unaccetJUbie nsic. The governor did 
not cite any specifics u: rejecting the FP&.L plan, aad said oniy 
that the unouanriftaoie risks of burning the fuel ourvesghed any 
javings to FPScL custotners. 'Conr.-ary to an expreis suaitory 
mandate, the siting ooard refused x specify acuons which wouid 

• 13$6 Fiewsnn Puthcttons, mc. 12Q21 77S-CJ340 
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secure its approval for ±e appiicanon." the utiiiry siaad. -*"orttirg 
to FPiL, board alsc refused to consider acpi apnau* sraganoo 
alteraauvej 'for the adverse eaviroameniai ad human napacts 
•nai were :ts stated basis for the detiiai c' the project. * 

For examcie said FPiL. the sitmg board couid have adt̂ ted a 
conditioti 01 ceraficanon rescncang SÔ  emissions to historical 
leveis. resolving concerm expressed by some groups over possible 
etmssioos increases. FPiL has agreed tc several conditioas 
regarding the fuel's transpon and tisc. While .NÔ  ejsiissions wouid 
increase as a result of the switch (FPiL expects to iacrsase da 
punt's capacity faiiuar). its SQ̂  emissions raw of 0.3 Ib. NO / 
mmBtu would be m compliance with sute. locai and fedenJ 
standards 

The DEP IS not appeanng is the appeai in either side of the issue, 
a source there -.aid. .\ soun.: m tbe state attorney general's office 
called the FPScl. bnef "inieresang," aad noted thai u 'raised 
some good poiats." Reply bnefs are due today 

IPL Consider ing T e s t 
Of Western Coa l At Stout 
With Phase Ii requirements and dereguianon's cost-cutnng 
tnandarei ai miad. Indianapolis Power i Light Co. (IPL) is 
considering :est-bumag low-$uifur western coai at its Stout 
generating sunon this fall. Where the coai wiiJ come frcm hasn't 
yet beea decided. fPL said. 

IPL has purchased Indiana coai exclusively smce 1990, and three 
units a: Stout cjrrerniy bum only inrfiara coal. Units 5-7 are 
Phase .'-affected, and bum low-sulfur Indiana coal. In 1995. Swui 
received roughly '..3 Million tons of coai fll.255 Btu/lb..'2.6 
Ibs. SOj,'iianBfu' in 1995 at aa average deiivered pnce of IJ3.45c/ 
tnmBtu (525.54/ton). 

The utiliry declined :o say ivhat weste.-a coal it Ls looicrg at, and 
industry sources differed as to the likely source region. Several 
prediaed thit the persistently low pnces of PRB coal would win 
out. while a coai broker m the .Midwest saH similaiines in moisture 
contest and heat value between C.;iiorado/Utah and trr̂ î n» coal 
would favor biniminous ColoradoAJtah coais (PRB coals arc 
subbirinuaous) 

Transportation costs alone will likely reader PRB coais infeasible 
as a icng-(-rm suppiy opoon. insisted a sfcepw-ii PRB producer. 
"Those plants are pracacaily situag in the middle of the coal 
fields.' he said. "They can tmck the coal there." A Colorado/ 
UtaJi producer disagreed. " I think PRB coal will be very 
compeucve even with a three-lme haul, even in coznpention with 
tracked Kiaou Basm coai.' he said. 'Just look at rtt numbers 
the PRB a gemng — unless ail of a sudden those [ladiina] mines 
decide to lower pnces, which in the pasi they have: t had tbe 
propensity to do. * 

IPL-P-00379 
CLEAN Ain COMFLUNCE REVIEW • Augun 12. 1996 

ffaproauenon ir tny lorm it ilta^ai ana Bura$/iabia by Untt up to tSO.OCC P9f vtt-ttoon. 
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Rebuttal Verified Statement of Michael J. Ward 

My name is Michael J. Ward. I am currently Executive Vice President-Finance and 

Chief Financial Officer CSX Transponation, Inc. (CSX), with headquarters in 

Jacksonville. Florida. 

I have a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Maryland and a Master of 

Business Administration degree from the Harvard Business School. I have been employed by 

CSXT since 1977, when I joined the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company (B&O) and the 

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company (C&O), predecessor rai.roads of CSX that were 

then commonly referred to as Chessie System Railroads. .Although I was initially employed 

as a Research Analyst in the Finance Departinent, I have spent the preponderance of my 

career in the Coai Depanment. iritluding positions as Vice President of Coal Marketms in 

Jacksonville. Flonda, and General Manager of the C&O Business Unit in Huntington. West 

Virginia. 

.'̂ s Vice President of Coa! Marketing, I was responsible for the pricing and marketing 

of coal, coke and iron ore transponation. Coal, coke and iron ore the most miponant 

commodities transported by CSX in terms of revenue. In 1996, coal, coke and iron ore 

revenues for CSX totalled Sl.6 billion of its S4.8 billion commodity revenues. This 

represents 33% of CSX's total commodit}- revenue. In terms of cor.i train volume, that 

amoums to over 300 loaded coal trains per day, or 8 million carloads per year. One of 

every three cars CSX carries is loaded with coal produced from mines in Appalachia. the 

.Midwest, and the South. 
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The C&O Business Unit is a semi-autonomous unit of CSX, and consists of 1,900 

route miles of railroad, headquartered in Huntington, W.V. Although primarily focused on 

coal transportation, the business unit is also responsible for the operation of all trains in its 

territory, including merchandise and passenger trains. As General Manager, I was 

responsible for all train operations, engineering, mechanical, sales, marketing and fmance 

functions. 

I returned to the CSX Finance Department in 1995 as Semor Vice ^resident, and 

assumed my present title in 1996. My present responsibilities include Financial Planning, 

Cost & Economic Analyses, Treasury, Accounting, Budgets, Joint Facilities, Facilities 

Administration, Administrative Services, and related duties. 

I am also the leader of CSX s Integration Team, which was formed in May 1997 to 

facilitate the integration of the Conrail assets that are allocated for use by CSX into the 

existing CSX s>otem. The vast majority of my time is now devoted to the success of this 

crucial project. I have been asked to present this verified statement to describe the 

implementation program that CSX expects to follow. 

SUMMARY 

CSX and the Norfolk Southem Railway (NS) are preparing to integrate the lint̂ s and 

assets of Conrail into our respective rail systems if the Application is approved by the Board. 

V̂ e are also preparing to welcome the current Conrai! employees that will be joining us. 

This task i'^ complex and requires a great deal of thoughtful plannmg and implementation. 
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This statement describes our current planning process, and our flexibility to make 

refinements to 'hose plans as conditions change during the integration process. 

LESSONS LEAR.NED 

Based on our own experience and discussions that we have had with Conrail, NS and 

other companies, both in and out of the railroad industry, that have experienced mergers or 

acquisitions in recent years, CSX has identified some "lessons learned" that we intend to 

follow in this Transaction. Among the lessons are: 

• Safety is Paramount The integration of the Conrail lines and assets allocated 

into the CSX system must be done safety. This message must be constantly 

conveyed during this entire integration process to both CSX and Conrail 

employees. 

• Integi ation with Deliherarinn This can be accomplished by using a detailed 

plamng process that integrates the necessary changes in a careful and 

deliberate manner. Effective integration over the long term takes precedence 

over shon term gains. 

• Welcome Conrail's Emuloyees and their Expertise CSX will welcome and 

value the Conrail employees that are to become CSX employees. Aldiough 

CS.X has carefully smdied the Conrail propen>' that will be allocated, and we 

have had extensive meetings with Conrail employees, we do not have their 

' hands on" experience of operating it. However, the Conrail employees do, 
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and we plan to embrace their expertise. This message will be emphasized to 

the Conrail employees during the integration process. 

Sufficient Resources. CSX believes that some prior mergers have tended to 

underestimate the number of people and assets that are required to implement 

the merger. CSX will ensure that we have sufficient people and locomotives to 

operate all our trains on Day One. With experience, these numbers may be 

adjusted, but any adjustments will be based upon market conditions, traffic 

demands and safety. 

Maintain a Staff Command Center Beginning on Day One and continuing 

throughout the integration process, we will maintain a staff command center 

that !:> manned by business and technology experts. Problems are to b<; 

quickly referred to the center. Small and medium problems can be quickly 

addressed and resolved at this level. Larger problems can be analyzed an-̂  

forv.'ardec to service management in a tmiely manner for resolution. 

Ensure the Essential Prerequisites. No amount of planning or management can 

lead to a successful integration unless certain items have been addressed prior 

to the start oi combined operations. In the case of the Conrail allocation. CSX 

believes that the following points must be addressed pnor to our beginning to 

operate the Conrail properties that are to be allocated to us: 

• Sufficient Labor Agreements are in Place: Implementing agreements 
with certain unions are considered essential fee a smooth 
implementation. These agreements are necessary to allow us to make 
the various changes outlined in the Application, and to split the existing 
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Conrail workforce between CSX, NS and the Shared Asset Areas of 
Conrail. 

Sufficient Personnel are Available: This includes both managem.:nt and 
agreement-covered employees as are necessary for CSX operations on 
the Conrail lines to be allocated to CSX and for CSX operations in the 
Shared Asset Areas. 

Important Capital Improvements are Completed: Various capital 
projects have been identified by CSX as important to the efficient 
operation of the integrated CSX and Conrail rerritorie:. These 
improvements should be substantially completed prior to 
implementation. 

Information Technologv is Installed: The merging of information will 
be essential. Maintaining our principle of keeping change to a 
minimum, the information technology must coincide with our 
implementation strategies for all other integration teams. 

Sufficient Locomotives are available ano distributed: The openting 
plan will continue to be refined as additlDual commercial data becom'JS 
available Thi. operating plan continues to refine the resource 
requirements necessary, including locomotives. 

Employees are properlv trained: The necessary resonrces must also be 
trained in new systems and procedures A dedicated team is charged 
With determining and prioritizing all training requirements. Until these 
requirements are met, unplementation will not proceed. 

Necessary Issues are Coordinated with NS: NS and CSX meet on a 
regular basis to make sure our implementation plans are compatible. 
Both parties undersund how critical this issue is for a successful 
integration. 

As a result, CSX is approaching the ponion of Conrail which it wili operate in a 

deliberate and methodical manner. Safety is of prime imponance and will not be 

compromised, Conrail's routes, equipment and other assets will be integrated into the CSX 

system in as seamless and safe a manner as possible to avoid service interruptions to any of 
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our customers, i.e., both those we currently serve and those CSX will serve once the Conrail 

transaction has been implemented. Although CSX will begin to operate the allocated Conrail 

lines on Day One, we recognize that some portions of the implementation will have to be 

done in stages, particularly with regard to the new operating plan and field transportation 

systems. CSX clearly intends to retain Conrail's expertise and, if anything, we will allow 

more than sufficient time for training. Finally. CSX will continue to communicate with all 

parties, including our employees ?.nd customers and public officials, to ensure that CSX's 

goals and priorities are understood and to receive comment's from all interested parties that 

can assist us m doing an even better job of integrating our systems. 

TE.'LM STRUCTLTIE 

Very early in the process. CSX recognized the need to form a dedicated team to do 

implementation planning to facilitate the integration of the allocated Conrail assets into the 

CSX system. Therefore, we formed a team whose sole task was to undertake the 

implementation planning process. At the outset, it was understood that safety was to be an 

overriding principle of the process am' that this principle would be emphasized on a 

continuing basis Our next step was to interview approximately 50 key members of CSX's 

senior management to ascertain what specific areas or functions should be included in the 

implementation plarming process. These interviews produced a list of over 250 items. These 

items were ihen categorized into three groups: 1) tasks which were essential for the long-

term successful integration of the allocated portion of Conrail into CSX; 2) tasks which 

would require a long lead time and 3) tasks that would facilitate the implementation. A 
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further breakdown of these tasks produced the mfrastrucmre of teiims and tasks that we are 

currently using to complete the implementation plaa'iing pio'^pj-

There are currently 21 core t.jams involved in the integration planning process. The 

names j f these teams, and the CSX executive in charge of each team, are set forth below: 

Team Name Team Leader 

1) Day One Operations Gerry Gates 
2) Safety Frank Pursley 
3) Headquarters Integration Chuck Wodehouse 
4) Technology John Andrews 
5) Commercial I^s Passa 
6) Labor Cen Peifer 
7) Capital Planning Tom Schmidt 
8) Asset Division Dan Miller 
9) Human 'Resources Sally Basso 
10) Conveyances/Closing Mike Giftos 
11) Pro Forma Fred Favorite 
12) Communications Marty Fiorentino 
13) Intermodal Les Passa 
14) Inventory Everett Eddy 
15) Information Process Doug Maxwell 
16) Monitoring On-going 

Conrail Operations Mike Ward 
17) Corporate Governance .Mike Ward 
18) Concession Process Bill Han 
19) Training Joel Warner 
20) Implementation Planning Bob Haulter 
21) Future Teams (As Needed) Mike Ward 

Many of these teams have numerous sub-teams, each of which is focused on specific 

tasks. To make sure all key tasks were included in the process, we matched our team 

strucmre against the normal business processes needed to njn our railroad. We also matched 

our teams against our organization structure to make sure each department was represented. 
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By looking at our integration planning process from both of these perspectives, we feel very 

comfortable that all key areas are being addressed. 

As noted above, a senior executive of the organization has been assigned the 

leadership function of each team. In most cases, this team leadership role has temporarily 

become the primary focus of that individual's job. For key teams, a f"ll-time coordinator 

has been assigned to the team leader to assist in managing the team. These coordinators 

have been temporarily removed from their, normal assignments. They all have many years of 

experience with CSX. 

We have also organized a project management office, from which we manage and 

organize the day-to-day activities of the integration project. This office is staffed with a full-

time .Assistant Vice President-Integration Planning. The role of this office is tc ensure 

deadlines are met, project management principles are followed, intemal trade-off decisions 

are made, and that decisions made dunng the planning process are fully disseminaied and 

understood by each team. 

Finally, we have a steenng committee composed of myself and all Team Leaders. 

The role of the steering comminee is to set guidelines and policy, resolve questions that arise 

between various segments of our team, make appropriate decisions as required, and ensure 

timelines are met. This steering committee meets on a regular basis, averaging 

approximately two full days per week. 
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EMPLEIMENTATION PLANNEVG GENERAL PROCESS 

Each team has gone through, and wiil continue to follow, the same general planning 

process. In early June 1997, the original teams were formed. These teams were selected 

based either on the amount of lead "ime necessary to complete the implementation process or 

due to their extreme criticality to the successful integration process. 

The first stage in the process for each team was to define their scope and determine 

their tasks. The primar>' commitment to safety was again emphasized to each team, at this 

state. As an example of this "define and determine" stage, the Day One Team was charged 

to focus on operations for the first 90 days after Day One, or what might be viewed as the 

critical initial transition process, .^fter the scope and team structure was completed, each 

team then spent approximately 60 days dissecting and thoroughly understanding Conrail 

operations in their assigned area They spent extensive periods of time with key Conrail 

employees to enable them to understand the operational, administrative, and technical aspects 

of Comail's organization. This data gathering process proved :o be extremely helpful. 

After comparing the cunent operations of CSX and Conrail. the teams completed a 

"gap analysis." The gap analysis identified areas where processes are performed differently 

on the two properties. From this analysis, best practices were identified, .W ô. this analysis 

ga'.e us our first thoughts on where training might be needed dunng the transition process. 

Even if these best practices are not implemented immediately, v w ,have a database for fumre 

reference. 

Each team then undertook a "visioning process." During fhis step, the team identified 

the desired state of operations post-implementation and dates were identified for reaching the 
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desired state. The next step was to put together preliminary detailed implementation plans. 

This is where project management proved very beneficial. We then prioritized the tasks into 

categories in order of the extent to which the tasks were essential. 

The last few montlis have been spent making sure the individual team plans are 

compatible within the framework of the overall project. The steering committee reviews the 

plans for each team, and makes the necessary trade-off decisions to ensure that we achieve a 

smooth and transparent implementation. 

The next major step is to finalize detailed transition plans. In this stage, timelines are 

firmly established, resource and training needs are finalized, and the implementation process 

formally begins. During the spring of 1998, we uil! move towards the building of 

contingency plans covering key areas where technology, labor or other items may impact our 

original plans These contingency plans can then be implemented as required. 

RECOGNITION OF THE TASK 

CSX's management has long recognized that the integration ol Conrail will be the 

most complex transaction in which our company has participated in recent times. The 

operations of the Conrail system have to be divided between CSX and the Norfolk Southem 

Railway (NS) At the same time, Conrail will remain as the operator of certain rail services 

in the Shared Asset Areas. This approach makes this transaction unique, but one that is fiilly 

within the capabilities of CSX (and NS) to handle. 

CSX is no stranger to mergers or combinations of railroads. Indeed, CSX was 

formed i 1986 by the combination of the Chessie System and Seaboard System railroads, 
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which were themselves the products of a series of successful mergers and combinations. We 

are also well aware that no amount of planning can guarantee an absolutely safe and smooth 

integration process. Problems may arise; the problems experienced by UP/SP are only the 

most recent though cleariy they are quite severe. CSX and NS collectively are confident in 

our ability to successfully allocate the Conrail system between us in a safe and efficient 

manner and to avoid the problems that were experienced in UP/SP. 

For example, there are significant differences between the UP/SP merger and the 

allocation of Conrail assets. Some of these differences are as follows: 

Conrail is verv financiallv sound. For the period from 1990 through 1996, 

Conrail has maintained a Standard & Poor's credit rating of A. An A rating indicates that 

thai company has a strong capacity to pay interest and repay pnncipal on its outstanding 

debt. The only U.S Class I railroad with a higher credit rating than Conrail at the time of 

this acquisition was NSR. By contrast, during the penod from 1990 through 1995 the 

Sta.ndard & Poor's credit rating for SP fluctuated between B-f and BB+. Companies that 

have ratings of BB or less are generally regarded by Standard & Poor's as having 

predominately speculative characteristics with respect to capacity to pay interest and repay 

principal on outstanding debt. 

To further contrast the financial strengths of Conrail versus SP. we need look no 

funher than the operating ratios. During lhe three year period 1994 to 1996, Conrail's 

operating ratios were 83.6%, 87.6%, and 83.7%. Conversely, SP's were 92.4%, 100.7% 

and 98.4%. These figures are based on R-1 Schedule 210 data. 
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In terms of revenue adequacy. Conrail was 8% in 1994, 6.8% in 1995, and 8.4% in 

1996. The SP was 7.2% in 1994 and 3% in 1995. The 1996 data is not available due to 

SP's 1996 merger. By almost any fmancial measure, Conrail was more financially sound at 

the time of the acquisition than SP was at the time of its merger with UP. 

2. The portion of the Conrail area to be operated bv CSX is smaller than SP. 

Just prior to the UP/SP merger, SP operated 14,404 miles of railroad stretching from Oregon 

to Louisiana and from Califomia to Illinois. By contrast, the size of Conrail assets to be 

operated by CSX consists of 4,150 miles of railroad (excluding the Shared Asŝ n Areas), 

predominately in states in which CSXT already operates. The integration of the allocated 

portion of Conrail to be operated by CSX will not be as large a physical task as UP faced in 

merging SP into its system. 

3. This is an allocation of Conrail. not a rationalization. Unlike many mergers, 

there is very little overlapping of the CSX lines and the Conrail lines that are being operated 

by us. This is a classic "end-to-end" combination. Indeed, of the 4,150 miles of Conrail 

that are specifically being operated by CSX, only 29 miles are scheduled for abandonment. 

THE INTERIM PERIOD: 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONFIRM AND ADJUST 

One unique feature of the Conrail acquisition is the interim time period between the 

date that control actually passes from the voting trustee to both CSX and NS (the Control 

Date) and the day that the various Conrail lines and assets are allocated and separately 

operated by CSX and NS as part of their respective rail systems (Day One). 
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During the period between the Control Date and Day One. Conrail will continue to be 

operated as a unitary railroad. While the exact length of this interim period is uncertain, it is 

clear that CSX and NS will continue to have an opportunity to directly observe the 

continuing Conrail operations and to confirm, adjust, or fine nine the integration plan and the 

sciieduling that have previously been made. 

CSX has had numerous meetings and contacts with our counterparts at NS to 

coordinate our respective implementation planning effons, particulariy with resp.ct to 

planned operation;, in the Shared Asset Areas This coordination will continue during this 

interim period and may likely increase. 

CSX has aiso had extensive meetings and contact with our counterpan ..t Conrail 

fiom July 1997 to the present. The purpose of these contacts was not to exercise or control 

any decision making of Conrail. To the contrary, the purpose was to observe and understand 

the cuirent Conrail methods and procedures for operating their railroad. CSX values the 

expertise of the Conrail employees and recognizes that they have much to offer. As our 

integration plan has been developed, we have continued to meet with Conrail employees to 

gain their feedback regarding the CSX plan. In order to unplement the plan in a safe 

mnnner, CSX recognizes the imponance of "buy in" ana acceptance of the plan by the 

Conrail employees who will continue to operate the Conrail assets that are to be allocated. 

The presence of this interim period, and our continuing contacts with Conrail employees, 

w ill provide us with the opportunity, if any of our assumptions are inaccurate, to make the 

necessary corrections as soon as possible. 
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PASSENGER SERVICE 

Passenger servic.; is such a critical element of a successful integration program, that it 

is being given special anention by Paul Reistrup, who is cunently Vice President-Passenger 

Integration for CSX. No one is better qualified for this assignment. 

Paul staned his railroad career with the B&O in 1957 and held numerous freight and 

passengt r operating positions, culminating as Director of Passenger Services for several 

years. He served from 1967 through 1975 with the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad at the vice 

presidential level for freight and passenger operations, and from 1975 through 1978 as 

Presideni of Amtrak. Smce that time, and until his remm to CSX earlier this year as Vice 

President-Passenger Integration. Paul held positions working for other railroads and a 

railroad consulting firm. 

In his capacity as Vice President-Passenger Integration, Paul has conducted numerous 

meetings with officials of Amtrak and the vanous commuter agencies which operate 

passenger trains on the Conrail lines to be allocated to CSXT and has filed as verified 

statement in this Rebuttal. Those meetings have proven to be beneficial, even where 

agreement has not yet been reached on all issues. It is my understanding that CSX will 

honor all existing agreements with respect to passenger service on the Conrail lines that are 

to be operated by CSX, and will continue to work with the passenger agencies ensure that 

the Transaction will benefit the users of both freight and passenger services. 

As far as the future is concerned, I understand that any requested changes to 

passenger service will be considered on a case-by-case basis in accordance with existing 
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contractual obligations. Due consideration will be given to safety, scheduling, and the need 

for coordination with CSX freight operations. 

FUNCTIONS OF KEY INTEGRATION TEAMS 

Set forth below is a description of the role and mission of the key integration teams, 

along with a brief description of team leader's experience. 

1- Dav One Operations. CSX recognized the importance of having someone with 

personal knowledge of current Conrail operations to head the Day One Team. Gerry Gates 

was selected for this assignment and joined CSX earlier this year as Vice President-

Consolidation from his prior position as Conrail's Vice President-Customer Support. He had 

been with Conrail since 1976, and held increasing senior positions in the engineering, 

transportation and mechanical departments in Pennsylvama, New Jersey. Ohio, .New York 

and Indiana, The knowledge of Mr. Gates regarding Conrail, plus tlie knowledge of the 

other team members regarding CSX, gives us a Cv̂ rnple'e picture of the Day One task that we 

are facing 

This team has the broadly-defined mission of f'anmng and implementmg the actions 

necessan,' to prepare for the first day of railroad operations for the enlarged CSX system, and 

the Shared Asset Areas, and to ensure that present high levels of operations and safety are 

maintained or improved. The team's core activities include: a) developing all necessary 

safety-related plans, including comprehensive operating procedures and rules, a training and 

hiring plan for train crews and dispatchers, and integrated safety mles; b) making sure the 

necessar)' infrastmcmre is in place to suppon the required operations, c) ensuring that 
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properly trained employees are available to operate on Day One; d) establishing an 

operations planning function whose task .s to develop an operating plan for Day One; 

e) creating a customer suppon team which must be ready to -ddress all customers needs in a 

seam'ess fashion from the first day of operations; f) puttiag in place a team focused on the 

Chicago area; g) creating a team to work extensively with NSR to address operations in the 

Shared Asset Areas; and, h) ensunng that a technoiogy team is available to provide the 

proper support for operations. 

On Day One we intend to maintain operations as closely as possible as to how thf 

are done today. The transition process will be done slowly. This is in keeping with CSX's 

primarv goals of protecting the existing rail services and providing a safe environment for 

our new operating employees and our customers, Iniplementation of new operating systems 

will be done in a phased approach, ensuring that one geographical area is sufficiently trained 

before embarking on another geographical area. .\ sufficient number of trainers will be 

available in each area. While this operating system transition is underway, network 

operations will remain the same as they are lodzy. We will maintain the current dispatching 

organization and system, the current crew calling network, and the operations control center 

in Philadelphia (referred to as the "blue room"). These network operations functions will not 

be consolidated into CSX until the field operating systems transition is complete. We will 

also seek to minimize the changes to the operating plan du.-ing this transition process. The 

safety program for both properties has been outlined in numerous other documents, but again 

the central theme will be to keep change to a minimum. 
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We believe one of the key ingredients necessary for a successful transition is the 

availabil'ty of key resources. One of the sub-teams to Day One Operations is focused solely 

on the task of personnel. We have unrienaken ex._nsi\ e analysis to detennine the proper 

number of train and engine personnel required during the transition process. In order to 

maintain safety, CSX plans to have a sufficient number of employees, including trainers, 

available on Day One. CSX anticipates that additional engineers, conductors, and trainmen 

will enter training early in 1998 so that necessary lead times will be met This hiring and 

training is distinct from cinticipated post-control hiring and training of current Conrail 

employees, and is in addition to the normal hiring that would be necessary to offset normal 

attrition. A sufficient number of employees will be available to serve as pilots to familiarize 

train crews with new territories. By this means, CSX will assure protection from problems 

associated with unreaionable employee fatigue and stress. In addition. CSX and NS will 

discuss with Conrail to the extent permitted by law. mechanisms to ensure an appropriate 

pool of train and engine service talent. CSX is making every effort to retain experienced 

Conrail field operating persormel By retaining a substantial number of experienced Conrail 

field personnel, CSX will reduce the burden of training replacements and will retain all of 

the benefits associated with substantial railroading experience. 

The same principle holds tme with field management personnel. It is the intent of 

CSXT to retain in place the vast majority of all field supervisors. This serves many 

purposes. First, it maintains the operating experience on a specific territory. Second, it 

reduces the amount of change on operating persormel; they will still be supervised by the 
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same manager. Third, CSX believes that field supervisors on Conrail are generally a very 

talented group and wishes to retain this talent. 

2. Safety. The Safety team is headed by Frank Pursley, who has worked 

continually for CSX or its predecessors since 1970. His entire career has been .n the field of 

railroad operations, from Assistant Trainmaster through Superintendent, Vice-Pre.'iident-

Transportation to his cunent position of Vice President-Operations Support and Safety 

Integration Officer. His responsibilities include operating mles and compliance, derailment 

inve:>iigation, hazardous materials emergency response, crew safety traimng, environmental 

protection programs and operations planning. As such, he was the namral choice to lead the 

Safety team. 

Safety is the first of our guiding principles in the Conrail integration process. While 

It is not my intent to -̂ visit the details of the Safet) Implementation Plan that was recently 

filed by CSX with the Bcird or Mr. Pursley's verified statement in this Rebuttal, I do wish 

to emphasize the CSX commitment to the safety of our employees, our customers, and the 

communities in which we operate m implementing this Integration Plan. 

This commitment to safety is apparent in several areas. Our employees will be 

properly trained. There is only the "safe" way, not a CSX or Conrail way. We will have 

more than a sufficient number of employees available to operate our system in a safe 

manner. The best practices of CSX and Conrail will be combined, but only after we are sure 

that the mtegration process is proceeding in a successful manner. Until tlien, we will have 

the opportunity to smdy the best safety practices of both CSX and Conrail and to select the 

best ones for future operations. 
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It is our intent lhat the safety rules and training procedures of CSX and Conrail will 

continue separately through 1998. Because of the operational changes that will occur on Day 

One (and will continue thereafter), we feel that maintaining separate mles and procedures 

will assist the implementation of the Day One changes During this initial period, the 

importance of compliance with the existing safely mles will be emphasized. In addition, 

CSX will continue our cunent review of the operating and safety mles of both CSX and 

Conrail, with the goal of identifying the best safety practices of both railroads and then 

combining those practices into one set of safety mles. We plan to implement the combined 

mles during 1999. but only after proper training of all affected employees has been 

completed 

3. Headquarters. Chuck Wodehouse is Vice President-Controller of CSX and is 

in charge of the Headquarters Team. He has been employed by CSX or an affiliated 

company since 1979 in the fields of accoummg, audit and expendimres. He formerly worked 

the accounting firm of Deloitte Haskins & Sells and is a Certified Public Accountant. 

As with the other sections of tho Integration Plan, the goal of the Headquarters team 

is to integrate designated Conrail headquarters personnel into the CSX headquarters, and to 

provide continued support on Day One to other CSX departments in a manner that is 

transparent to our customers. While our longer lerm plans call for centralizing the 

headquarters operating functions in the Jacksonville, FL area, except for Shared Asset Areas 

functions, this phase-in will be gradual. On Day One, Conrail headquarters operating 

support will to continue function at Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Dearbom, but as part of the 

CSX headquarters system. 
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The headquarters section is divided into eleven (11) areas: Finance, Technology, 

Operations, Intermodal, Customer Service, Sales & Marketing, Supplies & Service 

Management, Employee Relations. Law, and Non-Employee Expenses. Each section has 

studied the current Conrail operations and procedures in their area and has developed detailed 

plans for Conrail integration. 

The first phase of the Headquarters Integration will involve centralizing the non-

operating functions, and the second stage will involve centralizing the Headquarters 

operations support areas. Necessary training of affected employees will be completed prior 

to both stages. 

4. Technology. John Andrews has spent his career in the information technology 

field. Beginning as a Repair Technician with GTE in 1972, he remained with that company 

until 1993, except a brief period with a consulting firm, Job.i came to CSX Transportation 

in 1993 as Vice President-Application Systems and is currently Chief Information Officer for 

CSX His primarv duties in this capacity include the development of ..ew technology 

systems and the operation of a central data processing center. 

The scope of this team is divided into two phases. Phase I includes all system and 

infrastructure work required to enable planned Day One operations. This includes the 

genera! and administrative functions, customer interaction functions, locomotive/asset 

management functions and dispatch compatibility. Phase II includes all systems and 

infrastmcture work required to enable the phased transition of rail yard and terminal 

operations. 
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This team comprises 10 sub-teams: Communications, Data Center Operations, Data 

Resource Management, Rever.-c Management, Train Customer Operations, G&A 

Intermodal, Train Maintenance. Train Control/Signals, and Dispatch. Each of these teams is 

closely aligned with its respective business partner to ensure that technology requirements 

match the long-term and transition needs of the various departments. As a result of these 

duties, the Technology team is also greatly involved with project management. 

Wiihin the auspices of this team, the company undertook a tedious, but necessary, 

process we called the "day in the life." For 4 distinct area-; - train, car. employee and 

customer - we brought together a team of over 30 knowledgeable people from vanous 

departments to discuss information requirements. These teams discussed what data was 

necessary to track c.=)rh of these key resources, how the data flowed ihrough our information 

systems, and what information would be available during each phase of the transition. These 

sessions, which sometimes lasted three days, proved to be very beneficial. 

CSX has compared the CSX and Conrail information teclinology systems from the 

standpoint of a long term integration or substimtion. We have concluded that the Conrail 

system is based upon an older technology. Appropriate "bridges" will be in place on Day 

One between the CSX and Conrail computer systems to allow for use and direction of the 

Conrail con puter system by CSX. Gradually, the Conrail computer system will be retired 

and CSX technology will be utilized on the entire system. A sufficient workforce will be 

available to provide maintenance and repair for the Conrail system until it is retired and to 

bring it into compliance with year 2000 requirements if it is still in operation as of that date. 
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5. Commercial. The Commercial team is led by Les Passa. He is cunently 

President and Chief Executive Officer of CSX Intermodal, Inc. Mr. Passa joined CSX in 

June of this year, as Vice President, Commercial Integration, having spent most of the last 

ten years with Conrail in a variety of sitions, including inlermodal planning, customer 

service, automotive and logistics and corporate planning, CSXT needed someone with 

extensive Conrail commercial experience to head this team in order to understand and 

address any differences in CSXT and Conrail commercial operations ihat may arise during 

the integration process. 

As noted previously, it is CSX's goal to accomplish the integration of Conrail's 

operations into the CSX system in a manner that makes the process as transparent as possible 

to Conrail's customers. Because most of Conrail's customers are cunently CSX customers, 

we will already have in place a "customer/server" relationship. Our job will be to 

demonstrate to our customers that the expanded CSX network is the best provider of their 

carload and intermodal transponation needs. We plan to do this by retaining the existing 

Conrail business that is locaied on lines that are used by us and to grow that business from 

Day One by competing aggressively with other transportation providers, especially tmcks. 

For Day One operation, CSX bills of lading, waybills and billing will be in place on 

the allocated Conra,: lines and will be under the control of CSX, Conrail's public price lists, 

tariffs and exempt pricing circular will remain in effect until Day One. Beginning on Day 

One, CSX will gradually begin to replace these Conrail publications with these issued by 

CSX. The end result will be CSX public price documents that will mclude exi.sting CSX 

lines and Conrail lines that are operated by us. 
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Communication with the customers is essential to a smooth integration process. Our 

customers will be informed when the cunent CSX commercial stmcture will be expanded to 

include the allocated Conrail lines. We will advise them of the expected levels of CSXT 

service that will be available and emphasize the expanded opportunilies that are available to 

them by using the expanded CSX network. 

6. Labor. Ken Peifer heads the Labor team He began his railroad career with 

the Chessie System railroads in 1965. His experience includes employment with the Westem 

Pacific, the Rock Island and the Southem Pacific railroads. He returned to CSX as Assistant 

Vice President-Labor Relations, and is cunently Vice President-Labor Relations of CSX. 

His duties include the negotiation of national labor agreements, the establishment of overall 

labor strategy, the oversight of the arbitration of significant labor issues and guarantee 

payments. As such, he is the semor CSX official in the fieid of labor relations and has filed 

a joint verified statement with Mr, Robert Spenski in this Rebuttal 

A prerequisite to Day One Operation is the negotiation and execution of necessary 

implementing agreements with the involved labor organizations. Because the Conrail 

workforce initially must be ai'.-cated into comparable jobs on CSX. NS and Conrail (for its 

Shared Asset Areas and the System Support Operations facilities), where il is necessary to 

effect the trini>«c'>on the parties will jomtly negotiate (and if no agreement is reached, wil] 

jointly arbitrate to reach an agreement) an implementing agreement to which they will be 

parties with the representatives for each class or craft on the three rail systems satisfying all 

labor conditions for this transaction. 
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7. Capital Planning. The leader of the Capital Planning Team requires someone 

with both "field" experience as well as plarming abilities Tom Schmidt was chosen for this 

assignment and will also retain his position as Vice President-Advanced Rail Signaling and 

Dispatch Technology for CSX. Tom has worked continuously in the railroad industry since 

1969, and has been with CSX since 1985. He has an extensive background in engineering, 

service design, quality management and network operations. 

This team is charged with the responsibility of coordinating the capital planning, 

budgeting and execution of capital improvement projects lhat are related to the integranon of 

the Conrail lines lhat are to be operated by CSX. This involves approximately 52 projects 

with estimated expenditures of approximately $488 million. Some projects are be'ng 

implemented now, such as the double-tracking of the former B&O line and the constmc ion 

of various switch connections between CSX and Conrail tracks at numerous locations. Train 

operations over these connec:ions are subject to the approva! of the Transaction by the 

Board Various projects in the Chicago area, such as the 59th Street intermodal yard, are 

also under constmction. 

8. Asset Division, The Asset Division team is charged with dividmg the Conrail 

operating equipment for use by CSX and NS Dave Miller, Assistant Vice President 

Engineering and .Mechanical Maintenance Programming and Logistics for CSX, is the team 

leader. He has been wiih CSX since 1983. serving in vanous capacities in purchasing, 

n echanical opfations and planning prior to assuming his present duties. 

Conrail's operating equipment will be divided into t.hree classes: 1) locomotives; 2) 

cars and 3) other equipment, such as maintenance of way equipment and motor vehicles. 
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Each class is divided into subclasses based, for example, upon the age, status (owned or 

leased) and condition. There will then be an allocation of each subclass of the equipment on 

the percentage of Conrail stock ownership, j.e., 42% CSX and 58% NS. An arbitration 

procedure will be used to resolve any disputes. Once the allocation process has been 

completed, various pieces of equipment may be swapped between CSX and NS, depending 

upon their own needs and requirements. 

9. Human Resources. Sally Basso is in charge of the Human Resources Team, 

and currently serves as Vice President-Human Resources of CSX, She has been with CSX 

or its predecessor railroads since 1978, servicing in a variety of positions m human 

resources, and compensation and benefits. 

CSX places a great emphasis on issues that face our employees, and is sensitive to 

their needs. The task of this team is to ensure that the Conrail employees that begin working 

for CSX on Day One are highly skilled and motivated to perfonn their jobs. 

To accomplish this task, coordination with NS will be required, and a fair method of 

employee selection must be developed in accordance with applicable agreements. The team 

will also be responsible for the management of the Conrail benefit programs that cover all 

former Conrail employees; i.e.. those that transfer to CSX. those that are retired and those 

that are separated as a result of the transition process. 

10. Conveyances/Closings. The Conveyances and Closing team is headed by .Mike 

Giftos, Senior Vice President and General Counsel of CSX Transponation. Inc. Mike 

joined the Chessie System Railroad upon his graduation from the University of Maryland 
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*<vhs\'! .̂f I M\\ has been employed by CSX or one of its affiliated companies since that 

tuiic Aih.1 IS thc .senior legal officer of CSX. 

1 V Comevances and Closing Team is split into the following 5 sub-teams: Real 

tstate. Closing Process, Contract Allocation, FELA Claims and Lawsuits and Liabilities, 

b'ac.̂ . >ub-:-?dm has its own leader, and the sub-teams are in vanous stages of development. 

This team i> charged with the responsibility of drafting and executing the necessary 

documents to separate the rights and obligations of Conrail between CSX and .\S, or their 

designees, as described in the Transaction Agreement on a timely basis. 

I I Pro Forma, r.-ed Favorite is the leader of the Pro-Forma Team. He has 

worked contmuously for CSX or one of its affiliated companies since 1980, and is currently 

\ ice Pres:den:-PlanAing and Analysis of CS.X. He has held positions in areas of finance, 

costs a.nd budgets, asset management and economic planmng. 

This ream, is responsible for preparing "management-based" Pro-Forma financial 

r*pcr-s tliat reflect the integrated operations of CSX wiih the Conrail lines and assets that are 

-.1 ailv.aied for use by CSX, The reports will include the foilowing: an income 

•yirsTntr.: oalance sheet, cash flow statement. ROIC a projection of capital spending and key 

2 -.latistics, .Modifications will be made to the reports as required by changes in the 

f • -̂.-..-mptions. and the team will share its finding* with other teams. 

; 2 Communications. CSX will be at a disadvantage if the benefits ihat we 

f-.-rv:'; .";','jlting from the approval of the Transaction are not properiy communicate • to our 

«-,'.',;-.0/%',, our customers, governmental agencies and the general public. To insure that 

•„' •/•. '/AT.v-. are properiy made. Marty Tioreniino. who cunently services as Vice President-
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Corporate Communications and Public Affairs, was selected as the leader of the 

Communications Team. 

The team will concentrate on communicating the benefits of the Transaction to: 

1) CSX and Conrail employees, with a special emphasis on introducing the Conrail 

employees to CSX and our corporate goals; 2) to our customers, both existing and those now 

using Conrail; 3) to the communities that we now serve and will serve if the Application is 

granted and 4) the media and public officials. The team will also report fhe comments of 

each of these groups to CSX. These co iiments are instmctive and will be useful in molding 

our integration process. 

13. Intermodal. The integration of that portion of the Conraii intermodal network 

that is allocated for use by CSX into our enlarged intermodal operations is a cmcial element 

in the success of the Application, and is headed by .Mr. Passa. The Intermodal Team will 

examine the operations of our affiliated intermodal ccmpany. CSX Intermodal Inc. (CSXI). 

and review areas including finance, operations, human resources, sales & marketing and 

labor. CSXI is also expected to coordinate and review its own plarming with the appropriate 

Integration Team. The vanous sub-ieams include: Finance, Operations, Commercial, and 

Other Suppon Functions. Each of these sub-teams are in the process of developing detailed 

project plans based upon the control of the Council lines to be allocated to CSX. 

14. Inventorv. The Inventory Team is responsible for monitoring the levels of 

Conrail inventory items and phtimng an equitable allocation of those items with NS on or 

after Day One, Everett Eddy heads Lhis team. He is cunenlly Director, Mechanical 

Inventory for CSX and has been employed by CSX or is predecessor railroads since 1967. 
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He has held numerous positions in car distribution, inventory conlrol and mechanical 

inventory. 

The function of this team is similar to that of the Asset Division Team. A 

methodology for a split of Conrails' inventory on a 42/58 percentage basis must be 

developed and agreed to with NS. Specifications must be defined and a monitoring system 

developed for use prior to Day One. Additionally, the team- must coordinate with other CSX 

teams to be sure that sufficient inventory levels are maintained by Conrail on Day One. 

15. Information Processes The Information Processes Team is headed by Doug 

Maxwell, General Counsel of CSX. Doug joined the CSX Law Department in 1990. He 

graduated from Harvard Law School in 1975 and spent the next 15 years in the private 

practice of law before coming to CSX. 

This team acts as CSX's single point of contact for all appropriate information 

requests to Conrail while the Application is pending before the Board The team is mindful 

ol the prohibitions of requests for confidential information, particularly in commercial areas, 

and for requests that might reflect premamre control of Conrail. The team also coordinates 

requests with NS in order to avoid duplication and to reduce the administrative lime of 

Conrail in replying to the requests. 

16. Monitoring On-soine Coniail Operations. I am the leader of this team, the 

primary function of which is to accurately monitor the performance of Conrail in a lawful 

manner from the date that the Application was filed, i.e., July 23, 1997, until Day One. 

This monitoring must necessarily be done in coordination with NS and in a manner that does 

not unduly burden Conrail. 
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The focus of the monitoring will shift during this time frame. Froru the filing date of 

the Application until the day that it (hopefully) is approved by the Board, i.e., the Control 

Date, the monitoring will be passive and restrained and in compliance with regulations 

regarding premature control. During this period, however, we still need to know that 

Conrail is performing in a manner that is financially sound and that meets the needs of its 

customers. From the Conlrol Date until Day One, the monitoring will be more proactive 

and in coordination with NS. As noted previously in this stalemeni, this interim period will 

be an important time for learning Conrail operations first hand and will be of considerable 

benefit to CSX on Day One. 

17. Corporate Govemance. I am also the leader of this team. Our task is to 

review the corporate organization of Conrail with the objective to ensure that it can be 

managed in a way that allows CSX to achieve synergies and operating objectives as outlined 

in the Application. The team will assist, in conjunction with NS. in completing required 

organization specifications for the Conrail operations lhat will remain in the long-term. 

18. Concession Process. The Concessions team was formed to consider the 

legitimate concerns of stale and local govemn-iental agencies and other railroads which felt 

that they would be adversely impacted if the Transaction were to be approved. Bill Hart was 

selected to head this team. He has over 23 years of service wiih CSX, primarily in the fields 

of transportation, operations, strategic planning and service design, and is cunently Vice 

Preside;'! Corporate Developmenl. 

The Concessions teams has an "open door" policy of negotiating issues with the 

governmental agencies and railroads. Thc goal is to execute agreements that address 
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concerns which are a consequence of the Transaction in a manner which does not detract 

from the benefits. This policy has met with a great deal of success as CSX has executed 

agreements with numerous railroads (shortlines, regionals and Class Ones) and governmental 

agencies, which resulted in their public suppon for the Transaction. We continue to work 

with a number of entities to settle concerns and gain support. 

19. Training. The Training Team is led by Joel Wamer, who is cunently 

Assistant Vice President-Human Resource Development for CSX. Joel joined CSX in 1986, 

has spent his career at CSX in the human resources field, and has a Master of Science degree 

in Human Resource Developmenl from St. Thomas University. 

The imponance ol this team is readily apparent. Proper training of CSX and Conrail 

employ.;es's a cmcial element in the successful integration of CSX and the allocated Conrail 

lines. The Conrail employees who are to become CSX employees need to be prepared for 

this transition in order to understand their responsibilities with CSX. Some training will be 

required for cunent CSX employees in order to make the transition easier for all concemed. 

The team is also responsible for identifying and obtaining che necessary resources that wil? be 

required for performing the training. 

20, Implementation Planning, The Implementation Planning team is headed by 

Bob Haulter, who currently serving as CSXT's Assistant Vice President-Integration 

Planning. This is a namral selection, as Bob has been involved in the Conrail project since 

March 1997. He has had a wide range of duties with CSXT since joining a predecessor 

company in 1973. including Corporate Secrelary, Admimsiraiive Services, Labor Relations, 

Human Resources and Performance Improvcineni. 
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This team is responsible for the coordination and facilitation of the efforts of all 

integration teams. It's role is to oversee the project plan for the entire integration process, 

this includes team definition and scope, project plan development, issue resolution, overall 

project coordination, the review of key deliverables and providing on-going direction to the 

process. This team is also responsible for ensuring that all issues lhat arise between various 

teams are resolved on a timely basis. 

21. Fumre Teams (As Needed).. There are currently no additional teams Early in 

the integration process, however, we realized lhat it was rot critical to initiate 

implementation planning for each team simultaneously. Some tasks are nore critical, anc 

some tasks require a longer period of time for the planning and implementation process, lhe 

teams that did not meet either criteria were put on hold until the critical tasks were 

addressed. Also, we realized that as we progressed the implementation planning process new 

tasks would be identified. 

As future t̂ sks are identified they will either be incorporated into the existing team 

stmcmre or new teams will be .ormed That decision will be made by me in consultation 

wilh the steering committee. A recent example is the Inventory team. Due to the nature of 

the task, as outlined earlier, it was not deemed necessary to initiate this team last summer. 

The team is now ur.der formation, and coordination is just beginning with NS. 

CONCLUSION 

CSX has devoted a great deal of employee time and expense to the Conrail integration 

process and 1 know ihat NS has done the same. Although the allocation of Conrail, if 
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approved by the Board, will be a complex undertaking, I am confident that CSX has an 

implementation process that is capable of accomplishing that assignment. I am also confident 

that we have procedures in place to refine this process as the need arises to make any 

adjustments that may be requi-ed. The integration will be done in a safe and pmdent manner 

that will ultimately benefit CSX, our employees, our cuslomers and the general public. 
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I, Michael J. Ward, dsclare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 
true and correct. Further, i certify that I am qualified and authorized to file this 
verified statement. Executed on December 8,1997. 
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• - REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

DWIGHT D. WEATHERHOLTZ 

My name i s Dwight D. Weatherholtz and I am Marketing Manag€;r -

- Marketing Services f o r CSX Trar sportation. Inc. (CSXT) . Among my 

duties f o r CSY.T i s r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r the p u b l i c a t i o n and f i l i n g of 

t a r i f f s on various subjects, including switching. I am alsc 

required to stay current on t a r i f f s pvV^lished by other r a i l r o a d s 

and on practices and procedures generally i n the r a i l r o a d business 

respecting t a r i f f movements. 

The primary purpose of t h i s v e r i f i e d statement i s to address 

c e r t a i n statements made by Gerald Fauth i n support of the Comments, 

Evidence and Request f or Conditions of the Erie-Niagara R a i l 

Steering Committee (ENRS) , with respect to switching charges i n the 

Buffalo-Niagara area. Mr. Fauth complains at length about the 

l e v e l of current Conrail switching charges i n Buffalo and seeks to 

show that they "are high by many standards." ENRS-6, Fauth VS at 

28 . 

The main standard he measures Conrail charges against i s a 

$156 per car fee that i s one of many charges NS has applied i n 

Buffalo. Mr. Fauth claims that t h i s charge has become "generally 

es-tablished by NS i n the Buffalo area." I d . This, however, i s a 

seriously misleading statement. 

I have examined NS Switching t a r i f f , NS 8001. The $156 charge 

so heavily r e l i e d upon ̂ y Mr. Fauth, per Note 1, Item 1400, W.> 8001 
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apprlies only as follows: "NS .Motor Vehicle F a c i l i t y open only on 

automobiles from Halifax, NS when received from CN-GTE at s t a t i o n 

14005". Also, per Note 2, Item 1400, NS 8001, NS w i l l switch f o r 

CR at $450 (34th revised page 32, NS 8001), subject to the 

fol l o w i n g : "NS Motor Vehicle F a c i l i t y open only on automobiles from 

Edison assembly plant at Metuchen, NJ when received from CR" . Thus 

i t cannot be said that $156 i s the charge "generally established" 

i n Buffalo. 

The secondary purpose of t h i s v e r i f i e d statement i s to 

confirm, as r e f l e c t e d i n t h e i r published t a r i f f s (CSXT 8100 and NS 

8001) that CSXT and NS generally perform switching services f o r one 

another at the rate of $250 per car. 
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CERTIFICATION 

I , Dwight D. Weatherholz, declare under penalty of perjury 

that the foregoing i s true and correct. Further, I c e r t i f y that 

I am qualified and authorized to f i l e t h i s v e r i f i e d statement. 

Executed December 9, 1997. 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF CHARLES J WEHRMEISTER 

NS ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT 

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT. 

My name is Charles J. Wehrmeister. I am employed by Norfolk Southem 

Corporation (NS> as Assistant Vice President, Safety and Environmental, a position I have 

held for approximately three years. Business ftinctions for which I am responsible include 

administering NS's grade crossing hind, performing filings for reportable injuries, auditing 

injury records to determine compliance with corporate procedures, and safety training. 

Most of my ISVz year railroad career has been in line management in NS's and its 

predecessors' Transportation Departments. Befo.e assuming n,. current job, I held positions 

as Crossing Watchman. Switchman, Road Brakeman, Yard Conductor. Operations Trainee, 

Assistant to Trainmaster, Assistant Trainmaster, Terminal Trainmaster, Assistant 

Superintendent. Superintendent Terminal(s) and Division Superintendent. 

I. Introduction 

Thc purpose of this statement is to: (a) describe NS's industry-leading safety record; 

(b) di.scuss key features of NS's Safety Integration Plan filed with the Surface Transportation 

Board (STB) on December 3. 1997; and (c) respond to safety-related contentions of parties 

other than the U.S. Department of Transportatiop (DOT) and Federal Railroad 

Administration (FRA) I believe that with careftil planning and execution, the Conrail 
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transaction can be carried out without compromising safety. In fact, the transaction should 

have long-run safety benefits. 

IL Norfolk Southern's Safetv Record 

NS is a safety leader of the United States rail industry, having recently won the 

prestigious E. H. Harriman Memorial Gold Award for employee safety for a record eighth 

straight year. (Other NS safely and service awards are listed in Volume 6A of the Primary 

Application, at 122-123.) Safety is so deeply ingrained at NS that it is the first subject at 

virtually every meeting, including meetings of the Board 

of Directors, and the first element of our corporate 

vision: lo be the "safest, most customer-focused, and 

successful traasportation company in the world.' To 

ensure our commitment to safety is followed from top to 

bottom, NS has adopted "Six Tenets of Safety " (See 

Figure CJW-1.) NS's low number of reportable injuries 

is proof of our commitment: in 1996 such injuries were 

Figure CJW 1 
Norfolk Southern's 

Six Tenets of Safety 

Ali injuries can be prevented 
All exposures can be safeguarded 
Prevention of injuries and 
accidents is the responsibility of 
each employee 
Trainmg is essential for good 
safety performance 
Safety is a condition of 
employment 
Safety is good business 

Figure CJW-1 

a remarkable one-fifth of what they were just eight years 

before. (See Figure CJW-2.) 

In comments filed in this proceeding, DOT and FRA characterized NS's operating 

policies, rules and practices as "provincial" and NS's safety culmre as "individualistic."' 

•Preliminary Comments of the United States Department of 
Transportation (DOT-3), V e r i f i e d Statement of Edward R. English, 
at 15. 
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NS is uncompromising in its insistence on safety, and we are working to carry that 

philosophy to carry over to the expanded system. On the other hand, we well understand 

that a provincial, inward-looking approach could never lead to world-class safety 

performance. That is why NS regi-.larly has enlisted the most authoritative outside advice on 

safety available. DuPont, a world leader in safety, has provided expert advice at critical 

junctures n NS's safety program, and has been retained once again to help us implement the 

Conrail transaction safely. DuPont will 

visif Conrail craft employees and 

officers on three Conrail Divisions and 

at the Juniata and Hollidaysburg Shops, 

and will revisit current NS properties. 

We anticipate receiving DuPont s 

recommendations by March 1998, in 

ample time to incorporate their 

recommendations into the 

implementation. 

Norfolk Southern Safety Performance 
FRA Injury Ratios 

i ! .-m • 1 • 
68 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 

I ln)uries per 200,000 Hours 

Figure CJW-2 
Note: 1997 is a partial year covering 10 months. 

in. Preparation of the Safetv Integrgiion Plans 
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In Decision No. 52, the STB required NS and CSX to submit Safety Integration Plans 

(SIPs) for the proposed expanded CSX and NS rail systems and for the Shared Asset Areas 

(SAAs). NS and CSX filed the SIPs on December 3, 1997.̂  

NS's SIP identifies and describes measures to ensure compliance with federal safety 

laws and safe operations as NS integrates into its rail system allocated portions of Conrail I 

was among those who worked for the thirty days between issuance of Decision No. 52 and 

filing of the SIPs. assembling the required information and formulating NS's plan. In many 

respects. NS's SIP memorializes NS' extensive safety integration effort: evaluating Conrail's 

safety practices (and in some cases reevaluating our own), becoming more familiar with 

Conrail s personnel, territoiy and facilities, and analyzing, with the help of some of the most 

experienced safety minds in the industry, how to integrate Conrail operations without a hitch. 

Conrail s safety officers have played a key role in this process. Beginmng earlier this year, 

they have guided NS personnel on Safety Train visits, hi-rail trips and ovcr-the-road-

visitations In recent months, Conrail has escorted NS on tours of Conrail's Pittsburgh, 

D̂OT has indicated that Applicants and FRA "are committed to 
continuing the refinement of the SIPs u n t i l comments are due on 
the f i n a l EIS" and that the SIPs are "works i n progress." See 
I n i t i a l Coiaments of the United States Department of 
Transportation on the Safety I n t e g r a t i o n Plans Fi l e d by CSX 
Corporation and CSX Transportation, Incorporated, and Norfolk 
Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company (DOT-
. ) , at 3. NS agrees that continuing dialogue between Applicarts 
and FRA on issues covered i n the SIPs i s essential. However, NS 
also believes the SIPs submitted on December 3 are i n f u l l 
compliance w i t h Decision No. 52, and that a d d i t i o n a l formal 
f i l i n g s wculd be unwarranted. Our personnel and resources must 
be allowed to focus f u l l - t i m e on the very real and challenging 
tasks associated with safely implementing the Conrail 
consolidation. 
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Indianapolis and Dearbom Divisions. During these trips, we have held numerous joint 

discussions with employee groups "on division," and made dozens of one-on-one contacts.' 

In this statement. I will not attempt to replicate NS's SIP. which runs more than 200 

pages, but it does seem appropriate to highlight several key features relating to 

implementation planning and safety: 

Training. At the heart of any successful safety program is a well trained 
workforce. This applies equally to agreement and supervisory persormel. NS 
has focused heavily on training for the expanded NS system. Excellent 
training facilities exist on boLh NS and Conrail properties. 

Train and Engine Service Positions. Employees subject ID the Hours of 
Service Act (HSA) have some of the most safety-sensitive jobs m the industry. 
Unlike other recent mergers, which abolished jobs for HSA-covered 
employees, th.. Conrail transaction contemplates an increase in locomotive 
engineer and trainmen positions. NS is hiring and training over 1,000 new 
train and engine service employees for the NS system post-transaction Within 
pre-control constraints, we will be discussing with Conrail mechamsms for 
maintaining a more than adequate pool of tram and engine serv ice taleni on 
Conrail as well. 

Dispatching. Dispatching is another area receiving close scrutiny. Again, 
several factors distinguish the Comaii transaction from other recent mergers. 
Based on current headcounls. NS does not anticipate eliminating any dispatcher 
positions, nor will there be near-term changes in dispatching locations likely to 
cause attrition Significantly, bolh Conrail and NS rely on regional 
dispatching Because we will retain this system post-transaction, most 
dispatchers will continue to handle temtories with which they are familiar, 
using the same type of dispatching consoles and equipment they use today. 

Track .Maintenance. NS has always placed great emphasis on maintaining its 
track and roadbed for safe operations Our Operation ̂  Division oftlcers 
already have tested and inspected rail and track strucnire. including taking 
measurements by track geometry cars, on Conrail properties to be operated by 
NS. Completion of this first testing and inspection phase enhances efforts to 

N̂S"s and Conrail's collaboration on safety actually began long before the current 
proceeding was even instituted, as the two railroads got to know each others" ''best practices' 
through joint ventures like TripleCrown Services .̂ 

5 
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plan fo the manpower and capital necessary to meet appropriate standards all 
over tne expanded system. 

IV. Safety-Related Contentions of Parties other than POT and FRA 

A number of parties to this proceeding other than DO! and FRA have voiced safety-

re'ated concerns. These include: Allied Rail Unions (ARU); the American Trucking 

Associations (ATA); Charies D. Bolam, Vice President, St. Louis Rail Labor Coalition; 

Cleveland, OH; John F. Collins, New York State Legislative Chairman (on behalf of various 

parties collectively referred to as "BLE"); Intemational Association of Machinists and 

Aerospace Workers (lAM); Congressman Dennis J Kucinich; Congressman Robert 

Menendez; the Ohio Attomey General, Ohio Rail Developmenl Commission and the Public 

Utilities Commission of Ohio (collectively the State of Ohio Parties); Shell Oil Company and 

Shell Chemical Company (Shell); Southeastem Pennsylvania Public Transit Association 

(SEPTA); Transportation Conunittees of the Pennsylvania Senate and House of 

Representatives (Transportation Committees); Transportation Communications Intemational 

Union (TCU); Transportation Trades Department, AFL-CIO (TTD); Umied Railway 

Supervisors Association (URSA); United Transportation Unions (UTUK and West Virginia 

State Rail Authority. 

The above parties' concerns may be grouped as follows: 

• Concerns about the experiences of the westem rail camers 
(particulariy UP and SP) in implementing recent STB-approved 
control transactions;* 

*E.Q., ARU, lAM, John F. Collins, Congressman Menendez, New 
York State Legislative Board, Shell, TCU, Transportation 
Committees, TTD, URSA and UTU. 
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* Concerns about Applicants' planning for safety integration and 
implementation;* 

* Concems about workforce structuring, particjlarly safety-
sensitive occupations;* 

* Concems about Applicants' pre-transaction safety records and 
continuing compliance with federal rail safety laws,' and 

* Concems about local safety impacts.* 

I will address each of these issues in tum. 

U P / S P - R E L A T E D CONCERNS 

NS is well aware of the public's concern about rail safety in light of recent rail 

mergers ~ particularly UP/SP. However, there are basic differences between the Conrail 

transaction and UP/SP. SP was in poor financial and operating condition before and at the 

time of the merger, while UP was still sorting out an eariier transaction with the Chicago and 

Northwestern. Hence, from the start UP/SP was playing catch-up. particularly with regard 

to operations over SP lines. Also important is the fact that before the merger UP and SP had 

the first and second highest accident rates among class I railroads for five of the preceding 

six years." 

TTD. 

^E.q.. TCU. 

^^•q-/ ARU, John F. Col l i n s , Congressman Kucinich, lAM and 

• g• , Charles D. Bolam, Congressman Kucinich, Congressm.an 
Menendez and West V i r g i n i a State Rail A r t h o r i t y . 

Ê-q-> ATA, Cleveland, OH, the State of Ohio Parties and 
SEPTA. 

*For ad d i t i o n a l d e t a i l s on the differences between the UP/SP 
merger and t h i s transaction, see Rebuttal V e r i f i e d Statement of 
James W. McClellan included as part of t h i s f i l i n g . 
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CONCERNS ABOUT PLANNING 

A number of parties have expressed concems about NS's and CSX's planm.ng 

process. Some urge measures essentially equivalent to the SIPs Applicants filed on 

December 3, 1997. As described above, the SIP documents NS's safety plans and processes 

from virtually every conceivable angle. In addition, the way in which this trans'iCtion has 

evolved over the past year, and the parties' earlier experience with Conrail, have provided 

ample planning time. There can be no doubt that safety has been looked at more intensively 

in the Conrail transaction than in any rail merger in history. 

CONCERNS ABOUT WORKFORCE STRUCTURING 

As discussed above, NS anticipates mimmal loss or relocation of experienced 

personnel, especially in HSA-covered, safety sensitive positions. Total projected job losses 

as a result of the Conrail transaction are less than the rail industry's average annual attrition 

rate. By retaining the vast majority of experienced operations personnel. NS should have a 

more than adequate workforce. 

8 
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CONCERNS ABOUT PAST SAFETY RECORDS 

While there is always room for improvement on the road to zero injuries and 

incidents. I believe NS's safety record speaks for itself. But don't take my word for it. 

Shell Oil Company and Shell Chemical Company put it this way: 

NS has always achieved top ratings from Shell and has won numerous railroad 
industry safety awards. Shell has confidence that NS safety standards and 
practices will be integrated into the acquired Coru-ail lines and operations.'" 

As for compliance, it is NS's policy always to obey the law In this regard. I feel 

obliged lo respond directly to one contention. At no time has NS "refused to participate in 

the Federal Railroad Administration Safety Assurance and Compliance [SACP] Program."" 

This misapprehension appears to derive from a recent study by the U.S. General Accounting 

Office (GAO) on FRA's new approach to railroad safety.'̂  In fact, NS lias participated in 

the SACP process, and has contacted GAO in an effort to have repreiciitations to the 

contrarv retracted 

CONCERNS ABOUT LOCAL SAFETY IMPACTS 

At NS no known risk exists in a "safety vacuum " Where appropriate, NS has 

pursued, and will continue to pursue, measures to avoid potential adverse impacts on safety 

Joint Comments of Shell O i l Company and Shell Chemical 
Company (SOC-3), at 9. 

-'Letter of October 21, 1997 from Congressman Robert Menendez 
to the Members of the Surface Transportation Board, at 2. See 
also Responsive Application (Subnumber 74), f i l e d with the 
Surface Transportation Board by Congressman Dennis J. Kucinich, 
at 10 . 

'̂See U.S. General Accounting O f f i c e , Railroad 
Transportation: Federal Railroad Administration's New Approach to 
Railroad Safety, July 1997, at 4. 
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at particular locations. In addition, the STB's Section of Environmental Analysis is 

scrutinizing local safety effects, and is empowered to require mitigation if necessary. 

V. Conclusion 

Rail stakeholders and the public have a legitimate right to expect that eastem rail 

restiucmring will be carried out in the safest maimer possible. NS's safety record and the 

concrete steps we have taken to address parties' concems firmly demonstrate that safety is at 

the forefront of this proceeding. In the final analysis, I believe the Conrail u-ansaction will 

be seen not just as having a neutral effect on safety - frankly, NS wou'J consider that less 

than an achievement - but as greatly improving transportation safety in the United States. 

10 
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VERIFICATION 

I . Charles J. Wehrmeister, verify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statement is 
irue and correct Further, I certify lhat I am quahfied and authorized to file ti.is .statement 

Executed December 8, 1997 

{/ 
Charles J Wehrmeister 
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

STB FINANCE DOCKET NO. 33388 

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC. 
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NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 
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CONRAIL, INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

WILLIAM W. WHITEHLTtST. IR. 

My name is William W. Whitehurst, Jr. I am President of W.W. ATiitehurst & 

Associates, Inc., an economic consulting firm specializing in financial analyses, cost 

accounting, and other economic regulatory issues involving the railroad industiy. On behalf 

of Applicants CS.X Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc. (jointly, "CSX"), I previously 

submitted a verified statement included in the Railroad Consolidation Application filed 

June 23, 1997 in this proceeding (CSX/NS-18). A description of my background and 

professional qualifications was included as Appendix A to that vitrified statement. 

I have been asked by Applicants CSX and NS (Norfolk Southem Corporation and 

Norfolk Southem Railway Company) to analyze and respond to the testimony submitted on 

behalf of various shipper inierests by Alfred E. Kahn, Frederick C. Dunbar and Thomas D. 

Crowley relating to the acquisiiion cost of Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") and its 
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potential impact on the Board's revenue adequacy and revenue/variable cost ("r/vc") 

jurisdictional threshold determinations.' 

In brief these shipper wimesses contend that: (J) the purchase price paid for Conrail 

by CSX and NS exceeds the histonc book or market value of Conrail (variously defined) by 

a large amount and, to that extent, reflects what they characterize as a substantial acquisition 

"premium"; (2) a' a result of the proposed transaction, CSX and NS will have both the 

increased abihty (due to transaction-related increases in markel power) and need (in order to 

pay for Conrail) to impwse excessive rate increases, particularly for so-called "captive" 

shippers; and (3) CSX and NS will, at least to some extent, be able o implement these rate 

increases free from the Board's scrutiny because inclusion of the acquisition "premium" in 

the railroads' financial reports for regulatory purposes wouid raise applicable regulatory rale 

"ceilings" by both reducing tne carriers' rates of retum on investment for revenue adequacy 

purj.ose .̂ and increasing system-average URCS variable costs of service and the applicable 

180 percent r/vc jurisdictional threshold for Board rate regulatory jurisdiction (49 U.S.C. 

§ 10707(d)). To prevent the claimed erosion of these rate protections. Kahn/Dunba' and 

Crowley urge that the Board impose a "mechanical" fix in the form of a condition requiring 

that the acquisition "premium" be recorded by CSX and NS in an account (Account 80 

- Other Elements of Investment) that is excluded from consideration in revenue adequacy 

and jurisdictional Ihreshold determinations." 

' Messrs. Kahn and Dunbar sponsored a joint verified statement that was submitted 
separately by Atlantic City Electric Company and Indianapohs Power & Light Company 
("ACE, et al.") (ACE. et al.-18) and Consumers Energy Company (CE-05). Mr. Crowley 
submitted testimonv on this and other issues on behalf of ACE et al. (ACE, el al.-18), and 
substantially similar statements on behalf of Consumers Energy Company (CE-05) and GPU 
Generahon, Inc. (GPU-02). In addition. Centerior Energy Corporaiion (CEC-05) submitted 
a statement by Frank S. Harris II (a colleague cf Mr. Crowley) containing essentially the 
same analysis and conclusions. Unless otherwise indicated, citations to this tcMmony shall 
refer to the statements included in the ACE, et al.-18 filing. 

^ S^ ICC Docket No. 40581, Georgia Power Co. v. Southem Railway Co. (served 
November 8, 1993), Appendix (.\ugust 18, 1993 staff memorandum at 13). 
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My analysis of these claims is addressed below under die following topics: 

• Shippers' Characterization of the Acquisition "Premium" 

• The Board's Purchase Accounting Rules and Use of Acquisiiion Cost 

For Regulatory Purposes 

• Projected Financial Impacts of Jie Acquisition Cost of Conrail on CSX 

and NS 

• Potential Impact of Conrail's Acquisition Cost on Revenue Adequacy 

and Jurisdictional Threshold Determinations 

As explained below, I conclude that: (I) the shipper witnesses have mischaracterized 

the Conrai' purchase price as including an acquisition "premium" to the extent they suggest 

that it is excessive or does not accurately reflect the current value of Coniail and the 

anticipated efficiencies and other merger benefits projected to result from the proposed 

transaction; (2) the Board's accounting mles and decisions require that asset values as 

recorded for regulatory purposes i-jflect acquisition cost, not predecessor cost; (3) taking into 

account transaction-related efficiencies and traffic gains, CSX and NS will be able to finance 

the acquisition of Conrail and generate net income gains, without raising overall rate levels; 

and (4) the shippers' claims that the use of Conrail's acquisition cost (rather than its pre-

transaction historic net book value) for regulatory purposes would sign, "cantly raise 

applicable rate regulatory "ceilings" are incorrect, primarily because they wholly ignore the 

impact of anticipated merger efficiencies and other benefits that will result from the proposed 

transaction. 

I have also been asked to analyze and respond to the separate testimony of 

Mr. Crowley regarding trackage rights compensation, submitted on behalf of Indianapolis 
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Power & Light Company ("IP«&L"). This topic is addressed at the end of n.y verified 

statement. 

SHIPPERS' CHARACTERIZATION 
OF "iHE ACQUISITION "PRE.\nLTV;' 

The purchase price paid by CSX and NS for Conrail was $9,89*̂  million, plus 

assumed liabilities and transaction fees. Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley claim that this purchase 

price reflects a large acouisition "premium," but tii.ey use that lerm inconsistently and 

indiscrim.inately. At different places in their testimony, these wimesses refer to the acquisi

tion "premium" as the amount in excess of net book value (Kahn/Dunbar VS at 17), book 

value of Conrail shares (Crowley VS at 25), historical book value at 26), gross book 

value (id, at 25; Kahn/Dunbar VS at 16), the market price of Conrail stock immediately 

prior to the announcement of ilie proposed CSX acquisition of Conrail (Crowley VS at 25), 

the market value of Conrail's assets (Kahn/Dunbar VS at 18), and "original cost" (id at 17). 

Implicitly, they suggest that the purchase price paid for Conrail is excessive, although they 

nowhere say so directly.' 

If these witnesses (and the parties they represent) are suggesting that the purchase 

price paid by CSX and NS for Conrail is excessive, or does not reflect the actual fair market 

value of Conrail's business and assets as part of the integrated CSX and NS rail systems, 

they are wrong: the purchase pnce reflects no such acquisition "premium." The purchase 

price for Conrail was established through arms' length bargainir.g among independent, 

commercially sophisticated and well-advised parties. Because most railroad services are 

competitive, and railroads (unlike heavily regulated public utilities) enjoy no guaranteed rates 

of retum, CSX and NS had no reason lo pay more than fair value for Conrail. Indeed, the 

Application includes unchallenged and uurebutted testimony establishing that the financial 

' Mr. Crowley does use the term "overstated value" with reference to the acquisition 
cost of Conrail. Crowley VS at 28. 
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terms of the proposej transaction (including the purchase price) are fair and reasonable 

Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley offer QQ evidence to suggest that the purchase price paid for 

Conrail is excessive or otherwise does not reflect the true current value of Conrail's business 

in the hands of CSX and NS.=̂  

COMPARISONS TO 
PRE-ACQUISITION MARKET PRICE OF STOCK 

Of course, as Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley note, the purchase price of Conrail 

(including assumed liabilities and transaction fees) does substantially exceed, by varying 

amounts, the pre-transaction market value of Conrail's outstanding publicly traded stock, 

Conrail's pre-transaction total shareholder equity, and the historic net book value of Conrail's 

road property and equipment assets (only the latter of which is relevant for regulatory 

purposes). Crowley VS at 25-29. As a general matter, these facts are neither unusual nor a 

matter for concem. 

* Sse CSX/NS-18. Vol. 1, Levy VS at 555; CSX/NS-18, Vol. ' , Nolop VS at 460; 
CSX/NS-18, Vol. 1. Hamilton VS at 569; CSX/NS-18, Vol. I . Goodwin/Wolf VS at 598. 

* Kahn/Dunbar suggest that the purchase price might be excessive to the exient it 
reflects the Applicants' expectation of moneooly profits resulting from tran saction-related 
increases in market power. Kahn/Dunbar VS at 18-19. In my judgment, it is highly dubious 
to think that CSX and NS would have paid more than the fair v?!ue of Conrail in the belief 
that lhey could generate increased economic rents. In fact, to the exient that the transaction 
introduces two-carrier rail service post-acquisition at points seAed or.ly by one railroad pre-
acquisition. competition will be increased thus reducing the oppoituniiies for economic 
rents. If nothing else, this theory assumes that ,\pplicants believed, in setting the purchase 
price, that the Board would approve an anti-competitive transaction, which is contrary to all 
recent rail merger decisions (includmg BNSF and UP/SP). in which the Board and its 
predecessor have taken care to ensure that any adverse competitive effects would be 
remedied. In any event, other witnesses for Applicants show that the Lansaction as proposed 
will not itduce competition or increase market pwwer. Further, as I discuss below, the fact 
tliar anucipated merger efficiencies, traffic and revenue gains, and related benefits more than 
juslifici the purchase price of Conra-I also demonstrates that the purchase price of Conrail 
does not reflect anticipated economic rents. 
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As should be apparent to anyone who has read newspaper accounts of proposed 

corporate mergers and acquisitions involving publicly traded companies, it is not at all 

uncommon for the purchase price of such a company to exceed, often by a large amount, the 

pre-merger mai-ket value of the company's publicly traded stock or the comi>any's total 

shareholder equity. A major reason for this is that subsiantiad ^̂ -nergies may be available to 

the acquirer in combination with the acqitiree thî t are not available to the acquiree on a 

stand-alone basis.* 

More generally, as Professor Kail discusses in his rebuttal verified statement, the 

purchase price may be justified by any number of factors, including the purchaser's expecta

tion that the acquired company will be more valuable under its control, as a result of 

improved management of the \ ;quired company's assets and business, efficiencies related lo 

the combination of the acquired company's assets with those of the purchaser, and similar 

consideraticiis. In this limited sense, the purchase price may reflect a control "premium." 

but .ucn a "premium" is merely a portion of che (explicit or in plicit) discounted cash flow 

valies of syne~gies inherent in the combination. This is certrinly true in the case of Conraii. 

The Applicatien dcKumeniS the substantial <L fficiencies. service improvements, incremental 

traff'C gains, and other benefits that the propt:)sed Conrail transaction will generate. Ey 

attrac ing new traffic to Conrail's lines, the proposed transaction will revitalize many Conrail 

assets, and the purchase pnce rejects this. 

* An example recounted in ̂ '̂ e present Application is the economies of north-south 
inlermodal service, which is attractive for C SX and NS in combination with Conrail, but 
does not provide the same economies to Conrail as an independcut railroad whose long hauls 
are east-west. 
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COMPARLSONS TO 
HISTORIC NET BOOK VALUE 

It is even less surprising or unusufl tnat the purchase price for Conrail exceeds the 

historic net book value of Conrail's road property and ef,uipment assets as recorded on its 

books for regulatory purposes. Under generally accept.jd accounting principles ("GA/ P") 

and the Board's Uniform System of Ar- >-, ts for railroads ("USOA"), assets are usually 

recorded on the company's books at depreciated original (or historic) cost to the owner. 

Particularly in the case of assets with relatively long service lives (which is the case for a 

large share of a railroad's investment), historic il cost will not reflect - and oflen will be 

significantly less than - cunent market values. What it cost a railroad to build a rail line or 

acquire land for a right-of-way a centurj' ago has little relationship to the current value of 

these assets. 

In the ca.sc ot Conrail. there is ;ven less reason to presume any relationship beiween 

the depreciated histoncal asset values recorded on Conrail's books and the current market 

value of those assfts The book value of its assets does not even reflect uepreciated original 

cost, but rather is skewed as a result of the process by which Conrail was created. 

Conrail came into being as a government-owned railroad in 1976, designed to operate 

certain rail properties that were ordered by the govemment to be conveyej to Conrail by 

Pcm Central and a number ot othei bankrupt railroads in the Northeast. Pursuant to the 

Final System Plan developed by the U.S. Railway Association ("USRA"), designated assets 

of the bankrupt railroads were conveyed to Conrail, and recorded on its books at "acquisition 

cost" (thc amount thc U.S. government paid, through Conrail, lo the various bankmpt 

railroad estates foi thc transferred rail properties). The "acquisition cost" for the vanous rail 

lines and other projxrrties conveyed to Conrail was determmed initially by USRA through 

extensive valuation studies based on the net liquidation value of the properties, reflecting the 

fact that the bankrupt railroads were no longer viable as going concems. The estates of the 

bankrupt railroads then contested both the basis of valuation and the amounts in lengthy 
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proceedings before the Special Court, the railroad reorganization court established by 

Congress in the Regional Rail Reorganization Act ot 1973 (the "3-R Act") to supervise the 

reorganization of the Northeast rail system and the associated creation of Conrail. In those 

proceedings, which continued for several years after t̂ '* creation of Conrail and the convey

ance of properties to it on April 1, 1976, the Special Court confirmed USRA's view that the 

"acquisition cost" of properties conveyed to Conrail should be established based on their net 

liquidation value, which was the basis used by USRA. The Special Court also held, however, 

that the particular valuations determined by USRA under the net liquidation value methodolo

gy were understated.̂  

Taking the Special Court's various rulings as gu.dance, the govemment parties and 

most of the individual bankrupt estates subsequently negotiatv̂ d settlements which involved 

additional payments to the bankrupt estates by the U.S. govemment for the railroad proper

ties acquired by Conrail. The additional payments '̂y the federal govemment resulted in 

retroacUve increases in the "acquisition cost" of the rail lines conveyed to Conrail, and the 

associated asset values r̂ rorded on Conrail's books. Hence, the values assigned to assets 

conveyed to Conrail upon its commencement of operations on April 1, 19''̂  were adjusted in 

1978, 1980, and 1981 lo reflect the Special Court proceedings and the settlement agreements. 

In its Annual Repwrts lo the ICC (Form R-l) for those years, Conra'. addressed these 

conveyance adjustments in the Notes to Financial Statements, and showed the adjustments by 

individual property account in Schedule 330, "Road and Equipment Property." 

As a result of this process, the asset values recorded on Conrail's books do not reflect 

any reliable or accurate measure of even depreciated original cost, much less provide any 

coherent barometer of current market value. In many (if not most) instances, the net 

liquidation value methodology yielded a valuation of the bankrupt railroads' projjerties that 

S% In re Valuation Proceedings Under Sections 303(c) and 306 of the Regional Rail 
Reorganization Act of 1973. F. Supp. 994 (Special Court, R.R.R.A. 1977), 531 F. 
Supp. 1191 (Special Coen, a.R.R.A. 1981). 
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was less than those railroads' historic depreciated investment (or net book value) in such 

properties. In other words, in many instances the "acquisition cost" of ths; conveyed 

properties to Conrail was less than the value at which the predecessor railroads carried these 

properties on their own books a.,d records prior to the mandated conveyance to Conrail. The 

settlements betv̂ 'een the bankrupt estates and the govemment had the effect of increasing 

these asset values to some degree, but it remains the case that they were based on net 

liquidation value, which was less lhan depreciated original cost in many (if not riost) 

instances. 

Thus, book value is not normally a reliable measure of the current value of railroad 

assets. In view of the peculiar circumstances of its creation, that is especially true with 

respect to Conrail. 

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SO-CALLED ACOUISITION "PREMIUM" 

As this discussion reveals, the references by Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley to the so-

called acquisition "premium" paid by CSX and NS for Conrail are misleading, at least 

insofa as they suggest that the purchase price for Conrai! did not reflect fair market v.nlue. 

Thc purchase price clearly does substantially exceed the pre-transaction net book value of 

Conrail's road property and equipment assets (the asset values used for regulatory purposes). 

V/hen these witnesses argue that the acquisition "premium" should be excluded from 

consideration in revenue adequacy and jurisdictional ihreshold deterniinations, it is this 

amount - the excess of the purchase price over net book value of road property and 

equipment assets - that they have in mind. Accordingly, while the term acquisition 

"premium" is misused and inconsistently defined by these witnesses. I will use h as a 

shorthand reference to mean solely the difference between the acquisiiion cost of Conrail 

stock and the pre-transacuon book value of Conrail's assets for regulatory purposes. 
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THE BOARD S PLUCHASE ACCOUNTING RULES 
AND USE OF ACOUISITION COST FOR REGULATORY PURPOSRS 

Under principles embodied in GAAP and the Board's Uniform System of Accounts 

for railroads (49 C.F.R. § 1201) ("USOA"), assets are recorded on a company's books at 

cost. When a '̂  Jlroad (such as Conrail) is acquired through purchase or mer̂ e", the value of 

its assets is reflected on the purchaser's books at acquisition cost, resulting in an adjustment 

in the pre-transaction book values. These purchase accounting mles have been in place for 

over 35 years. Although Kahn/Dun oar and Crowley do not expressly contest the applicabili

ty or req'iireme.its of these accounting mles, at places they suggest that inclusion of the 

acquisition "pren.ium" in the CSX .ind NS property accounts for regulatory purposes would 

be ' improper" and that adjusting the Conraii asset values to reflect the acquisition cost of 

Conrail to CSX and NS is "without regard to correct accounting mles." Crowley VS at 30, 

31 n.29. In light of these assertions, it may he helpful to review the Board's accounting 

mles and how they apply to the proposed Conrail transaction. 

PURCHASE ACCOUNTING 
RULES UNDER THE BOARD'S I SOA 

The USOA prescribes the accounting rji^s goveming the financial statements that 

railroads are required to file with the Board as part of their Annual Report Form R I . The 

revenues, expenses, and asset values refiected on these financial statements are "Scd for a 

variety of regulatory purposes, including bolh the Board's annual revenue adequacy determi

nations and its development of carrier-specific URCS vanable cost formulas used in 

jurisdictional threshold determinations in individual rate cases. 

The Board's accounting rules generally require that assets be recorded on a i"ail 

carrier's books for regulatory purposes at historical cost. USOA. Instmctions for Property 

Accounts § 2-1. The regulations also address the proper treatment of asset values in the case 
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of the merger, consolidation, or purchase of a rail carrier. Section 2-15(a) of the USOA's 

Instmctions for Property Accounts stales that: 

(a) WTien a railway or portion thereof constituting an operating unit 
or system is "̂ cqi -red by merger or consolidation in a pooling ol interests or 
by purchase the cost of acquisition represented by cash, capital stock or other 
securities issued ?r assumed, liabilities assumed, and cther consideration, shall 
be recorded in the accounts in the manner slated hereunder. . . . (Emphasis 
added.) 

Section 2-15(c) of the instmctions, whicn addresses accounting for purchase (as 

opposed to pooling of interest) transactions, provides that: 

(c) Purchase: 

(1) When the acquisition results from a purchase (except from 
subsidiaries controlled through ownership of the majority share of voting 
stock) including mergers or consolidations other than pooling of interests, the 
amount includible in account 731, "Road and Equipment Property," shall be ai 
•ie cost at the date of acquisition to the purchaser of the transportation proper
ty acquired. The cost assigned to the property, as well as other assets ac
quired, shall be the amount of the cost consideration given. Where propertv 
and other assets are acquired for other than cash, including liabilities assumed 
^ d shares of stock issued, cost shall be determined bv either the fair value of 
the consideration given or the fair valu^ of the assets acquired, whichever is 
more cleariy evident. In addiuon to any liabilities assumed, provision shall be 
made for such estimated liabilities as may be necessary. 

(2) When tne costs of the individual units or classes of transporta
tion property are not specified in the agreemeni. the cost assigned such 
property shall bt apportioned among the appropriate primary accounts using 
the percentage -elationship between the fair vzilues for each class of property 
acquired and the ti *a] of such values. (Emphasis added). 

Thus, these mles require that, in the case of transactions accounted for as a purchase 

as opposed lo a pooling of inie'-ests.* the assets of the acquiree carrier must be adjusted (up-

* The USOA instmctions prescnbe different mles for pooling of interests, a narrow 
catef ory of transactions in which the fonn, but not the substance, of a carrier's identity is 

(continue-l.) 
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ward or downward) to reflect acquisition cost to the purchaser. Acquisition cost for these 

purposes means the cash purchase price or. where property is acquired for other than cash 

(including assumption of liabilities), either the fair value of the consideration given or the 

fair value of the assets acquired, whichever is more clearly evident. These mles conform 

precisely to the requirements of GAAP, Financial Accouniing Standards Board, 

.Accounting Standards - Cun-ent Text § R50.125 (1997 huop.). The required adjustments to 

a earner's property accounts to reflect acquisition cost in connection with a purchase 

tiansaction are known as purchase accounting adjustments.* 

*(...continued) 
altered through an exchange of existing stock See USOA. Instructions for Property 
Accounts § 2-15(b); S. Davidson. C. Stickncy. & R. Weil, Financial Accounting: An 
Introduction to Concepts. Methods, and L'ses 482 85 (2d ed. 1979); Financial Accounting 
Standards Board, Accounting Standards - Current Text ij§ B.50.104-.124 (1997 Supp.). Ft 
is my understanding that the proposed Conrail acquisition would not qualify as a pooling of 
inierests under the USOA or G-̂ AP. 

* Mr. Crowley injects an unfortunate amount of confusion into this subject by incorrect
ly suggesting thaf the purchase accounting rules governing revenue adequacy determinations 
are different than those which apply to junsdiciional threshold determinations. Crowley VS 
at 27-28. In point of fact, both revenue adequacy and jurisdictional threshold (le^, URCS 
variable cost) determinauons <ire based on financial statements prepared in accordance with 
the USOA and submitted in each railroad s Annual Report Form R-). The purchase 
accounting mles descnbed m thc preceding text thus apply equally to both regulatory 
functions. In particular, Mr. Crowley is flatly wrong when he claims that revenue adequacy 
detenninations are based on the lesser of purchase price or appraised value of the acquired 
assets, while carriers can elect for jurisdicf)on;i! threshold purposes to record the acquired 
assets at either purchase price or appraised value (even when the latter is greater in amount 
than the former). As the USOA makes clear, acquisition cost is the goveming accounting 
standard. For assets acquired for cash, cash purchase price represents acquisition cost. For 
assets acquired other than for cash (such as a conibinaiion of cash and assumption of 
liabilities), acquisition cost is the fair value of the consideration given or the fair value of the 
assets acquired, whichever is more clearly evident. Ihus, appraised value is relevant except 
when the consideration is limited to cash. Although not entirely clear, it appears thaf Mr. 
Crowley's confusion stems from his failiiic to recognize that purchase price can (as in the 
case of the Conrail transaction) involve both cash and non-cash (i.e.. assumed liabilities) 
consideration. 
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The Board's purchase accounting mles have been in place for many years, omJ the 

purchase accounting adjustments to property accounts required under these mles are a regular 

and nonnal phenomenon in the railroad industry. The required adjustments in property 

accounts can work in either direction. In some merger, consolidadon, and purchase 

transactions, the acquisition cost has been less than the pre-existing book value of the 

acquired carrier's road property and equipment (i.?.. "predecessor cost"). In that event, the 

Board's mles require that the acquired assets be written down in value to reflect the lowei 

acquisition cost. This was the situation, for example, in several large rail consolidation 

transactions discussed by the ICC in its 1990 decision in Ex Parte 483, where the agency 

reaffirmed the application of its purchav: accounting mles and concluded that acquisition cost 

(rather than predecessor cosl) should be used for regulatory purposes even when acquisition 

cost was less than predecessor cost.'" It was also tme in transactions such as the purchase 

of Southem Pacific Transportation Company by Rio Grande Industries in the late 1980's." 

More recently, as Mr. Crowley notes, a number of railroads have been acquired at a 

cost that exceeds the acquired carrier's historic net book value (e.g.. UP/CNW, BNSF, 

UP/SP). Crowley VS at 27-28. In these transactions, the Board's purchase accounting mles 

require that the value of the acquired carrier's assets for regulatory purposes be written jjp to 

reflect acquisiuon cost. 

The logic of these purchase accounting rules is that, as a general matter, assets should 

be recorded on a earner's books at actual cost to the owner at the time of acquisition. When 

'° ICC Ex Parte No. 483. Railroad Revenue Adequacy - 1988 Determination. 
6 I.C.C.2d 933 (1990). affd sub nom. Association of Amencan Railroads v. 978 F.2d 
737 (D.C. Cir. 1992). 

" Indeed, as my prior discussion reveals. Conrail's existing book asset values for 
regulatory purposes rfiflect a substantial write-down in value at the lime Conrail was created 
and its assets were transferred to it from the predecessor bankmpt railroads. Tne accounting 
treatment of Conrail's creation thus simply reflected prevailing purchase accouniing mles. 
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one railroad purchases another, the actual cost is the purchase: s acquisition cost, not the 

values reflected on the acquired or selling carrier's books. 

APPLICATION OF THE BOARD'S PURCHASE 
ACCOUNTING RULES TO THE CONRAIL TRANSACnON 

The proposed acquisiuon and allocation of Conrail is subject to the Board's purchase 

accounting mles set forth in the USOA and described in the previous seciion. Accordingly, 

in developing the pro forma financial statements included in the Application in this proceed

ing. Applicants applied these accounting mles and included appropriate purchas'̂  accounting 

adjustments based on 1995 adjusted "base year" results for CSX, NS, and Conrail and a 

preliminary estimate of the fair market value of Conrail's assets. The results of this analysis 

are contained in the pro formas included as Appendices C and G of CSX/NS-18. 

For purposes of the pro forma financial statements, the pre-transaction net book value 

of Conrail's road property and equipment assets was S6,693 million. This amount reflects 

the values shown on Conrail's books at year-end 1995 (the "base year" for purposes of 

analysis), with adjustments to exclude certain non-recumng items. The total purchase price 

for Conrail from an accounting view ($9,895 million plus assumed liabilities and transaction 

fees) substantially exceeded Conrajl's pre-transaction book value. As a result, under the 

Board's purchase accounting mles (and GAAP), a write-up in ihe value of Conrail's assets 

was required lo reflect the actual acquisition cost. 

Because the economic consideration for Conrail included both cash and non-cash 

items (Le.„. assumpfion of liabiliues), the pertinent USOA instmctions required that the 

purchase accounting adjustments be based on the fair value of the consideration given or the 

fair value of the assets acquired, whichever is more clearly evident. To assist in this 

assessment of acquisition cost, Applicants relied on the preliminary results of an independent 

estimate of the fair value of Conrail's road property and equipmeiV assets prepared by Price 
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Waterhouse.'̂  As discussed according to this preliminar>' estimate, the current fair value of 

Conrail's road property and equipment assets is $16,243 million. This figure was less than 

the total purchase price plus assumed liabilities and transaction fees ($17,242 million)." 

Because die preliminary Price Waterhouse esUmate focuses on the fair value of Conrail's 

road property and equipment. Applicants used the lower fair value figure as the basis for the 

required purchase accounting adjustments to Conrail's road property and equipment assets 

reflected in the pro formas, assigning the difference to accounts that are excluded from 

revenue adequacy and jurisdicUonal threshold determinauons.''' This resulted in an estimat

ed write-up of $9,550 million in the value of Conrail's road property and equipment assets 

($16,243 million fair value estimate minus pre-transaction adjusted book value of 

$6,693 million). As with ine other elements of Conrail's financial statements, the pro formas 

divided the Conrail asset write-up between CSX (42%) and NS (58%) based on their 

respecuve percentage ownership interests in Conrail (thus assigning $4,011 million to CSX 

and $5,539 million to NS). CSX/NS-18. Vol. 1. at 133, 171. This analysis assumed, for 

purposes of the oro forma financial statements, that CSX and NS would each account for the 

A copy of the preliminary Price Waterhouse fair value estimate, as revised on June 2, 
1997, is included as Exhibit WWW-1 to this venfied statement. 

" The difference, estimated to be S999 million based on the preliminary results of the 
Price Waterhouse fair alue esUmate. was assigned to "goouwill," which is defined as the 
amount by which the acquisition cost exceeds the fair value ô  the acquired assets. The 
"goodwill" appca""*̂  ».;chin the category "Other Ixing Term Assets" in the pro forma balance 
sheets. CSX/NS-18. Vol. 1. at 133. 171. Amounts assigned to goodwill are not considered 
as part of the investment base in revenue adequacy and jurisdictional threshold determina
tions. 

Mr. Crowley appears to have this relationship backward, as he suggests that "ap
praised (fair) value" exceeds "acquisiuon cost" and that, under the Etoard's accounung mles, 
assets may be written up to reflect fair value even when it is greater than acquisiuon cost. 
Crowley VS at 27-28. His discussion overlooks the basic point that purchase price (or 
acquisiuon cost) includes both cash purchase price of the acquired Conrail stock and assumed 
liabilities. When assumed liabilities are ta! en into consideration, the actual purchase price 
for Conrail exceeded the fair value of the I'onrail road property and equipment assets as 
reflected in the preliminary Pnce Walcrhou.e fair value estimate. 
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entire portion of their ownership interest in Conrail on a consolidated basis together with 

their separate pre-existing rail operating assets. 

The purchase accounting adjustments depicted in the pro forma financial statements 

are necessarily split between combined CSX/Conrail (Appendix C to CSX/NS-18) and 

NS/Conrail (Appendix G to CSX/NS-18) presentauons. To isolate the purchase accounttng 

adjustments for Conrail as a whole, so that one can see the accounting involvd for the enUre 

u^.saction, I have re-assembled the CSX and NS portions of Conrail and the CSX and NS 

purchase accounting entries from the "base year" balance sheets to show the total effect on 

Conrail. The source of this re-assembly is the pro forma balance sheets submitted in the 

Application. The resulting "base yeai" pro forma balance sheet before and after the purchase 

accounting adjustments is presented as Exhibit WWW-2. 

As can be seen on Exhibit WWV/-2. pnncipa! components of the accounting adjust

ments to reflect the acquisition cost of Conrail to CSX and NS include: (1) a write-up of 

assets to estimated fair value (from $6,693 million to $16,243 million); (2) addition of acqui-

rition debt to the long-term debt (from S1.911 million to $12,116 million); and 

(3) elimination of Conrail equity, reflating CSX and NS ownership of all Conrail shares. In 

addition, accumulated deferred taxes are adjusted to reflect the fair value asset adjustments. 

In summary, the purchase of Conrail has been accounted for in accordance with the purchase 

accounting rules contained in the USOA. 

Thus, application of the Board's accounting mles will likely result in a substantial 

write up in the value of Conrail's road property and equipment assets to reflect the ?.cti>al 

acquisition cost of Conrail. Based on the pro forma analysis, the amount of that A'rite-up is 

currently estimated to be $9,550 million. The precise amount and presentation of any such 

adjustment, however, will not be detemiined until the proposed Conrail transaction is 

completed and consummated for accounting purposes. For a number of rea.sons, the final 

amount of the asset write-up may differ from the amount shown in the pro forma financial 

statements. For example, the size of the write-up will be based on the final results of the 
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appraisal of die fair value of Conrail's assets, and on the actual nroperty values reflected on 

Conrail's books at the time the i.-ansaction is consummated for accounting purposes, bolh of 

which may well differ from the figures used in the pro forma financial statements. In any 

event, however, pi rchase accounung mles will apply. 

PROJECTED FINANCL\L IMPACTS OF THE 
ACOUISITION COST OF CONRAIL ON CSX AND NS 

A centerpiece of the arguments presented in the Kahn/Ounbar and Crowley lestimony 

is that CSX and NS will have the ability (through increased market power created as a result 

of the proposed transaction) and the compelling need (in order to cover the large acquisition 

"premium" they claim is reflected in the purchase price for Ccnrail) to raise rates excessive

ly, particularly for so-called "captive" shippers. Other witnes;;es for Ap'̂ licants address the 

issue of the competitive effects of the proposed transaction It's my purpose here to address 

•he assertion that CSX and NS will be forced to raise rates in order to pay for Conrail. 

The short answer to this claim is that CSX and NS simply do not need to raise rates 

to finance their acquisition of Conrail. To the contrary, as the pro fjrma financial statements 

and esomates of public and private transaction-related benefits included in the Application 

demonstrate, the proposed transaction will genera e substantial recurring cost efficiencies and 

incremental traffic gams that will permit CSX and NS to finance the debt incurred to acquire 

Conraii - without any assur.ed overall rate increases. 

The pro forma financial statements reflect the anticipated effects of the proposed 

acquisition on the Applicant earners' financial results, using adjusted i995 results as the 

"base year" and assuming no increases in rate levels for traffic gains projected to result from 

the transaction. As previously discussed, the pro formas also reflect the necessary purchase 

accounting adjustments to incorporate the acquisition cost of Conrail, as well as the debt 

incurred to finance the transaction. 
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The pro formas demonstrate that the proposed transaction will have sttongly positive 

impacts on Applicants' financial results. A useful place to look first is the pro forma 

Statement of Cash Flows for each of the combined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail systems. 

CSX/NS 18, Vol. 1, Appendices E and I . They show that the anticipated merger benefits 

(cost efficiencies, traffic gains, etc.) are sufficient to: (I) provide cash to pay for the capital 

expenditures required to achieve merger benefits; (2) service Uie acquisition debt (both 

interest paymints and principal repayment) in addition to pre-existing CSX, NS, and Conrail 

debt: (3) generate additional net ear.iings; and (4) maintain a po.sitive annual net cash flow 

afte.-- botii the capital expenditures an j debt servir.e. Moreover, the pro forma cash flows 

assume aggressive debt repayment, at a rate in excess of that required to rep?.' the acquisi

tion debt according to its terms, in order to zero-out incremental net cash increases. If better 

rj.te of retum opportunities are available, CSX and NS could each scale back their incremen

tal debt pay-down, with resulting positive net cash flow after all acquisition cash require 

ments are taken into account. 

Added indicators of lack of financial pressure to raise rates include a substantial 

projected increase ir net railway openting income r'NROI"), as shown in the pro forma 

Income Sl̂ uements. ;md annual additions to retained earnings, as shown in the pro forma 

Balance Sheets. CSX/NS-18. Vol. 1, Appendices C. D, G. & H. The NROI frr the 

combined CSX/Conrail system is projected to increase by $270 million annually in the 

"normal" year (a 23 percent increase), while the projected increa.se for the combined NS/-

Conrail system is $350 million (or 35 percent). CSX/'NS-18. Vol. 1. at 150. 181. Retained 

earnings for CSX/Conrail are projected to increase at a rate of $767 million (oi 16 percent) 

annually, while the corresponding figure for NS/Conrail is $764 million (or 12 percent). Id. 

at 138, 169. 

In sum, anticipated transaction-related efficiencies and incremental traffic gains more 

than justify the purchase price paid by CSX and NS for Conrail Even taking into account 

the debt mcurred to finance the transaction, CSX and NS will be able to finance the purchase 

price, pay down the acquisition debt on an aggressive schedule, make the capital investments 
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needed to implement die uansaction, arid achieve net income benefits, without any assumed 

rate increases. A number of other factors not attributable direcUy to the proposed transaction 

- such as reasonably anticipated traffic growtii and addiuonal productivity improvements 

- would improve these projected finincial results even more. Thus, there is no merit to the 

suggestion of Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley that CSX and NS will be compelled (even assuming 

they had tlie ability) to raise rates overall lo pay for Conrail. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF CONRAIL'S ACQUISmON COST ON REVENUE 
ADEQUACY AND .fURlSDlCTIONAL THRESHOLD DETERMINATIONS 

Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley contend not only that CSX and NS will have the ability 

(dirough increased market power) and the need to impose excessive rate increases on 

shippers following consumr.ation of the proposed Conrail traiisaction. They also claim lhat 

CJX and NS will be able (at least to some extent) to impose these excessive rate increases 

free from rate reasonableness scmtiny by the Board because application of the Board's 

normal purchase accounting »-ules and use of acquisition cost for regulatory accounting 

purposes will raise significantly the level of regulatory rate "ceilings" under the revenue 

adequacy and r/vc jurisdictional threshold standards. The implication of this argument is 

that, by raising the applicable rate "ceilings," the proposed transaction will enable CSX and 

NS lo impose rate increases that would otherwise be found unreasonable. 

In support of this argument. Mr. Crowley presents a quantitative analysis purporting 

to demonstrate that the effect of inciuding the full acquisiuon cosl of Conrail for regulatory 

purposes (as required under the Board's accounting mles and precedent) would be to: 

(I) significantiy reduce the rate of retum of the combined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail 

systems for purposes of the Board's annual revenue adequacy findings; and (2) significantiy 

increase system-average vanable costs, and thus the r/vc jurisdictional ihreshold, for 

hypotiiet.cal coal movements. Crowley VS at 25-39. 
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As I discuss below, Mr. Crowley's analysis suffers from a number of technical and 

computational errors, but its principal defect is lhat it completely ignores - apparenUy 

intentionally - the anticipated efficiencies, incremental traffic gains, and other beneficial 

ini{iacts of the proposed Conraii transaction. Mr. Crowley's attempted restaiA^mjnt of CSX 

and NS revenue adequacy and junsdiciional ihreshold determinations includes (albeit 

mcorrectiy) the effects of the anticipated purcha.se accounting adjustments and wnte up of 

Conrail's assets (which increase nn investment, retum on investment, and depreciation 

expenses), but it entirely omits the eftevv„ merger ''ffiMcncies (which reduce operating 

expenses) and traffic gains (which increase net revenues and net income). As a consequence, 

Mr. Crowley's prediction that thc propo.sed transaction will significantiy increase applicable 

regulatory rate "ceilings" is invalid. 

REVENUE ADEQllArv •RROkS; 

Mr. Crowley asserts tiiat the effect of including the full acquisiuon cost of Conrail in 

CSX and NS financial (Form R-1) reports will be to reduce dramatically the earners' rales of 

retum for revenue adequacy purposes, and thus lo make it more difficult for shippers to 

qualify lor relief from unreasonable rates under the revenue adequacy component of the 

Board's Constrained Market Pricing rate sianda;ds for coal shipments as lo which the serving 

railroad possesses market dominance. Using 199t, as his study year and the purchase 

accounting adjustments supported by the pro forma financial statements included in the 

Application (which were based on 1995 data). Mr. Crowley claims to show that, when the 

combined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail financial results for that year are adjusted (as 

15 Coal Rate Guidelines. Nationwide. 1 I.C.C.2d 520, 534-37 (1985). affd sub 
nom. Consolidated Rail Corp. v. United States. 812 } .2d 1444 (3d Cir. 1988), The 
revenue adequacy constraint embooies the pnnciple that railroad revenues should not, in the 
long run, exceed those necessary to attain a rate of retum equal to the nominal pre-tax cosl 
of capital for thc industry. The practical significance of this regulator)- rate "ceiling" is open 
to debate. I understand that, since the Board (and its predecessor) commenced annual 
revenue adequacy determinations about two decades ago, no railroad rale has ever been 
found unreasonable nor any rate relief awarded on this ground. 
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required under tiie Board's accounting mles) to reflect the acquisition cost of Conrail - by 

increasing net investment to substitute die acquisition cost for Conrail's pre-transaction book 

value and by reducing NROI to reflect additional depreciation expense on the increased 

investment base - CSX/Conrail's rate of retum would drop from 8.8 percent to 6.2 percent, 

while NS/Conrail's rate of retum would fall from 11.6 percent to 7.6 percent. Crowl.-y VS 

al 33-35 & Exhibit TDC-14.'* The effect of using acquisition cosl for revenue adequacy 

purposes, he concludes, is to cause die combined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail systems to 

fall fartiier short of the revenue adequacy level (11.9 p--cent in 1996 based on the Board's 

cost of capital findings), Uiereby limiting otiierwise available rate relief. 

Mr. Crowley's ;jialysis (which is displayed in his Exhibit TDC-14) contains three 

fundamental errors - two lhal are technical in nature and one lhat is more fundamental. 

First. Mr. Crowley adjusted the figure for "Net Investment in Road and Equipment" 

(which forms part of the denominator in the rate of return computation) to reflect a required 

write-up in tiie value of the Conrail assets to acquisition cost, but he miscalculated the 

amount of tiie write-up. Mr. Crowley calculated the amount of the write-up (which he (mis)-

Even witiiout adjustments to reflect the full acquisition cost or Conrail, CSX and NS 
rates of retum for revenue adequacy purposes will be affected by the proposed transaction 
simply by virtue of the arithmeucal effect of combining CSX and NS with their respective 
assigned portions of Conrail. Because Conrail's 1996 rate of retum (8.4 percent) was less 
lhan that of both CSX (8.9 percent) and NS (13.0 percent), inciuding the assigned portions of 
Conrail in consolidated CSX and NS reports would ariihmeucalh reduce their rates of 
retum. This averaging impact is reflectev": in Mr. Crowley's Exhibit TDC-14. Il shows that, 
while CSX's rate of retum for revenue adequacy purposes was 8.9 percent in 1996, restating 
its rate of retum to include 42 percent of Conrail's financial results would reduce the 
CSX/Conrail rate of retum to 8.8 percent. Similarly, including 58 percent of Conrail's 1996 
financial results with NS s results (reflecung NS s ownership share of Conrail) would reduce 
NS s rate of retum for 1996 from 13.0 percent to 11.6 percent - even assuming no change 
in Conrail's books to reflect acquisiuon cost. Kahn/Dunbar and Crowley do not object to 
this impact of the transaction n̂ CS> and NS rates of return, as it is an unavoidable effect of 
combinuig portions of Conrail with CSX and NS, To the contrary, this effect is reflected in 
Mr. Crowley's portrayal of the accounting procedures he urges the Board to adopt in this 
case. Crowley VS at 37. 
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characterizes as the "acquisition premium") by subtracting the pre-transaction book value of 

Conrail shares ($3,169 million) (by which Mr. Crowley apparentiy means total shareholder 

equity) from the cash purchase price paid by CSX and NS for Conrail's shares 

($9,89S million), and then adding to this amount his estimate of the value of Comail's 

accumulated depreciation and asset disposition charges that would be eliminated by the 

transaction ($2,387 million). Mr. Crowley tteats the result of this computation 

($9,113 million) is the amount of tlie required write-up in the value of Coniiil's assets for 

revenue adequacy purposes. Cro'.vley VS, Exhibii TDC-11. 

Mr. Crowley's computations are incorrect. As previously discussed, the amount of 

the required write-up in the value of the acquired Conrail assets is based on the difference 

between the acquisition cost of Conrail (here, the estimated fair value of Conrail's assets, 

which is less than the toial purchase price of cash and assumed liabilities) and the pre

existing depreciated tiook value of Conrail's road property and equipment assets. That 

figure, based on the pro forma financial statements included in the Application and the 

preliminary Price Waterhouse fair value estimate, is $9,550 million. Mr. Crowley's 

convoluted computation involving the cash conside'-ation (excluding assumed liabilities) and 

the amount of Conrail's shareholder equity does not reflect correct accounung mles. even 

though his results were not terribly far off from the conect figure. 

Second. Mr. Crowley also increased the figure for accumulated deferred laxes by 

$3,490 million to reflect what he believed would be the impact of the proposed iransaction 

on the combined accumulated deferred taxes for CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail. Crowley VS, 

Exhibits TDC-ll & TDC-14. The con-ect figure, as shown in Exhibit WWW-2, is 

$3,567 million, and it appears clearlv in the pro forma financial statements. CSX/NS-18, 

Vol. 1, at 133. 171. Rather than use these readily available figures for both CSX and NS, 

Mr. Crowley derived the total adjustment for accumulated depreciation by dividing the CSX 

figure by 42 percent (CSX's ownership share of Conrail). The allocation of the accumulated 

depreciation adjustment between the carrier: is not b.'̂ sed precisely on the 42%/58% 
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ownership division. Mr. Crowley's figure is therefore incorrect and off by a relatively small 

amount. 

Third, and most important, Mr. Crowley's calculations give no effeci whatsoever to 

tile positive projected impacts of tiie proposed Conrail transaction on operating expenses, 

revenues, and NROI. Mr. Crowley's computations reflect an assumed increase in operating 

expenses of $220.01 million, which involve the inc.eased depreciation expense associated 

witii die anticipated write-up in the value of Conrail's assets. Crowley VS, Exhibit TDC-14. 

But Mr. Crowley simply ignored the offsetting effetts on NROI resulting from projected 

reductions in operating expenses and increases in revenues fiom transaction-related traffic 

gains. This omission is significant. The pro forma financial statements included in the 

Application (which Mr. Crowley has not challcngexl) show ihat, as a result of the proposed 

uansaction, the "normal" year NROI of the CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail systems will 

increase by a total of $620 million - even afier taking account of the increased depreciation 

expenses associated with the anticipated write-up in the value of the Conrail assets. 

CSX/NS-18, Vol. 1, at 150, 181. 

This is a fundamental defect m Mr. Crowley's analysis. In effeci, his restatement of 

the CSX and NS rates of retum reflect (albeit ir vorrectly) those features of the proposed 

transacuon that reduce the earners' rates of letuni. but leaves out all other features that will 

increase the rales of return. Thc very point of the tiansaction. and the willingness of CSX 

and NS to incur the price tiiey paid for Conrail. is to achieve merger-related efficiencies, 

incremental traffic and revenue gains, service improvements, and other benefits. It is 

seriously misleading for Mr. Crowley to focus solely on the aspects of the proposed 

transaction that would reduce CSX and NS rates of return while ignonng the other aspects 

that wou havt; the opposite effect. 

Mr. Crowley's attempted restatement ot (Dnibined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail rates 

of return for revenue adequacy purposes is largely based on the same materials underlying 

the pro forma financial statements included in the Application. For fhis reason, they can 
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readily be adjusted to con-ect tiie tiiree errors 1 have just identified. I have done so both for 

tile year 1995 (which is used in tiie pro formas and from which much of Mr. Crowley's data 

were derived) and 1996 (die year used in Mr. Crowley's analysis). For each year, I have 

restated Mr. Crowley's Exhibit TDC-14 to substiUite the correct figures for increased net 

investment and accumulated deferred taxes and to incorporate the projected net operating 

income gain of $620 million in the NROI figure. The results of my analysis are contained in 

Exhibit WWW-3 (for 1995) and Exhibit WWW-4 (for 1996). 

My analysis shows tiiat, when Mr. Crowley's rate of retum calculations are corrected 

and the projected merger efficiencies and incremental traffic and revenue gains are taken into 

account (as tiiey must be), CSX and NS rates of retum for revenue adequacy purposes are 

nai significantiy reduced as a result of the proposed u-ansaction. To the contrary, the overall 

impact is to Increase the earners' rales of retum for revenue adequacy purposes. 

For the year 1995, which is the more pertinent year for purposes of merger-impact 

a.ialyses, CSX/Conrail's rate of retum would increase from 6.6 percent to 7.4 percent, while 

NS/Conrail'; rate of retum would hold steady at 10.4 percent. The composite rate of retum 

on investment for all three carriers, taking into account the full acquisition cost of Conrail 

and merger efficiencies and traffic gains, increases from 8.5 percent to 9.0 percent. The 

latter figures are most relevant m assessing the overall impact of the proposed transacuon on 

all CSX, NS, and Conrail shippers as a group. 

For the year 1996, assuming the projected "normal" year income benefits of the 

iransaction would apply without change from 1995, CSX/Conrail's rate of retum would again 

increase (f̂ rom 8.8 percent to 9.1 percent), while NS/Conrai!'s rate of retum would . .1 by a 

negligible amount (from 11.6 percent to 11.2 percent). For the three carriers as a whole, the 

composite rate of retum would hold constant ai 10.2 percent. 

These results, it should be added, do not take into account any other factors - such as 

normal economic-related traffic growth and additional productivity impro\ ements - that 
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could also imprt e tiie financial results of the consolidated CSX/Conrail and NS/Corrail 

systems. 

In sum, even when revenue adequacy determinations for CSX and NS are based on 

die acquisition cosl of Conrail, as is cleariy required under the Board's accounting mles and 

precedent, it is unlikely tiiat the earners' rates of retum for revenue adequacy purposes will 

be adversely affected in any significant v ay. Indeed, available evidence suggests that lhey 

will, in general, be positively affected. 

lURISDICnONAL THRESHOLD ERRORS 

Mr. Crowley further cla ms lhal. if the acquisition cost of Conrail is used for r/vc 

jurisdictional threshold purposes, the system average vanable costs and resulung 180 percent 

r/vc jurisdictional thre'/nold will be increased, thus permitting CSX and NS to increase rates 

to "captive" snippers without .-ep'-latory interference or scrutiny. He purports to quantify 

tiiis impati by calculating the system average URCS variable costs and jurisdictional 

threshold for hypothetical CSX and NS coal traffic movements using both Conrail's predeces

sor cost (Le,, the net book value of Conrail's road property and equipment before the trans

action) and acquisition cost (le.. reflecung thc purchase accounting adjustments displayed in 

the pro forma financial statements). Crowley VS al 30-33. 

Based on 1995 restaied URCS formulas tor the combined CSX/Conrail and NS/-

Conrail systems, Mr. Crowley claims lo show that the effeci of using acquisiuon cosl rather 

than predecessor cost in junsdiciional threshold determinations would be to increase the 

variable costs and junsdictional ihreshold for a hypothetical CSX coal movement by 

15 percent, and to increase the comparable results for a hypothetical NS coal movemeni by 

24 percent. Crowley VS al 30 33 & Exhibits TDC-12 & TDC-13. These increases resuU 

because thc purchase accounting adjustments to wnte up the value of Conrail's assets to 

reflect acquisition cost increase both the net investment on which the retum on inveslment 

component of URCS vanable costs is calculated and vanable depreciation expenses. 
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Mr. Crowley's jurisdictional threshold computations contain multiple errors, including 

errors of commission and errors of omission. The errors of commission, largely technical in 

nature, are reasonably quantifiable and correctable. Correcting the errors of omission 

- including Mr. Crowley's complete failure lr, incorporate in his revised URCS variable cost 

formulas any of the anticipated merger-related efficiencies that would substantially reduce 

variable operating expenses" - would, on tiie other hand, involve entirely rebuilding the 

base year URCS formulas for the combined CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail systems and 

assessing tiie indirect effects of the proposed transaction on other URCS inputs (such as the 

industry cost of capital). These tasks could not be com.nleted in the limited time available for 

this response. Accordingly, I address the errors of commission first, and then enumerate the 

major errors of omission. 

Miscalculation aiid 
Misassignment of the Investment Base 

One of the three principal components of URCS vanable costs is retum T invest

ment, which is computed by multiplying net investment in road propeny and equipment 

assets by the industry cost of capital rate. In an attempt to show that the use of acquisition 

cost for regulatory purposes would -ncrease variable retum on inveslment costs, 

Mr. C rowley adjusted the pro forma 1995 CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail URCS formulas to 

reflect the anucipated write-up n the value of Conrail's assets required under the Board's 

purchase accounting mles. In doing so. however, Mr. Crowley committed errors both in 

calculating lhe amount of the wnle-up and in the methodology by which the wnte-up is 

aik)caied to individual property accounts. 

" I would note here that, in response to Applicants' discovery requests, ACE, et al. 
have admitted that Mr. Crowley's analysis of post-transaction variable costs and jurisdictional 
threshold leveis iov hypothetical traffic movements omitted any consideration of the effects of 
anticipated merger efficiencies on URCS unit costs. Interrogatory Response, ACE, et al.-20 
al 21-22; .interrogatory Response, CD-09 at 12-13. 
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The correct way to reflect the necessary write-;p in asset values required under the 

Board's purchase accounting mles is displayed in Exhibit WWW-5. Using tiie preliminary 

Price Waterhouse estimate of the fair value of Conrail's assets as my guide (consistent witii 

the pro forma financial statements included in die Application), I have distributed die 

purchase accounting adjustment to net investment in road property and equipmen' 

($9,550 milhon) to tiie various property accounts based on tiie Price Waterhouse preliminary 

estimated fair values for each property account. Because tiie preliminary Price Waterhouse 

analysis includes separate fair value estimates for each property account, the adjustments for 

each account reflect those specific values. The total $9,550 million adjustment to arrive at a 

fair markel value of $16,243 million is comprised of fhf. elin.inalion of $2,472.8 million in 

accumulated depreciation and a $7,077.2 million write-up in asset values. 

Mr. Crowley's development of the purchase accounting adjustments to reflect the 

Conrail acquisition cost is displayed in Exhibit WWW-6. This exhibit also compares 

Mr. Crowley's development to tht cortect amounts shown on Exhibit WWW-5. Mr. 

Crowley's computations include the following erro'-s: 

First. Mr. Crowley miscalculated the amount of the required write-up in the value of 

the Conrail assets under the Board's purchase accouniing rules. As I have previously 

discussed, the amoun* of the purchase accounting adjustment is $9,550 million, based on the 

preliminary Pnce Waterhouse fair value estimate and the adjusted pro forma Conrail books 

for the "base" year 1995. This includes, as just noted, elimination of $2,472.8 million in 

accumulated depreciation, and an asset write-up of $7,077.2 million. Mr. Crowley, by 

contrast, attempts to denve the amount of the required adjustment by taking the estimated 

fair value of tiie Conrail asseti ($16,243 million), and subtracting from that amount the gross 

book value of Conrail's road property and equipment assets at year-end 1995 

($8,510 million), yielding an amount of $7,733 million. Crowley VS. Exhibit TDC-11. 

After adding this amount to the URCS inveslment base. Mr. Crowley then eliminates 

accumulated depreciation in the amouni of $2,472.8 million to derive a total net purchase 

accounting adjustment (or write-up of Conrail assets) of $10,205.8 million. 
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As with Mr. Crowley's estimate of the required write-up for revenue adequacy 

puqx>ses, tiiese calculations are incorrect. They do not conform to the Board's purchase 

accounting mles (or those of GAAP), which establish the principles goveming purchase 

accounting adjusim'̂ nts reflected on a railroad's R-1 reports and which apply equally to botii 

rcN enue adequacy ̂ d jurisdictional threshold determinations based on those reports. The 

correct purchase accounting adjustment is $9,550 million. The relationship between the 

esumated fair value and gross asset book value is not relevant to this computation. Accord

ingly, Mr. Crowley's jurisdictional threshold calculations reflect an assumed purchase 

accounting adjustment that is overstated by $655.8 million. 

Second, in allocating tiie preliminary Price Waterhouse estimated fair value of the 

acquired assets among the individual property accounts, Mr. Crowley included an amount 

($400 million) that represents assets of Conrail's corporate parent and assets that are not part 

of rail operations. This amount is properly included in the SEC Repc , 10-X for Conrail's 

parent, but it is not properiy included in the operating property accounts submitted in 

Conrail's Annual Report Form R-1 will le Board. 

Third. Mr. Crowley's electronic workpapers depicting his assignment of the purchase 

accounting adjustments to individual projjerty accounts contain an algebraic error affecting 

Account 8 (ties). The formula error introduces a double count into the amounts (i.e.. the 

Conrail values are assigned to both CSX and NS. rather lhan apportioned between them). As 

a consequence of this one error, the purchase accounting write-up in the value of Conrail's 

assets is overstated by over $1 billion ($1,177 million to be precisel 

Fourth. Mr. Crowley used an incorrect methodology to allocate (or spread) the total 

amount of the required write-up in asset values to the individual property accoi'-.ts. He 

simply allocated the total amount in proportion to the historical 1995 amounts reflected on 

Conrail's books. This is inappropnate because the preliminary Pnce Waterhouse fair value 

estimate which is the source of the amount of the required purchase accounting write-up 

— identifies estimated fair value amounts for each individual property account. Those 
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account-specific asset values should be employed, raiher tiian a lun.p-sum pro rata allocation 

as used by Mr. Crowley. As a result of tins enor (which cannot be deemed inadvertent 

given tiie availability of tiie preliminary Pnce Waterhouse fair value estimate to 

Mr. Crowley), tiie required ad̂  ;'Simenis to most of tiie primary property accounts are 

misstated. The effect of tiiis error is to overstate tiie amount of tiie write-up (end iherefore 

total net investment) m tiie equipment accounts (which URCS treats as 100 percent variable) 

and to understate the amount of the write-up (and tiierefore lotal net investment) in the fixed 

property accounts (which URCS U-eats as only 50 percent variable). This, in tum, has the 

effect of overstating the increase in system-average variable costs resulting from the use of 

Conrail's acquisition cost for jurisdictional threshold purposes. 

Taken together, these four computational errors significantly affect Mr. Crowley's 

jurisdictional threshold calculations. The amount of the purchase accounting wnte-up 

contained in Mr. Crowley's analysis is overstated by S 1.577 million. Furthe.'-more, because 

of his misassignment by primary account between road and equipment accounts, the vanable 

cost investment base in his calculations is overstated by S2,179 million (or 26 percent). 

Miscalculation and 
Misassignment of Depreciation 

Another principal category of URCS variable costs is depreciation expense, which is 

computed as a percentage of gross inveslment in road propeny and equipment assets. In an 

attempt to shoŵ  tiiat the use of acquisition cost for regulatory purposes would increase 

variable depreciation expense. Mr. Crowley adjusted the pro forma 1995 CSX/L.onrail and 

NS/Conrail URCS fonnulas to reflect the impact of the anticipated wnte-up in the value of 

Conrail's assets on annual depreciation expense. Here too, however, his calculations contain 

a number of errors. 

The correct procedure for adjusting depreciation expense to reflect the purchase 

accounting adjustments is displayed in Exhibit WWW-7. The adjustments, which are also 
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based on the preliminary Price Waterhouse fair value estimate and the 1995 pro forma 

Conrail results, reflect adjustments to annual depreciation expense for each individual 

property account based on the requir,5d asset value adjustment for lhat account. Based on 

these preliminary results, the posi-tnLisaction annual depreciation expense for Conraii would 

be $513 million. 

In Exhibit WWW-8. by contrast, I display Mr. Crowley's development of the 

purchase accounting adjustments to reflect the impact of the transaction on deprcxiation 

expenses. This exhibit al.so compares Mr. Crowley's calculations with the correct figures 

shown in Exhibit WWW-7. Mr. Crowley's compulations contain the following errors: 

Firsi. Mr. Crowley started wiih a tolal depreciation expense purchase accounting 

adjustment of $294 million, which in tum generates total depreciation expenses of 

$584 million. This exceeds the correct amount, as developed in the preliminary Price 

Waterhouse fair value estimate, $71 million (or 14 percent). In brief Mr. Crowley ignored 

the depreciation expense estimates in the preliminary Price Waterhouse analysis, which 

reflected account-specific esjmates of the value of the Conrail assets, their salvage value and 

remaining service lives, and resulting annual depreciation expense. 

Second, as with the allocation of the purchase accounting write-up in investment 

values, Mr. Crowley misallocated the purchase accounting depreciation expense adjustments 

to individual property accounts by applying a lump-sum pro rata allocation rather than using 

the account-specific amounts shown in the preliminary Price Waterhouse fair value estimate. 

This error has the same effect of over-allcx:aling depreciation expense increases to those 

property accounts that are highly variable and under-allcx;ating the amounts attributable to 

less vanable accounts. 

Taken together, these two errors result in an overstatement of vanable depreciation 

expense by $99 million (or 31 percent). 
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Errors 
of Omission 

Mr. Crowley's variable cosl and jurisdictional tiireshold calculations also contain 

several errors of omission. These are, in fact, far more significant tiian the errors of 

commission previously described, but are also not amenable to a sttaighlforward or reliable 

conection or restatement. In brief, ; e errors ui omission are three in number: 

First, as in the case of his revenue adequacy calculations, Mr. Crowley entirely 

excluded any consideration of tiie impact of projected merger efficiencies, and operating 

expt-nse and capital expenditure reductions, on system-average URCS variable costs. As 

described in the Application's Summary of Benefits Statements and thi pro forma financial 

statements, the proposed Conrail iransaction will result in substantial merger efficiencies, 

including significant '̂ eductions in operating expenses and reductions in necessary capital 

expenditures. Trese effects would reduce URCS operating expenses (the largest component 

of URCS vanable costs) and, through reduction in capital expenditures, reduce URCS retum 

on investment and depreciation expenses, for parucuiar t-affic movements. These variable 

cost reductions would to some degree offset the increases in system-average vanable retum 

on investment an( vanable depreciation expenses resulting from the purchase accounting 

adjustments requ red by the Board's accounting rules. 

Second. Mr. Crowley also failed to take into account in his URCS calculations the 

impact of anticipated changes in traffic volumes as a result of the proposed Conrail transac

tion. Volumes will change as a consequence of both intemal reroutes and incremental traffic 

gains. Volume changes wouid affect both the URCS vanability percents and resulting URCS 

unit costs. The amount of the impact of volume changes on post-transaction variable costs is 

uncertain and difficult to quantify, but the direction of the impact is clear: Mr. Crowley's 

failure lo consider anticipated traffic volume increases resulted in an overstatement of post-

transaction umt variable costs and junsdiciional ihreshold levels associated with the use of 

acquisition cost. 
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Third. Mr. Crowley also failed to consider the (indirect) impact of the proposed 

transaction on the industi-y cost of capital rate. As noted above, tiie retum on investment 

component of URCS variable costs is computed by multiplying the carrier's net investment in 

road property and equipment by tiie industry cosl of capital rate. A lower fx)st of capital rate 

for the industry means lower variable costs. Mr. Crowley's calculaticis utilize the 1995 

industry cost of capital rate as determined by tiie Board. But he ignores the potential effects 

that the financing arrangements for the proposed Conrail uansaction could have on the 

industry cost of capital rate. 

It is beyond the reasonable scope of this testimony to assess quantitatively the impact 

of the tiansaction on the industry cost of capital rate, but several factors suggest that the 

impact would be to reduce it. As part of the proposed transaction, all Conrail common stock 

has been eliminated, having been purchased by CSX and NS, and thus will not be considered 

in the Board's annual cost of capital findings. Furthermore, CSX and NS have financed their 

respecuve shares of the acquisition through debt financing. Both of these changes will have 

the effect of changing the capital stmcture mix for the combined CSX-NS-Conrail, producing 

a higher propofion of debt and a lower proportion of equity. Because these three railroads, 

taken together, constitute approximately one-half of the maior Class I railroads included in 

the Board's cost of Ci*pital findings, this shift will impact the overall industry capital stmcture 

mix. And, since the cost t)f debt is lower than the cost of common equity, the cost of capital 

will be reduced as a result of the proposed transaction. This, in tum, would be reflected in 

reduced URCS variable retum on investment costs for particular traffic movements. 

As a result of these errors of commission and omission. Mr. Crowley's variable cost 

and jurisdictional threshold computations tell us nothing reliable about the probable impacts 

of the proposed transaction (and the use of acquisition cost for regulatory purposes) on future 

junsdictional threshold determinations. All of the errors identified suggest that 
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Mr. Crowley's predicted increase in the jurisdictional threshold levels for hypothetical traffic 

movements is greatiy exaggerated.'* 

IMPROPER WINDFALL RESULTING 
FROM THE RELIEF REQUESTED BY THE SHIPPERS 

A final comment is in order with regard to the specific relief lhal Kahn/Dunbar, 

Crowley and the parties they represent have requested with regard to the purchase price of 

Conrail. These parties seek a condition that would exclude consideration of the so-called 

acquisition "premium" for Conrail from consideration in either revenue adequacy or 

jurisdictional threshold determinations. In practical effect, they seek to require CSX and NS 

to account for the Conrail transaction for regulatory purposes using Conrail's predecessor 

cost (LSi, pre-transaction ne* book value of road property arid equipment assets) raiher than 

acquisition cost (as required under the USOA and GAAP). 

TTiis requested condition would inappropnately bifurcate the effects of the Conrail 

transaction, and confer on shippers a regulatory rate windfall. The effect of the condition 

would be to: (1) exclude from consideration the additional costs associated with the full 

acquisition cost of Conrail (including impacts on retum on investment and depreciation 

expense) in revenue adequacy and junsdictional ihreshold proceedings; while (2) al the same 

time including consideration of all of the offsetting benefits resulting from the transaction 

(including reductions in of)eratipg expenses and capital expenditures and incremental traffic 

"* The variable cost and junsdictional threshold calculations n mdividual rate complaint 
proceedings, moreover, are often not based on system-average URCS variable costs alone, 
but reflect numerous movement-specific special study adjustments to the system-average 
URCS values. Such special study adjustments frequently include movement-specific 
estimates of road property and equipment ownership costs (retum on investment and 
depreciation expenses), which are the two URCS cost components that Mr. Crowley claims 
would significantly increase as a result of the use of Conrail's acquisiiion cosl for regulatory 
purposes. For this reason, Mr. Crowley's estimates of the impact of acquisition cost on 
system-average URCS vanable costs (even if lhey were otherw ise correct) would not 
necessarily equate lo the actual results in specific rate complaint proceedings. 
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and revenue gains). Thus, CSX and NS rates of retum for revenue adequacy purposes would 

be artificially increased, and junsdictional threshold levels would be artificially reduced, by 

incorporaung in those determinations only the features of the Conrail transaction that benefit 

shippers. Shippers would then reap the full advantages of all of the merger efficiencies and 

benefits the transaction makes possible, but would be exempted from any of the effects of the 

costs incurred by CSX and NS to make those efficiencies and benefits possible. 

Clearly, such a one-sided result cannot reasonably be justified. If the so-called 

acquisition "premium" is to be excluded from consideration in revenue adequacy and 

jurisdictional threshold determinations, neither should the offsetting benefits of the transac

tion on those findings be considered. Because the long-mn effects of the proposed transac

tion are strongly beneficial lo shippers, this would be an unfortunate result. The appropriate 

course of action should be to adhere lo the Board s existing precedent and base revenue 

adequacy and jurisdictional tiireshold determinations on acquisition cost. 

TRACKAGE RIGHTS CO.MPENSATION 

In testimony submitted on behalf of Indianapolis Power & Light Company ("IP&L"), 

Mr. Crowley proposes "lhal the STB set trackage rights at ![[ ]]lc per rar-mile. which 

efiuates to [[[ jJ] mills per trailing gross ton-mile for the movement by NS over CSX 

trackage needed to access Stout and Perry K." IPL-3. Crowiey VS at 18. At page 19 of his 

statement. Mr. Crowley presents a table showing his development of the rate he proposes, 

using worktable values from an URCS he identifies as "1995 CSX/Conrail Portion 

URCS."'" 

I have reviewed .Mr. Crowlev's trackage rights compensation compulations, together 

with the source URCS materials he used in developing them. In summary I find: 

" This is the URCS identified in his workpapers as CSXCRCNP files. It represents the 
base year CSX plus CSX's 42 jjercent share of the base year Conrail. 
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1. Mr. Crowley has developed a proposed 4Q97 cost level rate of $[[[ ]]] per 

car-mile, or $[[[ ]]] per tiailing gross ton-mile, using URCS variable costs. He 

constiiicted tiiis rate from tiie "1995 CSX/Conrail Portion URCS" and then escalated those 

results to 4Q97 u'ing RCAF the RCAF Index which includes a productivity adjustment. 

At the 1995 cost level used in the Application, these rates are $[[[ ]]] per car mile or 

$[[[ 111 per trailing gross ton-mile. 

2. The Board ("STB"), and before it the Interstate Commerce Commission 

("ICC"), in its SSW Compensation principles calls for trackage rights fees to be computed as 

a usage-based share of full costs for operations and maintenance, rather lhan only the tenant's 

sriare of die variable portion, plus a usage-based share of a retum element based on current 

fair market value. 

3. Mr. Crowley has proposed trackage rights rates using vanable costs in at least 

two recent merger proceedings of which I am aware, and the ICC/STB has rejected his 

proposals as not meeting the SSW Compensation principles both times. 

4. Using full costs, rather than variable costs, the 1995 CSX/Conrail URCS 

produces a rate at 1995 cost levels of $[[[ ]]] per car-mile, raiher than the $[([ ]]] 

which Mr. Crowley proposes. Each of these rales uses Conrail (and CSX) historical 1995 

investment base amounts for the ROI component of URCS, and neither incorporates the 

higher curreni fair market value for URCS ROI which results from incorporating acquisifion 

purchase accounting adjustments to Conrail's assets. 

MR. CROWLEY'S RATE 
USES VARUBLE COSTS 

An interesting feature of Mr. Crowley's discussion of trackage rights compensation is 

that nowhere in his text does the term "variable" appear in conjunction wiih the term "costs." 

Instead, he uses expressions such as "equitable compensation" and "a pro-rata share of the 
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costs incurred." IP&L wimess Weaver and the IP&L legal narrative also studiously avoid 

any clarification of what level of costs is being proposed, sticking instead to phrases like 

"CSX's costs." 

Fortunately, an examination of the URCS worktable locations referenced in the table 

at page 19 of Mr. Crowley's testimony reveals all.^" Ignoring admonitions regarding the 

appropriate basis for computing trackage rights in the two most recent ICC/STB major 

merger proceedings, Mr. Crowley has developed the trackage rights rate he proposes using 

variable costs. 

Mr. Crowley has further understated costs to be included in his proposed trackage 

rights rate by omitting from URCS retum on investment for road property the components 

representing: (a) roadway machines (D1L248); and (b) work equipment (D1L250). These 

components are part of standard URCS road property retum on investment, and represent 

part of the requirement to maintain track stmcture. 

S S W C O M P E N S A T I O N 

P R I N C I P L F : S 

In Finance Docket 30.(XXX the UP/MP/WP control proceeding, and in several sub-

dockets to that proceeding, the ICC developed what have come to be referred to as the SSW 

Compensation pnnciples. These are basic principles for setting trackage rights compensation 

terms m merger proceedings where the parties have been unable to reach agreemeni. As 

recentiy reaffirmed and summanzed in the BNSF and UP/SP merger procee'iings, these 

pnnciples involve the sharing of costs between the landlord railroad and the tenant railroad 

on a relative shares of usage basis. The "bjiow the wheel" costs to be shared are comprised 

of a maintenance and operations (M&O) component and an interest rental component. The 

"̂ In his deposition, Mr Crowley confirmed that he was computing variable costs in the 
table at page 19 of his venfieo statement. Crowley Dep.. December 5. 1997, at 23-24. The 
complete transcript of Mr. Crowley's deposition is included as Exhibit WWW-iO. 
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M&O costs include both variable costs and fixed costs, and are sometimes entitled "full" or 

"fully allocated" costs. The interest rental component is calculated by multiplying the 

curreni fair market value of the property (rather than book value) by the railroad industry's 

cost of capital. 

These ICC/STB SSW Compensation principles put the tenant railroad in the same 

economic position as tiie landlord, first by using full costs rather than variable costs, and 

second by using the current fair market value of the property rather than pre-merger book 

value. If the tenant were to pay trackage rights compensation based only on variable costs, 

he would enjoy a competitive advantage over the landlord, as he would be making no 

contribution to the landlord's fixed costs - costs which the landlord has to recover in the 

long mn to remain in business. The problems inherent in this situation can be seen in 

several ways. First, in lerms of bidding for traffic, insofar as the trackage rights component 

of costs is concemed, the tenant's variable costs and total costs are one and the same. 

Hence, the tenant can bid at a lower level lhan the landlord because he has to recover no 

costs over and above his variable costs while the landlord does have to cover not only 

variable costs but some portion of fixed costs. A second way to see the economic compet

itive imbalance is to assume that the tenant handled all of the traffic over the lines of the 

landlord. If the tenant paid only vanable costs, the landlord would be left with a substantial 

portion of his total costs unreimbursed and no way to recover them. An analogous situation 

exists with regard ic the base for computing retum on investment. It is most evident in 

cases, such a<; the preseni proceeding, whc-e there is an actual arm's length transaction that 

establishes fair market value. In such cases, the actual purchase price represents an 

expienditu'-e by the landlord and. whether financed by debt, equity, or some combhiation 

thereof, the landlord has to recover his cost of capital on the funds. 

Mr. Crowley's variable cost computations and proposals .lave attracted the attention 

and specific comment of the ICC/STB in both the BNSF merger proceeding and in the 

UP/SP merger proceedings. In each of these proceedings, his variable cost proposals have 

been explicitiy rejected. 
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COMPENSATION RATE USING 
1995 HISTORICAL FL1.L COSTS 

In other lestimony on behalf of ACE, et al.. Mr. Crowley attempts to incorporate the 

curreni fair market value of Conrail into URCS-based variable cosl and jurisdictional 

threshold computations. Here, when addressing a trackage rights rate that forms part of the 

basis of IP&L's proposed conditions, however, he uses the histoncal 1995 book value of 

Conrail. In order to demonstrate tiie significance of the error he makes in only using 

variable costs, I also use historical 1995 book value of Conrail even though, as noted above, 

SSW Compensation requires using the higher current values. 

I have computed 1995 CSX/Conrail URCS "below the wheel" costs for line haul 

trackage nghts using the same URCS as contained in Mr. Crowley's work-papers. Using the 

same method followed by applicants in UP/SP for operaung and maintenance costs, but 

including only 1995 histoncal cons for investment and depreciation, I have calculated ."uil (or 

fully allocated) costs ( i ^ , includmg both the variable and the fixed portions of unit cost-). 

Components of these costs are presented in Exhibit WWAV̂ -9. As shown, the full cost (a 

1995 cost levels using 1995 histoncal Conrail (and CSX) book value for the investment bjse) 

for line haul trackage nghts i., S[l| JJJ per car-mile, or $(([ ]J) per gross ton-mile. 

The rates which Mr. Crowley proposes are less than half the rates that would be computed 

using fully allocated costs as the Board's precedents require.-' Hence. Mr. Crowley's 

analyses offer no reason to depart from the trackage nghts rate negotiated by CSX and NS. 

'̂ I note tiiat, for rail activities taken as a whole in 1995, vanable costs represented 
approximately 70 percent of tola! costs for Conrail and CSX. For "below the wheel" costs, 
however, the variable percent is less since: (a) road property and retum on road property 
are 50 percent vanable with volume; and (b) the RMAINT regression equation, which drives 
a large portion of running maintenance of way costs, produces a vanability percent of 
approximately 60 percent for Conrail and CSX: and (c) the major portion of train control 
costs are treated as zero percent variable by URCS. 
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VERIFICATION 

I, William VV. Whitehurst, Jr., declare under penalty of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct Further, I certify that I am qualified and 

authorized to file this statement 

William W. Whitehurst Jr. 

Executed on: D^^^'y \^£X ^ . 19 
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EXHIBIT WWW-1 

Conrail Estimated Asset Fair Values and Annual Depreciation 
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W.W.Whitehurst & Associates, lnc 

PRO FORMA BALANCE SHEET 
CONRAIL 

(In Millions) 

Exhibit WWW - 2 

XI 
I 

o 
o 

Line 
Ho, 

Conrail 
Base Yea'-

Line Mem Delail 

(1) 

& SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS 

ASSETS 
CURRENT ASSETS 

1 CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS. 
2 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
3 OTHER CURRENT ASSETS 
4 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 

5 PROPERTIES-NET 
e OTHER LONG-TERM ASSETS 
7 TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABIL I TIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
CURRENT LIABILITIES 

e SHORT TERM DEBT 
9 CURRENT MATURITIES OF LONG TERM DEBT 

10 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES 
11 TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 

12 LONG-TERM DEBT 
13 DEFERRED INCOME TAXES 
14 OTHER tONG-TFRM LIABILITIES 
15 TOTAL LIABILITIES 

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
16 COMMCN STOCK, $1 PAR VALUE 
17 FSOP PRFFERED STOCK 
18 OTHER CAPITAL 
19 RETA'NED EARNINGS 
20 TOI AL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 

Conrail Purchase Accounting Adjustments Incl Purch 
Base Year N|§ Tolal A<?ClfKl Adj 

(2) (3) (4) (i) (6) 
(3) • (4) (2) • (5) 

110 0 110 
614 0 614 
519 0 519 

1,243 0 0 0 1.243 

6,693 4,011 5,539 9,550 16,243 
810 764 958 1,722 2,532 

8,746 4,775 6.497 11,272 20,018 

89 0 89 
181 0 181 
900 170 219 389 1,289 

1,170 170 219 389 1,559 

1.911 4,277 5,928 10,205 12,116 
1,523 1,466 2,101 3,567 5,090 

973 193 87 280 1,253 
5,'77 6,106 8,335 14,441 20,018 

85 (36) (49) (85) 0 
282 (118) (164) (28.?) 0 

1,434 (602) (832) (1 434) 0 
1,368 (793) (1.368) 0 
3,169 ..^•.im. (1,838) (3,169) 0 

8,746 4,77t 6,497 11,272 20.018 



W W Whitehurst & Associates. Inc 

1995 
IMPACT OF CONRAIL AND CONRAIL "PREMIUM" ON 

REVENUE ADEQUACY CALCULATIONS 

Exhibii WWW - .1 
Exhibit TDC-14 Revised-1995 Data 
Pac<» 1 of 1 

CSX & NS With CR 
1995 STB FINDING CSX & NS With CR 

Conrail • csx NS Conrail csx NS CSX * NS 

Railroad Conrail CSX NS c s x • NS With CR * Witfi CR 4/ "Premium" With CR 5/ With CR 5/ With CR 5/ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) it) (8) (9) (10) CD 
Combined/Conbolidated NROI 349,999 42t,,-:23 716.471 1,490.693 572,223 918.470 620.000 632,623 1,278,070 2,110.693 

t InleresI From Working Cap Cash 320 7 156 14.704 22.190 7290 14.890 0 7.290 14.890 22,180 

*lrK laK Norf-iail (2,b1B) 5.171 24569 27 222 4113 23109 0 4.113 23.109 27.222 

.IncreriMtntal Depreciation 0 0 0 V 0 0 0 

• Ne! ijain lian&fers 14 843 18.255 4.409 37.507 24.489 13.018 0 24.489 13018 37,507 

•• Adju&led NROt •' )6?,S44 466,806 769,163 1,677,602 608,116 969.487 620,000 868,616 1,329.087 2,197,602 

Comb Net Inv K & l fcnd 6.3% as? B 949 689 8 589 425 23 89*) 066 11619 189 1? 275 877 9.550.000 2/ 15 630.189 17,814,877 33.445 066 

Comb Net Inv R 4 t Start 6,440,4;)6 8,812,7?5 8 347.025 23.600.255 11 517.766 12 082.489 9.550.000 2/ 15.528.766 17.621.4B9 33 150,255 

Comb Net Inv RAE Av 6.)M,204 8,881.232 8.468.226 23.747.661 11.668.477 12.179,183 9.660.000 16.679.477 17,718, 83 33,297.661 

OE Inv End 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ob Inv Slan 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O t Inv Av 0 0 « ci 0 « 0 0 0 0 

IDC Cnd 0 0 3,197 3.197 0 3.197 0 0 3.197 3 197 

IDC Start 0 0 3,251 3,251 0 3.251 0 0 3,251 3.251 

IOC Av 0 0 1,224 3.224 0 3.224 0 0 3.224 3,224 

Net KaX Rei t n d 31,919 0 0 31 919 18,513 0 13406 18,513 31 919 

Net Rail Hel Ass Start 32 /80 0 0 32.780 13 768 19012 0 13.768 19,012 32.780 

Net Rail Rei Ass. Av 32,3t0 0 0 32,360 13.687 18,763 0 13.687 11.763 32.360 

Work Cap End 208 202 109.665 268.265 586 132 197.110 389.022 0 197,110 389,022 566.132 

Woi)< Cap Start 187 974 116 802 239 399 544 '75 196.751 348 424 0 195.751 348 424 544.175 

\Noik Cap Av 1»S,088 113,234 263.832 666,164 196.430 368.723 0 196.430 368.723 6*6.164 

Acc Del Ian End 1 400,411 2063,544 2524,862 6.988.807 2.651,717 J.337,090 3 567,000 3/ 4,149,857 6 405,950 9555 807 

Acc Oef Tax Start 1 211,565 2 004.995 2.400 48/ 5 617 047 2 513 852 3.103.195 3.567,000 3/ 4 011 992 5.172.055 9,164 047 

Acc Def T«» Av 1,306,918 2,034.270 2.462,670 8,802.9i7 2.682,784 3,220.143 3,667,000 4,0*0,924 6.289.00} 9,369.927 

Tax AJ) Net Inv Base End 5 195,662 6.995.810 6.329 641 1C,52' 113 9,177 988 9.343.125 5.983,000 11,690.848 12.613.265 24.504.113 

Tax Adj Net Inv Base f tart 6 449 644 6924582 6.182 686 19.556.912 9.213.432 9 343,480 5 983,000 11,726.292 12 813.620 24 539 912 

• Tax Ad) Net Inv Pdse ' 6.322,663 6,860.196 6.266,164 18,639,013 9.196,710 9.343.302 6.983,000 11,708,670 12,813.442 24,622,013 

TAX ADJUSTED ROI 6,8% 6.5% n.1% 8.5% 6.6% 10.4% 10.4% 7.4% 10.4% 9.0% 



W W Whitehurst & Associates, Inc 

1996 
IMPACT OF CONRAIL AND CONRAIL "PREMIUM" ON 

REVENUE ADEQUACY CALCULATIONS 

Exhibii WVWV - 4 
Exhibit TDC-14 Revised-1996 Data 
Page 1 of 1 

CSX & NS With CR 
1996 STB FINDING CSX & NS With CR 

Conrail • CSX NS Conrail CSX NS CSX • NS 

Railroad Conrail CSX NS CSX • NS With CR 4/ WHh CR 41 "Premium" With CR S/ With CR Sf With CRS/ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) <6) (7) (8) (9) (tO) (11) 

Combine<VConsolidated NROI *35,306 610.621 787,725 1,833,651 793,449 1,040.202 620,000 1,053,649 1,3i»9.802 2,453,651 

* Interest From Working Cap Cash 253 6,929 12,835 22,017 9.035 12,982 0 9.035 12,062 22,017 

•Inc Tax Non-rail (6,166) 3,241 23,660 20,735 651 20,064 0 651 20,064 20,735 

Incremental Depreciation 0 0 0 1/ 0 0 0 

• Net gain transfers 11,014 13.133 16.646 40 793 17,759 23.034 0 17,759 23,0i4 40,793 

•• Adjusted N R O I " 440,406 638,924 840.866 1,917,196 820.896 1.09*.301 620,000 1,081.296 1.4(6.901 2.637.196 

Comb Net Inv R&E End 6.591.515 9 482 069 0 912 338 24,985,922 12 250 506 12 735.417 9,550.000 2/ 16.261.506 18.274,417 34,535,922 

Comb Net Inv R&E Start 6.355,952 8.949.689 8.589,425 23895 066 11.619.189 12.275,877 9,550,000 15,630,189 17,814,677 33 445,066 

Comb Net Inv R&E Av 6,473734 9.216.879 8,760.882 24.440,494 11.934,847 12,(06,647 9,660.000 16,946.847 1*.044,*47 33.990.494 

OE Inv End 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OE Inv Start 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OE Inv Av 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IDC End 0 0 3.014 3.014 0 3.014 0 0 3014 3014 

IDC Start 0 0 3.197 3 197 0 3 197 0 0 3,197 3 197 

IDC Av 0 0 3,106 3,106 0 3.106 0 0 1,10* 3,106 

Net Rail Rei Ass End 23,017 0 0 23 017 9 667 13.350 0 9 667 13,350 23,017 

Net Rail Rei Ass Start 31.919 0 0 31 919 13 406 18513 0 13406 16.513 31 9 '9 

Net Rail Ret Ass Av 27,468 0 0 27.468 11,637 16,931 0 11.(37 16.931 27,468 

Work Cap End 144.679 123.537 267.241 535.457 184.302 351.155 0 164.302 351,156 535.457 

Work Cap Start 208 202 109 666 268 265 586.132 197 110 389.022 0 197 110 389 022 586.132 

Work Cap Av 176,441 116,601 267,763 660,796 190,706 370,088 0 180,706 370.0*8 660.796 

Acc Del Tax End 1 484 091 2 310.618 2 612 504 6 407 213 2,933.936 3.473,277 3567.000 3/ 4 432,076 5,542.137 9.974.213 

Ate Def Tax t)lart 1 400.411 2,063.544 2,5..i4B52 5 988.807 2.651 717 3,337 090 3567.000 3/ 4.149 867 5,405,950 9.555.607 

Acc Del Tax Av 1,442.261 2,187.081 2,668,678 6,198.010 2,792.126 3,406,1*4 3.667,000 4,29f,9«( 6,474.044 9.766.010 

Tax Adj Net Inv Base End 5,275 120 7 294 988 6 564 061 19 134 169 9,510.538 9.623,631 5 983.000 12.023.396 13.093,ni 25.117 169 

lax Ad| Nei Inv Base blart 5 195 662 6 995 810 6 329 641 18 621 113 9 177 968 9 343,125 5 983 000 11 690,848 12.813,265 24.504.113 

' Tax Ad/ Net Iriv Base * 6.236,391 7,146,399 6.446,861 18,827,641 9,344.263 9,483,378 6,983,000 11,»67,123 •2.963.618 24,810,641 

TAX ADJUSTED ROI 8.4% 8.9% 13.0% 10.,?% 8.8% 11.6% 10.4% 9.1% 11.2% 10.2% 



W W Whitehurst & Associates, Inc 

CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ASSET ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
- USING CONRAIL FAIR MARKET VALUE PER PRICE WATERHOUSE 

(Dollars In Thousands; 

Exhibit WWW - 5 
Page 1 of 3 

Pre-AcquisHion Book Value 
Accum Fair 

Gross Depr Net Market 
Line (Sch 330) (Sch 335) Book Value 
No ICC DescriDtion 12/31/95 12/31/95 Value 06/97-

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

(3) (4) 

Road 
1 2 Land lor fransportation purposes 109,942 0 109,942 1 400,000 
2 3 Grading 209,680 22,811 186,878 3,307,500 
3 4 Other righl-of way expenditures 2,586 757 1,829 3 000 
4 5 Tunnels and subways 27,688 2,874 24,814 349,500 
5 6 Bridges, trestles, and culverts 227,358 51,941 175,417 2.777.500 
6 7 Elevated structures 2,575 2,769 (194) 16 000 
7 8 Ties 1,294,655 201,778 1,093,077 1,117.500 
« 9 Rail and other Irack matenai 2,503,630 304,233 2,199,397 2,707,500 
9 11 Ballast 877 012 (10,865) 887,877 1 687,500 

10 13 Fences, snowsheds, and signs 1,309 543 766 4.000 
11 16 Stations and office buildings 183,645 59,494 124,151 292,000 
12 17 Roadway buildings 11,937 4,574 7,363 5,000 
13 18 Wate i stations 480 343 137 1.000 
14 19 Fuel stations 33,619 8 964 24.655 30,000 
16 20 Shops and engiriehouses 84,747 33,860 50,887 149.500 
16 22 Stoiage warehouses 0 0 0 0 
17 23 Wharves and docks 936 58 878 2 000 
18 24 Coal and oie wharves 79,151 23,957 55,194 50.000 
19 25 TOFC/COFC terminals 77,212 31,587 45,625 69,5,00 
20 26 Communicat ion systems 121,275 76,965 44,310 48,000 
21 27 Signals and interlockeis 368 989 131.446 237,543 473,000 
22 29 Power plants 1,140 476 664 2,000 
23 31 Power-lransmission systems 8,981 5,293 3.688 7,000 
24 35 Miscellaneous sl iuctuies 3,868 530 3 338 3,000 
25 37 Roadway machines 98,537 73,495 25,042 60 000 
16 39 Public impiovements Construction .t3,207 5,225 37 982 30,000 
27 44 Shop machinei / 52,041 27,817 24.224 56,000 
28 45 Power-plant machinery 3 739 3,198 541 8.000 

Purchase Accounting 
Asset Adjustment 

Decrease in 
Accum 
Depr 

(7) 
(4) 

Increase in 
Asset 
Value 

(8) 
(6) (3) 

Post-Acquisition Book Value 
Accum 

Gross Depr Net 
(Sch 330) (Sch 335) Book 
12/31/95 12/31/9$ Value 

(9) (10) (11) 
(3) '(8) (4)^(7) (9)-(10) 

0 1,290,058 1,400,000 0 1,400,000 
(22,811) 3,097,811 3,307,500 0 3,307,500 

(757) 414 3,000 0 3,000 
(2,874) 321.812 349,500 0 349,500 

(51,941) 2,550,142 2,777.500 0 2.777,500 
(2.769) 13,425 16,000 0 16,000 

(201,778) (177,355) 1,117 500 0 1.117,500 
(304,233) 203,870 2.707,500 0 2,707,500 

10,865 810,488 1,687,500 0 1,687,500 
(543) 2,691 4,000 U 4,000 

(59.494) 108,355 292,000 0 202,000 
(4,574) (6,937) 5 000 0 5.000 

(343) 520 1 000 0 1,000 
(8,964) (3,619) 30,000 0 30,000 

(33,860) 64,753 149,500 0 149.500 
0 0 0 0 0 

(58) 1,064 2,000 0 2,000 
(23,957) (29,151) 50.000 0 60,000 
(31,587) (7,712) 69,500 0 69.500 
(76,965) (73,275) 48,000 0 48 000 

(131,446) 104,011 473,000 0 473.000 
(476) 860 2,000 0 2.000 

(5,293) (1,981) 7.000 0 7.000 
(530) (868) 3 000 0 3.000 

(73,495) (38.537) 60.000 0 60,000 
(5.225) (13,207) 30,000 0 30,000 

(27,817) 3 959 56,000 0 56.000 
(3,198) 4.261 8,000 0 8,000 



W W Whitehurst &, Associates, Inc Exhibit WWW - 5 

CALCULATION QF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ASSET ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT Paoe 2 of 3 
• USING CONRAIL FAIR MARKET VALUE PER PRICE WATERHOUSE 

(Dollars In Thousands) 

Line 
No ICC 

(1) 

Description 
(2, 

Pre-Acquisition Book Value 

Gross 
(Sch 330) 
12/31/95 

(3) 

Accum 
Depr 

(Sch 335) 
12/31/95 

(4) 

Net 
Book 
Value 

(5) 

(3)• (4) 

Fair 
Market 
Value 
06/97-

(6) 

Purchase Accounting 
Asset Adjustment 

Decrease in 
Accum 
Defif 

(7) 

•(4) 

Increase in 
Asset 

(8) 
(6) - (3) 

Post-Acquisition Book Value 

Gross 
(Sch 330) 

(9) 

(3) • (6) 

Accum 
Depr 

(Sch 335) 
12/31/95 

(10) 

(4) • (7) 

Net 
Book 
Value 

(11) 

(9) (10) 

29 Other 0 45,569 (45.569) 0 (45,569) 0 0 0 0 

30 Amortization (adjustments)^ 0 438.536 (438,5361 0 (438,536) 0 6 fi 0 

31 Total Expenditures for Road 6.4 30J 48 1,548 228 4JBL920 14.656,000 11,548,228) 8.225,8^ 14,656.000 0 14.656,000 

Equipment 
1, ' 52 Locomotives 1,138,328 469,155 669.173 650 000 (469 155) (488 328) 650 000 0 650 000 

33 53 Freight-train rars 741,841 313,823 428.018 469,000 (313,823) (272,841) 469,000 0 469,000 

34 54 Passenger-lrain cars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

35 55 Highway revenue equipment 2,790 1,920 870 1,000 (1,920) (1,790) 1,000 0 1 000 

36 56 Floating equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

37 57 Work equipment 84,682 50,271 .''4,411 40,000 (50,271) (44 682) 40 000 0 40 000 

38 58 Miscellaneous equipment 31,401 26 735 4,666 6,000 (26,735) (25,401) 6,000 0 6 000 

39 59 Computer systems 79,785 62,374 17,411 21,000 (62,374) (58,785) 21,000 0 21,000 

40 Amortization (adjustments)^ Q 300 (300) Q (300) Q 6 Q 0 

41 Total Expenditures for Equipment 2,078,827 924 578 1,154,249 1,187.000 (924,578) 1.187.000 0 1.1^7,000 

42 Total Road + Equipment 8.508.975 2.472,806 6,036,169 15,843.000 (2,472,806) 7,334,025 15.843.000 0 15,843.000 

43 Non-operating & disposition assets' 336.825 0 336.825 400,000 6 ^3,175 400.000 0 400,000 

44 Total 8,845,800 2,472,806 6,372,994 16,243,000 (2,472,806) 7,397,200 16,243,000 0 16,243,000 

Assets not considered by Pnce Waterhouse study 
45 76 Inierest dunng construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

46 80 Other elements of investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
47 90 Construction In progiess 320.006 0 320.006 320,006 0 320.006 0 320.006 

48 GRAND TOTAL 9.165,806 2,472,806 6.693,000 16 563.006 (2.472,806) 7,397.200 16,563.006 g 16.56?.O06 



W W. Whitehurst & Associates, lnc 

CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PtJRruAcc 

Line 

HiL ICC 
0) 

Descfimii;>n 

(2) 

• Pre-Acquisifion Book Valim 
Accum 

Gross Depr 
(Sch 330) (.Sch 335) 

mm mm 
(3) (4) 

Net 
Book 
Valuy 

(5) 
(3) - (4) 

I 

o 

^ Allowance (or Disposition of Assets 
^ Source NS-20-CO-00103 

^ Assets Of fhe paren, corporation lhat are no, part of ,he railroad. 

Fair 
Market 
Value 

(•) 

Purchase Accourjiing 
Asset Ad/uslmwni 

Decrease in Increase in 
Accum Asset 

O) (8) 
•W» («)-(3) 

PoSf-AcquisHinn Rn»L VgJue 

Accum " 
Gross Depr 

(Sch 330) {Sch335) 

mm mm 
<») (10) 

(3) ' (8) (4)«(?, 

Net 
Book 

HI) 
(») - (10) 
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W W Whitehurst & Associates. Inc 
CALCULATION OF CONRASL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ASSET ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUN^ 

• AS CONTAINED IN T.D. CROWLEY WORKPAPER FILES PREM9S.WK4 AND NSPREM.WK4 
(Dollars In Thousands) 

Crowley Adjustments 

Exhibit WWW - 6 
Page 1 of 3 

Purchase AccounIi ig 
Accum Asset Adj ustme.it Assumed Fair TDC 

Gross Depr Net Decrease in Increase in Fair Market Over/ 

ne (Sch 330) (Sch 335) Book Accum Asset Market Value (Under) 

ICC DescriDtion 12/31/95 12/31/95 Value Depr Value Value 06/97^ FMV 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (6; (9) (10) 

(3) • (4) (4) .3) • (7) 

Road 
1 2 Land for transportation purposes 109,942 0 109,942 0 99.929 209,871 1,400,000 (1,190,129) 

2 3 Grading 209,689 2:,811 186,878 (22.811) 190,592 400,28. 3.307,500 (2,907,219) 

3 4 Otfier nght-of-way expenditures 2,586 757 1,829 (757) 2,350 4,936 3,000 1.936 

4 5 Tunnels and subways 27,688 2,874 24,814 (2,874) 25,166 52,854 349,500 (296,646) 

5 6 Bridget, trestles, and culverts 227,358 51,941 175,417 (51,941) 206,652 434,010 2,777 500 (2,343,490) 

6 7 Elevated structures 2,575 2,769 (194) (2,769) 2,340 4,915 16,000 (11,085) 

7 8 Ties 1,294,855 201 778 1,093,077 (201,778) 2,353,854 3,648,709 1,117,500 2,531,209 

a 9 Rail and other track material 2,503,630 304,233 2,199,397 (304,233) 2,275,613 4,779,243 2,707,500 2,071,743 

9 11 Ballast 877,012 (10,665) 887.877 10,865 797,139 1,674,151 1,687,500 (13,349) 

10 13 Fences, snowsheds, and signs 1,309 5''- 766 (543) 1,190 2,499 4,000 (1,501) 

11 16 Stations and office buildings 183,645 59,494 124,151 (59,494) 166,920 360,565 292,000 58,565 

12 17 Roadway buildings 11,937 4,574 7,363 (4,574) 10,850 22,7E7 5,000 17,787 

13 18 Water stations 480 343 137 (343) 436 916 1,000 (84) 

in 19 Fuel stations 33,619 8 964 24,655 (8,964) 30,577 64,196 30,000 34,196 

15 20 Shops and enginehouses 84,747 33,860 50,887 (33,860) 77,029 161 776 149,500 12,276 

16 22 Storage waiehouses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 23 Wharves and dock<; 936 58 878 (58) P'̂ 1 1,787 2,000 (213) 

18 24 Coal and ore wharves 79 151 23,957 55,194 (23,957) 71,942 151,093 50,000 101,093 

19 25 TOFC/COFC terminals 77,212 31,587 45,625 (31,587) 70 180 147,392 69,500 77,892 

20 26 Communication systems 121,275 76,965 44,310 (76,965) 110,230 231,505 48,000 183,505 

21 27 Signals and inleiiockers 368,989 131 446 237,543 (131 4' > 335,384 704,373 473,000 231,373 

22 29 Power plants 1,140 476 66^ , . 6 ) 1,036 2,176 2,000 176 

23 31 Power-traiiiinibbioii systems 8,981 5,293 3,688 (5,293) 8,163 17,144 7,000 10,144 

24 35 Miscellaneous structures 3,868 530 3,338 (530) 3,516 7,38 A 3,000 4,384 

25 37 Roadway machines 98,537 73 495 25,042 (73,495) 89,563 188,100 60,000 128,100 

26 39 Public imp.'Ovemenls-Conslruclion 43,207 5,225 37,982 (5,225) 39,272 82,479 30.000 52,479 

27 44 Siiop machinery 52,041 27,817 24,224 (27,817) 47,301 99,342 56,000 43.342 

28 45 Power-plant machinery 3,739 3,198 541 (3,198) 3,398 7,137 8,000 (863) 



W W Whitehurst & Associates, inc 

o 

CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ASSET ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
- AS CONTAINED IN T.D. CROWLEY WORKPAPER F ILES PREM9S.WK4 ANO NSPREM.WK4 

(Dollars In Thousands) 
Crowlev Adjustments 

Pre-Acquisition Bock Value Purctiase Accounting 

Exhibit WWW - 6 
Page 2 of 3 

Gross 
Line (Sch 330) 
No ICC Description 12/31/95 

(1) (2) (3) 

29 Other 0 
30 Amortization (adjustments)^ 0 

31 Total hxpenditures for Road 6.430.148 

EauiDment 
32 52 Locomotives 1,138,323 
- 53 Freight-tr iin cars 741,841 
34 54 Passenger-train cars 0 
35 55 Highway revenue equipment 2,790 
36 56 Floatino »quipment 0 
37 57 Work equipment 84,682 
38 58 Miscellaneous equipment 31,401 
39 59 Computer systems 79,785 
40 Amortization (adjustments)' 0 

41 Total Expenditures for Equipment 2.078.627 

42 Total Road • Equipment 8.508,975 

43 Non-operating & disposition assets' 336,825 

44 Total 8,845 800 

Assets not coiiSidered by Price Waterhouse stud 
45 76 Interest dunng construction 0 
46 80 Other elements of investment 0 
47 90 Construction in progress 320,006 

46 GRAND TOTAL 9,165,806 

Accum 
Depr 

(Sch 335) 
12/31/95 

(4) 

45,569 
438.536 

Asset Adj Ubi.nient Assumed Fair TDC 
Net Decrease in Increase in Fair Marlcet Over/ 

Book Accum Asset Mattel Value (Under) 
Value Qssi V^lue Value 09/97^ pMV 

(S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
(3) - (4) (4) (3) • (7) 

(45.569) (45,569) 0 0 0 0 
(438,536) (438.536) Q fi Q Q 

4.881.920 Ll .549.229) 7.021.473 19.451,921 14.956.000 204 379) 

46^,155 669,173 (469,155) 
313 R-3 428,013 (313,823) 

0 0 0 
1,920 870 (1,920) 

0 0 0 
50,271 34,411 (50,271) 
26,735 4,666 (26,735) 
62,374 17,411 (62,374) 

303 (300) (300) 

924,578 1.154,249 (924.578) 

2,472,806 6,036,169 (2,472,806) 

0 336,825 0 

2,472,806 6,372,994 (2,472,806) 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

320.006 

1,034,655 2.172,983 650,000 1,522 983 
674,278 1,416,119 469,000 947,119 

0 0 0 0 
2,536 5,326 1,000 4,326 

0 0 0 0 
76,970 161,652 40.000 121,652 
28,5 • 59 942 6,000 53,942 
72,519 152,304 21,000 131,304 

0 0 0 0 

1,889,499 3.968,326 1,187.000 2,781,326 

8,910'"'2 17.419.947 15,843,000 1.576,947 

(336,825) 0 400.000 (400,000) 

8,574,147 17,419,947 16,243.000 1,176,947 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

2.-''72,806 6,693,000 

0 
0 

0 (320.006) 0 

(2,472.806) 8,254.141 17.419.947 

320.006 

16.563,006 

(320.006) 

856 941 
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CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ASSET ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
• AS CONTAINED IN T.D. CROWLEY WORKPAPER FILES PREM95.WK4 AND NSPREM.WK4 

(Dollars In Thousands) 
Crowley Adjustments 

Exhibit WWW - 6 
Page 3 of 3 

Accum Asset Adjustment Assumed Fair TDC 
Gross Depr Nei Decrease in Increase in Fair Market Over/ 

Line (Sch 330) (Sch 335) Book Accum Asset Market Value (Under) 
No ICC Descnption 12/31/95 12/31/95 Value Depr Value Valuv 06/97' FMv 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(3) - (4) 

(6) 

-(4', 

(7) (8) 

(3) • (7) 
(9) (10) 

Allowance tor Disposition of Assets 
Souice: NS-20-CO-00103 
Assets of the Corporation that arc not part of the railroad 

o 
00 
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CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
- USING CONRAIL FAIR MARKET VALUE PER PRICE WATERfiOUSE 

(Dollars In Thousands) 

Post-Acquisition Conrtil Depreciation Conrail 
Fair Est Annual 1995 Increase 

Maiket Estimated Net Remaining Estimated Re-diMnb Depr Incl Reported in CRC 
Line Value Salvage Depreciable Years Annual Shop Shop Mach R-1 Keported 
Na •CC Descnption 06/97' Value Amount to Depr' Depi Mact' Re-distfib Pepr Depr 

iO (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (6) (9) (10) (11) 

(9) (10) 

Road (Sch 412) (Sch 412| (Sch 4121 
1 2 Land for transportation purposes 1,400,000 1,400,000 0 0 0 0 
2 3 Grading 3,307,500 3,307,500 78 42,404 42,404 2,855 39,549 
3 4 Other nght-of-way expenditures 3,000 3,000 55 65 55 47 8 
4 6 Tunnels and subways 349,500 349,500 102 3,426 3,426 448 2,97P 
5 6 Bridges, trestles, and culverts 2,777,500 3,000 2 774,500 50 55,490 55,490 6,559 48,931 
6 7 Elevated structures 16,000 16,000 50 320 320 0 320 
7 8 Ties 1,117 500 1.117,500 20 55,875 55.875 36,080 19 795 
6 9 Rail and other track matenai 2.707,500 300,000 2,407,500 34 70,809 70,809 47,100 23,709 
9 11 Ballast 1,687,500 1 687 500 20 84,375 84,375 20,386 03,989 

10 13 Fences, snowsheds, and signs 4 000 4,000 5 800 800 65 735 
11 16 Stations and office buildings 292,000 2.000 290,000 25 11,600 11,600 12,292 (692) 
12 17 Roadway buildings 5.000 5,000 11 455 455 334 121 
13 18 Water stations 1.000 1,000 15 67 67 5 62 
14 19 F uel stations 30 000 30,000 18 1,667 1,667 1,169 498 
15 20 r.hops and enginehouses 149 500 400 149,100 20 7 455 7,455 j,343 4,112 
16 22 Storage warehouses 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 23 Wtiafves and docks 2 000 2,000 5 400 400 20 380 
18 24 Coal and ore wharves 50,000 50,000 .'0 2,500 2,500 2.427 73 
19 25 TOFC/COFC terminals 69 500 69,500 10 6,950 6,950 4,378 2,572 
20 26 Communication systems 48,000 900 47 100 10 4,710 4,710 6,640 (1,930) 
21 27 Signals and interlockei^ 473.000 ^,000 471,000 21 22,429 22,429 14,024 8,405 
22 29 Power plants 2.000 2,000 15 133 133 42 91 
23 31 Power-transmission systems 7.000 7,000 15 467 467 929 (462) 
24 35 Miscellaneous stiuctuies 3,000 3,000 15 200 200 139 61 
25 37 Roadway machines 60,000 1,800 58,200 5 11,640 11,640 1,932 9,708 
26 39 Public improvements-Construction 30,000 30,000 50 600 600 821 (221) 
27 44 Shop machinery'^ 56,000 60,000 8 7,000 (7,000) 0 0 0 



W W Whitehurst & Associates, Inc Exhibit WVWV - 7 
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CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION ADJUSTMENTS BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
- USING CONRAIL FAIR MARKET VALUE PER PRICE WATERHOUSE 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

Post-Acquisii.on Conrail Depreciation Conrail 
Fair Est Annual 1995 Increase 

Marke. Estimated Net Remaining Estimated Re-distnb Depr Incl Reported in CRC 

Line Value Salvage Depreciable Years Annual Shop Shop Mach R-1 Reported 

NCL ICC Descnption 06/97' Value Amount to Depr' Depr Mach^ Re-distrtb Depr Depr NCL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

(9)-(10) 

26 45 Power-plant machinery 8,000 8,000 15 533 533 13 520 

29 Total expenditures for Road 14.356,000 310.100 14.345.900 392.360 (7.000) 385,360 162,048 223.312 

Eauipment (Sch 415) (Sch 415) (Sch 415) 

30 52 Locomotives 650,000 65,000 585,000 9 65,000 65,000 66,695 (1,695) 

Shop mach - Locomotives 3,834 3,834 1,389 2,445 

31 53 Freighl-train cars 469,000 100,000 369,000 9 41,000 41,000 39,739 1,261 

Shop macf' - Freight cars 2,498 2,498 905 1,593 

32 54 Passenger-tram car^ 0 0 0 

33 55 Highway revenue equipment 1,000 1 oco 5 200 200 0 200 

34 56 Floating equipment 0 0 0 

36 57 Work equipmerit 40,000 6.000 34,000 10 3,400 3.400 7,037 (3,637) 

36 58 Miscellaneous eouipment 6.000 2,000 4,000 4 1.000 1,000 1,000 
Shop mach - Misc equip 668 668 242 426 

37 59 Computer systems 21,000 900 20,100 z 10.050 10,050 11.744 (1.694) 

38 Total Expenditures for Equipment 1,187,000 173.900 1,013 100 120.65U 7,000 127.650 127.751 (101) 

39 GRAND TOTAL 15.843 000 484.000 : i3,010 0 513.010 289.799 223,211 

40 Non-operating & disposition assets^ 400,000 400,000 fi 0 

41 FINAL TOTAL 16.243.000 512,010 fi 513,010 Zl-^ilW 

Soutce NS-20-CO-00103 
Distributed to Locomotives, Freight Cars, and Other Equipment based on 1995 Conrail distribution 
Assets of ttie Corporation that are not part of the railroad 
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CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION ADJUSTMENTS 
BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

• AS CONTAINED IN T O. CROWLEY WORKPAPER FILES PREM95.WK4 ANO NSPREM.WK4 
(Dollars In Thousands) 
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I 

TD Crowley Adjustments Depr Using TDC Depr 
1995 Increase TDC Fair Market Over/(Under) 

Reported in CRC Assumed Values per Fair Market 
ne Conrail Reported Total Price Value 

ICC pepr pepr Depf Wa<?fti9H5? Depreciation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (') 

(3) • (4) (5) - (6) 

(Sch 412) 
1 2 Land for transportation purposes 0 0 0 0 0 
2 3 Grading 2,855 2.630 5,485 42,404 (36,919) 
3 4 Other right-of-way expep'̂ itures 47 43 90 55 35 
4 5 Tunnels and subways 448 398 849 3,426 (2,580) 
S 6 Bridges, trestles, and culverts 6,559 6,200 12.759 55,490 (42.731) 
6 7 Elevated structures 0 0 0 320 (320) 
7 8 Ties 2'9,080 37,073 73,153 55.875 17.278 
8 9 Rail and other track material 47,100 46.878 93,978 70,809 23,169 
8 11 Ballast 20,386 19.291 39,677 84.375 (44,698) 

10 13 Fences, snowsheds, and signs 65 87 152 800 (648) 
11 16 Stations and office buildings 12,292 12,452 24.744 11.600 13,144 
12 17 Roadway buildings 334 375 709 455 254 
13 18 Water stations 5 15 20 67 (47) 
14 19 Fuel stations 1.169 1,063 2.232 1.667 505 
15 20 Shops and enginehouses 3.343 3.081 6.424 -.455 (1.031) 
16 22 Storage warehouses 0 0 0 0 0 
17 23 Wharves and docks 20 19 39 400 (361) 
18 24 Coal and ore wharves 2,427 2.180 4,607 2.500 2.107 
19 25 TOFC/COFC terminals 4,378 4.351 8,729 6.950 1.779 
20 26 Communication systems 6,640 7.204 13.904 4,710 9.194 
21 27 Signals and interiockers 14,024 13.751 27.775 22,429 5.346 
22 29 Power plants 42 39 81 133 (52) 
23 31 Power-transmission systems 929 845 1.774 467 1.307 
24 35 Miscellaneous structures 139 127 266 200 66 
25 37 Roadway machines 1,932 8.956 10,888 11.640 (752) 
26 39 Public improvements-Construction 821 782 1.603 600 1.003 



W.W.Whitehurst & Associates, Inc. 

CALCULATION OF CONRAIL PURCHASE ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION ADJUSTMENTS 
BY PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

- AS CONTAINED IN T.D. CROWLEY WORKPAPER FILES PREMM.WK4 AND N8PREM.WK4 
(Dollars In . housands) 

Exhibit WWW • 8 
Page 2 of 2 

I 
•vl 

TO Crowley Adjustments Depr Using TDC Depr 
1995 Increase TOO Fair Market Over/(Under) 

Reported in CRC Assunied Values per Fair Market 
Line Conrail Reported Total Price Value 
HSL Description Depf Deor Deor Walerttouse Deoreciation 

(1) (2) i3.« (4) (5) («) (7) 
(3) • (4) (5) (6) 

27 44 Shop machinery' 0 0 0 0 0 
28 45 Power-plant machinery n 22 533 

» Total Expenditures for Road 192.049 197.922 329.970 (55.3901 

Eouipment (?ch 4191 
30 52 Locomotives 66,695 61,148 12:'.843 65,000 62.843 

Shop mach - Locomotives 1.389 1,470 2,859 3.834 (975) 
31 53 Freight-train cars 39.739 44,706 84.445 41,000 43,445 

Shop mach - Freight cars 905 1,002 1.907 2.498 (591) 
32 54 Passenger-train cars 0 0 0 
33 55 Highway levenue equipment 0 0 0 200 (200) 
34 56 Floating equipment 0 0 0 
36 57 Wor1( equipment 7.037 6,320 13.357 3,400 9,957 
36 58 Miscellaneous equipment 0 1,000 (1.000) 

Shop mach - Misc equip 242 247 489 668 (179) 
37 59 Computer systems 11.744 11.429 23.17? 10.0W 1?.12? 
36 Total Expenditures for Equipment 127.751 129.?22 294.07? 127.950 126.423 

m GRAND TOTAL 2W.799 294 244 &M.043 513010 71 033 

Source NS-20-CO-00103. 
Distributed to Locomotives. Freight Cars, and Other Equipment based on 1995 Conrail distribution. 
Assets of the Corporaf'̂ n that are not part of the railroad. 
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HI 

121 

(3| 

Ml 

15) 

161 

HIGHLY CONTFIDFJsTlAl, Page 1 
BEFORE THE 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX : 
TRANSPORTATION INC.. : STB Finance Docket 

, , NORFOLK .';OUTHER>i CORPORATION . Nc. 
33388 
|8| AND NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY : 
01 CONfPANY-CONTROL AND 

OPERATING 

lioi LEASES/AGREEMENTS-CONRAIL. 
INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL : 
CORPORATION ; 

X 

nu 
(121 
1131 
(141 
( l i l 

(161 

(17) 
IIS! 
(191 
1201 
1211 
(221 

DEPOSITION or T>.'OMAS D. CROWLEY 

Washiagion. D.C. 
Friday, Decembei 5. 1997 

REPORTED BY: 
SARA A. EDGLVGTON 

HIGHI Y CO.VFTDEtm AL Page 2 
Deposition of THOMAS D CROWLEY, called for 
examuiatiuQ punuan. to notice of deposition, on 
Friday, December 5. 1997. in Washington. D.C. at the 
la* offices of LeBoeuf. Lamb. Greene and MacRae. 

!l) 
(21 
131 
HI 

1S75 
151 Cotu;ecti;u: Avenue, N W'., Suite 1200. at9:oC« m 
(tl before SARA A EDGINGTON. a Notary PubUc 

wiihia and 
~ t " ttie Distnct of Columbia, when were present on 

• -'1; o! the respective parties: 

llOi 

111' 
(I2| 
(13; 

1151 
116; 

i lTl 

lis. 
1191 
(20! 
(2i: 
i : : ; 

FAULT. DENIS. ESQ 
.Arnold &. Porter 
555 Twelfth Street. N W. 
Washington. D. C. 20004-1202 
(202) 942-5858 
On belialf of CSX Corporation and 
CJX 7ni!n--oru;int], Inc. 

- cootinu.rij -

HIGHLY CONHDR.VnAL 
I ; : APPEARANCES rCONTIKjED) 
[21 SnCHAEL F. McBRIDE, ESQ 
(3; LeBoeuf, Lunb, Greene & MacRae 
(4; 1875 iJcnnecticut Avenue, N.W 
(5! Suite 1200 
(61 Washineton, D C 20009 
[-; (202)076-8000 

|5| On behalf of American Electric 

Pas: 3 

19) Power Serviee Corporation, 
|10| .Atlantic City Electnc Company. 
I l l ] and Indiana Power and Liebt Company 
[121 
(131 KELVIN J. DOWD, ESQ. 
IH) Slover (&. Loftus 
115) 1224 Seventeenth Street, N W'. 
116) Washington, D. C. .0036 
1171 f202) 347-7170 
118) On bcha;f of GPU Generation, Inc. 
(191 and Consumers Energy Company 
(201 ALSO PRESENT; 
rz!) ROGER C. PRESCOTT 
1221 SEAN D. NOLAN 

HI 
121 
|3I 
i*i 
15) 
I*) 

today 

of 

[>l 

(»l 
1101 

(11) 
1121 

HIGHLY CONHDENTIAL Page 4 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
Whereupon. 
THOMAS D. CROWLEY 
was called as a witness tne', having first been duly -
swom, was exaiained and tcti ' ied as follows: 

MR DOWD: Good morning. We are here 

for the deposition of Thomas D. Crowley, president 

L E. Peabody & .Associates and a witness who has 
appeared in this matter on behalf of a number of 
commenting paj-<ies. For the record. aJsf 
accompanyijg Mr. Crowley is Roger C. r-escott and 
Sean Noiac. both of whom are also with L E. 

Peabody 
I I } ] & Associates. 

1141 My nanse is Kelviji Dowd I'm counsel for 
(1S| GPU Gentratico, Incoiporated. and Consumers 
Eiergy 
|16) Compa.'y. rwo of the parties that have sponsored 
[171 Mr. Crowley's testimony. I have signed the 
III) confidential and highly confidential undertakings. 
119] MR. .MCBRIDE My name is Michael F. 
[20] McBric c f the law finn Leboeuf. l amb. I represent 
[21] American Electric Power Service Corporation. 
Atlantic 
[221 City Electric Company, and Indiana Power and Ligiht 

HIGHLY CO.VFIDENTI>L Page 5 
[11 Ccmpany. three o'the compjjiies who have 

sponsored 
|2l testimony by Mr. Cowley. I 'm accompanied by my 
[3| colleagues. Bruce Ni^'ev and Brenda Durham. All of 
(Jl us hav: signed the confiden:i?i and h i t ^ y 
(51 confidential undertaJdngs 
(61 MR DEMS I would like to t onfirn) tha: 
|7) .\lr F'rescott and Mr. Nolan have both finned; is tha; 
(SI correct? 

(9| M R D O W D : Yes 

[10] MR ,MC BRIDE: One more tiling. I gather 
|11] we re going to designate thjs deposition as highly 
(121 confidential until the wimess can review it and we 
(13) can determine which portions to keep thz t 
designation 

|14| and which to declassify. 
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Page 3 o f 11 
BSA 

(151 EXAMINATION 
116) BY MR. DENiS: 
(IT) Q Good morning. Mr. Crowiey. I am Paul 
[ISl Denis. I'm with ihe law firm Amold &. Poner. I 
{19] represent CSX and CSX Transportation in this 
|20| proceeding 

[211 / have several questions for you. I would 
122] like lo direa your anention tc your testimony ina: 

\:\ 
(21 
(31 
l«l 
(SI 
|6| 

(71 

ISl 

(9i 

ilOl 

n i l 
(121 

1131 
;i4i 

10 
115, 

[161 

(17; 

(H ! 

i l9i 

1201 

1211 

(22; 

HIGHLY CONHDENTl.AL Pag: 7 
; ir the: correc:' 

A Yes. 
i3 Q Do you know when xhe merrier berween tne two 
u l companies tha: was the subjea of thai decisior. look 
:5', place'' 
16; A The merger from a financial reporting 
[71 standpoint, or merger from an operattog standpoint, 
IS) or merger from some otb»r standpoint? That's the 
|9i part of the question I didn't understand. 

ilC] Q Le!'.i Stan from a financial operarmg 
I; 11 sjoruipoin;. Do you blow when ihe merger look place 
i :2I fror: a financial operaimg perspective^ 
::; A I bdieve it was in calendar year 1992. 
:-i Q Do you tTiow when the merger look place from 
:; jr operating perspecsive^ 
16 A No. I don t. I : would be in that same 

:i' general time penod. 
1 Q Vr ould 11 rruuier :c the analysis tha: > ou 

. 5! did m your venfied staiemeni subrruBed as pan of 
'20: ACE J8 if the merger looK. place, from a financial 
';:: operating per^pecxive. in 1993 
:::: A No. 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL Page 8 
;;; Q Would a rrusaer for your testimorry if the 
;: rr.ergrr,from an opersnng perspeaive, look place n 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTTAL Page 6 
was submined as pan of a document filed as 
liCE IS on behalf of AtlirMc City Electric and 
I 'diana Power and Light In your test.rnony on behalf 
of n -and 1 will refer simply to ACE to cover both 
AtlantiL w FJectric and IP&L as the designator tn 
thts proceeding .'nes. In ycur testimony, you refer 
to the Conrail and Monongaheia merger proceedmg 
before the ICC. Do you recall that ponion of your 
testimony? 

A Yes. 
Q Do you know wnen ine merger between Conrail 

and Monongahela Railway look place? 
A As I state on page 13 of my statement, the 

merger was approred and a decision serred October 

1991. 
i? / understand that, Mr. Crowley. My 

questi.in was whether you htew when the merger iLrelf 
took place. 

A You'll have to clarify that for me. I 
don't understand the question. 

Q Your testimony indicates tha: the merger 
was approved and decision served Oaober 10th. 1991: 

[4| A No. 
|5) Q In you - testimony, you mdicated that you 
|6l utilized CWSdita f c 1992 - excuse me, for 1991 and 
(71 1995; is that CL r r ea ' 
(IJ A That's connect. 
(9) Q Did vou fli any pomi perform ine sojne 

(101 analysis using CWS da: i for 1992 rathrr than 1991? 
(11) A No. 
(121 Q In conneaion with the study yop f,'rforrr.ed 
(iri for your testimony m ACE IP, did you analyze ih.' 
(14 ownc -ship ofthe Monongah rla fiailway Corporation ? 
[15] MR. DO^TD: Do you ;indcrstand the 
question? 
fi6i THE WTTNESS: No. I didn't. 
(171 BY MR. DENIS 
(111 Q Le: merry It another way, then. Do you 
(191 know who the owners ofthe Monongahela fiailway 
(20i Corporation were a: the time cf the ICC decision 
(211 referred to m your testimony' 
[22] A I 'm sure that I have looked it up. and I 'm 

HIGHLY CONHDENTIAL Page 9 
[1| sure at one point I did know that, but as I sit here 
121 today, I can't recall. 
(3J Q Do you recall If Conrail had any ownership 
(4| interest m the Monongahela Radway Corporation at 
(5) the time ofthe ICC decision referred to in your 

(61 lesnmorty'' 
(71 A I don't recall that as I sit here. 
(Jl Q Do you recall whethe' there were other 
(91 ov*7ierj of ine Monongahela - excuse me. Strike 

(I0| thjii. 

1111 Do you recall if there was any other 
[121 companv tha: was an owner of .Monongahela Hailway 
(I3| Ccrporaticn prior to ine decision referenced u your 
[141 testimony? 
(131 A As I sit here today , 1 dop't recall. 

Q Vr'ould it be releviinl !o your analysis i f . 
(171 tr. 1991, Cjr.raii owned 90 perce.nt or more ofthe 
[Ul Monongahela Railway Corporation? 
(!9| A .\o. 
poi Q Would ll be relevant to your analysis 'if 
(211 Conrail owned 75 percent of Monongaheia Railway 
[221 Corporanon throughout 199} ^ 

HIGHLY CO.NTIDENTIAL Page iO 
in A ,No. 
;:; Q Is the percentage ownership m tne 
;3I Monongahela Rail win Corporanon that wouid be held 

ty 
;4' Conraii m 1991 at all relevant to the analysis m 
;S : vour lesnmorry'' 
[f>\ A Nattotheaiiaiysisthatldid^no. 
[71 Q Would u be relevant to the analysis that 
(li you d-ui in your testimorty if Conrad controlled the 
[9] Monongaheia Radway Corporation m 1991 ? 

(10| A Not to the analysis I did, no. 
(Ill Q In conneaion with your testimony, did you 
(12J sfudy whether there were arry agremaiu m place 
(13; peni/een the Monongahela Railway Corporation tuid 
(U; Conrail in 1991 ? 
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l l i ) A We reriewed the documents that the 
(16) railroads prorided related to the Monongahela. and 
(175 don' t recall seeing any agrwnents berween those 
(11) carriers, but if there were any in the doctor ents that 
(19) you proTided, we would hare reriewed them. 
(20) Q Would ll be relevar.t to your analysis if 
(21) there were any agreements between Conrad and the 
(221 Monongahela Radwa y Corporation m 1991' 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL Page I i 
111 A Well, to the extent they impacted our 
(2; analysis, we would have reviewed it and included 

them 
(31 
| 4 ) 

U) 
(61 
|7) 

Kl 
|9| 

(lOi 

[11! 

(121 

113) 

114) 

[151 

(16) 

IP I 

I l l l 

119! 

120; 

I2M 

i : : 

(3; 

I->1 

(51 

l«! 

r, 
151 

|9i 

[101 

[ I I I 

112! 

' i ' , ' i \ 

l U i 

i:6: 

x j i n 

( is; 

119; 

120! 

;2i) 

i f they were relevant. 
Oc •/fit-nli if you included in you -

analysis any agreements between Monongaheia Railway 
Corporation and Conrail? 

MR. DOWT): Asked and answered You can 
answer it again 

THE WITNESS; We would have reviewed the 
agret;ments to detennine if they had an impact on ifar 
analysis 

BY MR. DENIS: 
Q Why dui you choose the year of 1991 for 

purposes of you- analysis mthis testimony? 

A 1991, as I state in my testimony, was the 
year cf the merger. 

Q What 11 lhe significance of tha: 10 your 
analysis? 

A I was looking for a point in time so I 
could make a befonf-and-after companson, and that 
was the before part of the analysis. 

Q When you sav before-and-after analysts, 

HIGHLY CO •vlFlDENTLAL Page 12 
before and afier who: are you looking a t ' 

A The rne'-ger. 

Q Why IS the event of the merger significant 
to you - anaivsis' 

A Well, as I state in my testimony, we were 
attonptins to determine if the pricinj'. behavior 
changed as a resuit of the merger between what the 
M G A was charging; »ersus vvhat Conrail was charging 
after it absorbed the MGA. 

Q Why did you choose the year 1991 f o r 
purposes of this anaivsis ' 

A It was the latest avaiiable. 
Q (VTiy ts lhe lates: mailable data 

significant for purposes of your anaivsis ' 

A I was trying to get as current data as 
possible to show what the changes werr from the 

in tune of tbe merger to what the inipacli are on the 
maricets today, and the latest arailable would 
acanrunodate that decision. 

Q Did you perform this ar.a'ivsis a: anv time 
usmg J994data? 

A No. 

(3! A No. 
(4) Q Did you perform this analysis at a/rv time 
IS] using 1992dau:? 

16) A Uhink !'Te already answered that, and the 
[7) answer is no. 
(I) Q Did you understand my question to be asking 
(9) whether you used those years as cUtemanves tc 

(10) 1995? Ididn ' I ask the question particularlv well. 
( I l l A I understood yoor question to mean did 1 
(12; e»er do an analysis for that year, and I answered no 
[13] to all of those years other than'91 and'95. 
[141 Q 1 would like to tum to a senes of 
[15] questions about tne testunony you submiaed on behalf 
(16) of Induma Power and Light m the document labeled 
11 'H lPL-3 ofthe Service Transponation Board. In the 
[11] statement cfyour qualifications : bmuted with 
[19] testimony fi led m lPL-3. you indicated that you 
(201 provided evidence on various rail merger proceedmgs 
(21) m the past,-IS that correa'' 
(221 A And you are referring to what? 

Page N HIGHLY CONHDENTIAL 

111 Q Pag e 4 ojyour statement of 
(2) qualifications. 
(3) A Yes. 
(4| Q Did you provide ttstunony m the ICC 
tSl proceedmg with respea to the Burlmgton f^o.them/ 
16] Santa Fe transaaion ' 

IT, A I'm sorry. J didn't hear the end of that. 
!«' Q The Burlmgton Nonhem/Santa Fe 
(*! transaaion? 

(101 A V « . Id id . 
(Ill Q Did your lestimorry m the Burlmgton 
(121 Sonhem/Santa Fe transection refer to trackage 
(13! nghu compensation ir anv way? 
(14; A I beJieTe It did, yes. 
(15i Q On behalf of which parry did you testify in 
(16i the Burlmgton Nonhem/Sania Fe transaaion with 
(IT] respea to trackage nghts compensanon^ 
|i<i A it's something 1 can look up. I don't 
(19) recall as 1 sit here, 

j [201 Q Did ycu submii tesnmorry on behalf of 
I (211 Tucson Electric Power Company^ 
I MR. DOWD: 1 am gomg to object. The 

HIGHLY C O . N F I D E N T I A I , Page 13 
11) Q Did you perform th •s ar.alysLS at any time 
Cl using J993daia? 

HIGHLY CONTIDENTIAL Page 15 

(Ij record la that case wiil speak for itself So i f the 
[21 witness has trouble recalling specifics about that 
(31 event, perhaps you can )ust soow him ac exhibit 
14) THE WTTNESS: 1 doc't recall as 1 sit 
(5) here Tucson is one of our clietls. aad we p,>ssibly 
161 did put in tesnmony IT. that case 

•r, BY MR. DEMS 

(S; Q In preparmg your resnmorrv submitted as 
(9) pan of lPJil-3, did you review the tesnmorry vou 

[10) submitzed in the Burlmgton Sonhem/Santa Fe 
(11) proceedmg regardmg trackage nghis compensanon ? 
112) A No. 

(13) Q Are you familiar with the lCC'sdecuu>n in 
[I*] the Burlmgton fn'onhem/Sania Fe transaaion ? 
(151 A Ves. 
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(161 Q Are you familiar with the discussion by the 
(17) ICC in thai decision of n ickage nghts co.mpensation ? 
(13) A Generally, yes. 
(191 Q Did you review the Burlington 
120) NonhemJSanta Fe decision ofthe ICC wah respea to 
(211 trackage rights compensattan m cormection wuh the 
[221 preparanon cfyour testimorry on IP&L-3 ? 

HIGHLY CO.NFIDENTIAL Page 16 
(11 A No. 
(2) Q Do you have an understandmg of the 
(31 pnncipi« announced by the ICC? 
(4) A Ves. 
(5) Q What is your understandmg of those 
(6) prmcip ts? 
V] A My understanding is that the ICC did not 
(8) want to at^ust the trackage rights compeitsations the 
[9; parties agreed to and lef t what the parties proposed 

|I0| in place. 
IU1 Q Did the ICC m that Burlmgton 
(12) Nonhem/Santa Fe decision amculate tiny oil tr 
(!3J prmciples lhat should be applied m tissessmg 
(14| n-ackage rights compen^kOtton ? 
(151 A I don't recall. 
1161 Q In your opmion, was the Burlington 
(17! HonhemlSanui Fe decision of the ICC correaly 
(HI decuied on the issue of trackage nghts 
(19! compensanon ? 
(20) MR. DOWD. I 'm going to object to that as 
1211 calling for» legal conclusion. You're asking him 
[221 whether, m his opinion, they got tlie ri^ht answer 

Page r HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 
HI o t -
'2! MR. DENIS: I ajD asking about his opinion, 
[j) not as a lawyer but as an cxne-i tn this proceedmg. 
(i: MR. DOWD. Can you repeat th; queslior.:' 
15; BY MR. DENIS. 
!«' Q Vr'nexher the ICC decision was ngkl 
PI concemmg trackage nghis usues. 
(S| A I do not bdieve they were correct. 
(9J Q Are you familiar wuh i^e decision of the 

II01 5TB m the Union Paafic/Souihem Paafic 
111) transaaion' 
[121 A Ves. 
(13! Q Are you famdicr wuh the discussion m the 
114; 575's opinion relanng to trackage nghis 
(15: compensanon.' 
(16' A Ves. 
|:'i Q Are you familu:r wuh the STB's analysis of 
(: S; your lestimony on behalt cf the Western Coa! Traffic 
! 19 League on the issue of trackage nghis cvmoensanon ? 
IZO A Very familiar, yes. 
! 2;' Q In prepamtion of your lestimony submitted 
;::: m lPJiL-3, did you review the UPSP decision ofthe 

HIGHLY CO.NTIDENTIAI. Page IS 
Surface Transponation t-tard on ine issue of trackage 
rights compensation ' 

A No, 1 did not 
Q Wnai li your understandmg of ine 

principals applied by the board m the UPSP decision 

Hi 
(21 
131 

151 

(<I relaxing to trackage rights compensation ? 
rt) A What the STB did in UPSP as it relates to 
(I) trackage rights compensation is what the STB did in 
(9) the BN/SanU Fe merger. 

(10) Q So would you regard those rwo decisior.s as 
(11) consinent, myour view as cm expen? 
(121 A Consistent from tbe goTemment standpoint, 
(13) yes. 
(14) Q Is their analytical methodology 
(15) consistent? 
(161 MR. MC BRIDE: With respect to trackage 
(17) rights compensation? 
(til BY MR. DENIS: 
(19) Q With respea to trackage nghts 
(20) c. npensanon. Tharkyou. 
(21) A I don't think they analyzed them. 
(22) Q In your opmion as an expen. was the UPSP 

HIGHLY CONnDENTlAL Page 19 
11) decision by the board correaly decuied on the issue 
(21 of trackage rights compensanon ' 
(31 MR. DOWD: In what expert capacity are you 
(4) askimg him? Expert oa trackage rights? Expert oo -
f$) MR. DENIS: He's submitted testimony here 
(6| on bow to analyze trackage ri ghts compensation . I 'm 
[7] asJung him if the board' s decision va doing the same 
(I) thing io the UPSP decision was correct or not 
(9) MR. DOWD: In a previous question, he 

(10) testified, is hjs view, the board did not analyze 
(111 trackage rights compensation in that case. So maybe 
(121 you can rephrase your question. 
(13) BY MR DENIS 
(I4| Q Can you answer the question a.' asked' 
(15] A I've lost the question now. 
(161 Q Let's go back. Did the board, m the Union 
(17) Pacific/Southern Pacific transaaion, m their 
(111 opmion rransaaion, did they analyze the issue of 
\.9\ trackage nghis compensation ' 
(20) A No, 1 don't believe they analyzed trackage 
(211 rights oooipensatioo. Tbey accepted what the carriers 
(22) proposed. 

HIGHLY CO.VFTDENTlAL Page 20 
Q Did the board review your testimony on the 

proper calculation of trackage nghts compensation' 
A The board reriewed ny testimony as i l 

related to trackage rights campensation in the 

ID 
121 
PI 
W 

merger 
(5) case, yes. 
(61 Q What was the board s opmujn of your 
(T) leswnonv' 
(Sl A They didn't Uke it. 
(9) Q Dui they indicate m the opmion whether 

(IC) your tesstmony mas correa or incnrrea m the proper 
(111 approach to caladaang trackage nghts compensanon' 
1121 A They thought that ny app-oach was incorrect 
(I3| in calculating trackage rights co'-jptosation in a 
(14) merger case. 
(151 (2 In your opmion, was the board'sdedstcn 
116) correaly liecided on thatpoiru? 
(17] A I'm sorry? 
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[111 Q In your opinion, was the board's decision 
(19) correaly decuied on that point ? 
[201 A In my opinion, the board was not correct. 
(21) Q Are you familiar with the ICC decisions 
122) thai are generallv known as the SSW compensation 

HIGHLY CONHDENTIAL Page 21 
(11 decisions? 
(21 A Yes. 
(3) Q In preparatujnofyour testimony of 1P&L-3, 
(4] dui you review the ICC decisions mthe SSW 
[5] compensation proceedmgs? 
(6) A No. 
(7) Q What ij your understardmg of the SSW 
[81 compensation decisions as they relate to the proper 
19] approach to calculatmg trackage rights coripensaiion ? 

[101 A It's been a while since I'Te looked at 
[111 those decisions. As I sit here today, I wouldn't be 
[121 abletoerenspeciJate. 
1131 Q Do you have a view as to whether your 
[14| testimonv m lPiL-3 is consistent with the ICC 
(151 decisions mSSW compensation' 
116) MR. DOV«T). lam going to object. He just 
117) testified he's not in a position to even confirm 
(111 whether he's familiar with the discussion. So I 
|I9) don't see how you can ask him whether it's consistent 
|20| With his testimony. 
[211 .MR DENIS: You and I can make assumptions 
122) about how nc will answer thai Question, but he's the 

Hi 

[31 

[51 
in 

the 

HIGHLY CONRDENTIAL Page 22 
| i : witness, and I would like him to answer it. 
(21 THE WITNESS In order to answer the 
|3| question, I would have to go bacic and review the 
|4i rr.etfaodology used in SSW, and 1 don't recall that 
;5; methodology as I sit here today, 
c BY MP DENIS 

Q I .vould like to refer you to page 19 of 20 
ir. IPL Exhibt: 4 of your tesiimor.v on behalf of 
IPiLL 

A I hare it. 
MR. DENIS; The record will reilect the 

••* Itness is eianiining his own copy of that testimony 
MR. DOWD For the record, the copy the 

\* iTncss is looking at is as filed, and there are no 
eJiraneous markings or anything of that nature oo 

BY MR. DENIS: 
Q Could you desaibe for me the steps cfyour 

j,r_;;vsu that are summarized ir. ine table on page 19 
• • -.nw testmony 

A Certainly. The table on page 19 
defnorxstrales compensation on rwo bases: on a per 

HIGHL't C0STIDE.VT1AL Page 23 
car-mile basis, which would be column 2; and a 
trailing gross ton mile analog), which is column 3 of 
the table. 
The elements that are included in the 
calculation indude ime 1, which is a combined 
CSX/Conrail LTICS formula for 1995 representing 

171 

IS: 

19; 
1101 

(111 
;i2: 

Ii3i 

i:5i 

1161 

1171 

iUl 
i;9i 

(7] unit cost for roactway operation depredation and 
(t| lease expenses, and the sources out of the 1995 
(9) CSX/Conrail portion URCS formula are identified on 

(101 the bottom of the table. The second line is an index 
(11) that is used to increase the line 1 expenses from 
(12) calendar year 1995 to the fourth quarter 1997. 
[131 Line 3 is simply the multiplication of the 
(14] unit cost on line 1 by the index on line 2. Line 4 
(15) is the unit cost for CSX/Conrail portion of 1995, 
(16) return on road property , also taken from the URCS 
(IT) formula. Lines is the total of lines 3 and 4. 
Ill) Q Is line J on your table, which yo ĵ 
(191 indicated is taken from the URCS formula, a 
120] measurement of vanable cost? 
(21) A Yes. 
(221 Q Are there other cosu included m there 

HIGHLY CONHDENTIAL PageTi 
(I) other than variable costs'' 
)2] MR. DOWD: Included in line 1 cr-
[3] MR. DENIS: No. included in line 1 
(4) THE WITNESS: That would be the variable 
|S| portion of the cost delineated tn the item column. 
16] BY MR. DENIS: 

(7) Q In the testtmony that you submitted on 
(IJ behalf of the Westem Coal Treffic League in the 
(9) Union Pacific/Southern Pacific transaaion, did yoi' 

110) adopt a similar approach to calculating trackage 
111J rights compensatton ? 
1121 A Similar to the whole table or lo line 1? 
[13) Q Similar to lme 1. 
[14) A Well, line 1 is not - is not the trackage 
[15) rights compensation but a component part of 
trackage 
;i6i rights compensation that I'm suggesting. Those 
117] elements would have been included in the evidence 1 
(It) submitted on behalf ofthe Westem Coal Traffic 
(19) League merger. 
(20) Q Are you famdiar with the analysis of 
[21 ] trackage nghts compensatton done by the applicants 
[22] mthe Union Pacific/Southern Pacific transaaion' 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL Page 25 
(11 And by applicants, I am referring not tc the 
(21 applicants m our proceedmg but rather the 
(3) applicants m that proceedmg, Union Pacific and 
(4) Southem Pacific. 
(51 A I'm familiar with the compensation or the 
(6! trackage rights fee. I'm not familiar with an 
n analysis to develop it I don't be)ie»e I erer saw 
(Sl an analysis. I simply recall seeing a number. 
|9| Q Do you recall whether the board, in us 

j 10] decision m the Union Pacific/Southern Pacific 
111] transaaion, reviewed the applicants' use of URCS 
[12] data in ml minting trackage nghts compenstuion' 
i;3) .MR MC BRIDE: Whether it did what' I 
|14] didn't hear the verb. Viewed? 
115) flR. DENIS: Reviewed. 
(16) MR. DOWD: I'm gomg to object to that 
(17) question as no foundation that the applicants used 
[It] URCS data in that case in their testimony. 
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(:9l MR DENIS: I am sitnply asking whether the 
120] u->ard did something. 
121) -̂ lY MR. DENIS: 
(221 Q You can anrwer the question if you know. 

HIGHLY CONTIDENTIAL Page 26 
II! A I am not familiar with anything other than 
[2 ] thc num ber that the UPSP pvt forward as a trackage 
|3| rights fee. 
HI Q To your knowledge, has either the ICC or 
(5) the Surface Transportation Board ever assessed 
161 whether u IS correa to use the data that you used 
17] in line 1 of your table for purposes of calculating 
(1) trackage rights comperjation ? 
(91 A Let me see if I understand your question. 

[I0| Are you asking me, do they consider these 
components 
[II! in analyzing a trackage rights fee? 
[121 Q Let's Stan with thiU. 
1131 A In the last two mergers, to my knowledge, 
114| they didn't do any analysis of the fees. Tbey simply 
1151 actrepted what the railroads proposed. In prior 
[i6| mergers, they-when they were more actire in 
Ii7| setting the compensation, they would have had to 
|isi consider these kinds of things, because these are the 
[I9| elements that the trackage rights carrier reriews. 
|20| Q In preparing your testimony lhat was 
[21] submwted as part of IP&L-3, did you aaempt to 
1221 conform your calculation of trackage rights 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL Page 27 
(1 ] compensanon to the board's opinion in Union 
(21 Pacific/Southern Pacific'' 
131 A As it relates to trackage rights 
I-: compensation? 
(5; Q As It relates 10 trackage rights 
It; compensation 
I'l A In L1*SP, the buard did nothing but accept 
(!| their number, and I did not accept the applicant's 
|9' number in this case. I was not able to conform the 

l ie, two. 

i; :, MR. DENIS: I have no further questions. 
| i : VtP MCBRIDE: Of all of the sutemcnts, 
[I3| that's alJ you have? 
114! MR DENIS: Yes M r . Crowley, thank you 
|I3| very much 
lltl \ I R .MCBRIDE For the record, we have no 
[17) redirecL 
(! S rWhereupoD. at 9 45 a.m.. the deposition 
V.l 'aas concluded.) 

HIGHLY CONFIDESTIAL Page 2S 
i;: ! HEREBY CERTIFY that I have read this 
12; transcnpt of my deposiuoQ and that this tratiscnpt 
[3i accurately states the testimony given by me, with the 
[i changes or corrrctioos, if any, as noted 
(5 
161 
[71 X 

(tl 
(91 

(101 
[111 
[121 
(131 
|l«l 
[151 
(16) 
117) 
(III 
1191 
POl 
1211 
1221 

III 
(21 
(31 
l*\ 
(51 
(61 
(71 
(i| 
(91 

(10] 
(III 
(121 
(131 
(Ml 
1151 
(161 
lit] 
(III 
[191 
(201 
121) 
(221 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 
. 19. 

X 
Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTTAL 
C O N T E N T S 

WITNESS EXAMINATION 
Thomas D. Crowley 
by Mr. Denis 5 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

JOHN H. WILLIAMS 

I. I>?TR0DIJCT10N 

My naiiie l i John H. Williams. I am President of the Woodside Consulting Group 

Inc., which is located in Menlo Park, Califomia. I submined a Verified Statement m the 

Railroad Control Application. Volume : B of 8 (CSX/NS-19). which described the 

methodology and results of my Rail Traffic Diversion Study conceming the like!}- impact of 

the operation by Norfolk Southem of Conrail's lines on the traffic and revenues of affected 

rail Dads That Verified Statement also descnbed my qualifications and my experience, 

encompassing almost 35 years m the railroad industn. and consulting. 

The purpose of this statement is to provide my analysis and rebuttal of certain traffic, 

revenues, market impacts, and competition statements submitted on October 21. 1997 and 

October 31, 1997 in ihis proceeding by the following panies. 

• CMA-10; Joint Comments of the Chemical Manufacturers Association and the 

Society of the Plastics Industrv. Inc.; 

• W&LE-4: Responsive Application of Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway 

Company', and 

• Ann Arbor-3. Responsive Application and Request for Conditions b> Ann 

Arbor Acquisition Corporation. 

My rebuttal is based on my analyses of the comments and statements fiied by the 

parties listed above, on their underlying work papers, on relevant portions of the Norfolk 
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Southem Rail Traffic Diversion Study that I sponsored and that was previously submined in 

this proceeding, and on my knowledge, judgment, and experience. 

n. CMA-10; JOINT COMMENTS OF THE CHEMICAL MANLTACTURERS 
ASSOCLVTION AND THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY. INC. 

Attachment 2 to CMA-10 is the Verified Statement of Mr. John J. Grocki. a 

transportation consultant. His Verified Statement includes, among other thing*;, an Appendix 

C entitled "Traffic Analysis." This portion of my Statement relates primarily to Mr. 

Grocki's Verified Statement, including the Appendices thereto. 

A, Mr. Grocki's Data Base Is Incomplete and His 
Methodology is Flawed 

Mr. Grocki's use of only a 100 percent Conrail traffic base for nis Study too 

narrowly defined the relevant traffic that would be affected by the Conrail transaction. In 

order to consider the full effects on chemicals and plastics traffic resulting from the Conrail 

transaction, it is my opinion that Mr Grocki should have mirrored the definition of relevant 

traffic contained in my Rail Traffic Diversion Study to include all three of the following 

traffic categories: 

Norfolk Southern traffic, including all Norfolk Southem-Conrail joint 

traffic; 

• Conrail traffic; 

• Non-Norfolk Souihem/non-Conrail traffic (also called "non-

participatory" or "tiiird party" traffic), which is traffic in which 

neither Norfolk Southem nor Conrail participated in 1995." 

(CSX/NS-19, Williams. Page 73) 
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The same data base would be used for analysis of the CSXT/Conrail combination, although, 

for convenience, the traffic records could be re-soned according to a different hierarchial 

scheme. 

The failure of Mr. Grocki's Smdy to consider any relevant rail traffic other than that 

handled by Conrail constitutes a significant flaw that leads to both understating the service 

and competitive benefits of the Conrail transaction, as well as overemphasizing the 

importance of the transaction's effects on Conrail traffic only For example, access by 

Norfolk Southem to Conrail stations in competition with CSXT (e.g.. Philadelphia) will 

pennit Norfclk Southem to extend its haul for single system service to those locations, even 

though Conrail did not participate in such movements during 1995 Thus. Mr. Grocki 

understates the conversion of relevant Northeastem Region rail traffic to single system 

service - which is a significant benefit of the Conrail u-ansaction - by leaving it out of his 

Smdy. 

Just as Mr Grocki did not consider traffic moved by railroads other rhan Conrail. his 

Study also did not consider the extent of rail competilion al stations l'jca;ed off the Conrail 

network. For example. Mr. Grocki's Study did not consider that if traffic being moved by 

Norfolk Southem to a Conrail destination station to be served by CSXT from an origin 

station in the Southeast was open to competition from CSXT, then CSXT could convert such 

movements to single system service Therefore, Mr. Grocki did not consider the possibility 

that existing Norfolk Southem-Conrail traffic would become new CSXT/Conrail System 

single-line traffic where the new CSXT'Conrail System will solely serve the destination 

Slation and both CSXT and Norfolk Southem serve the origin station. Similarly, for Union 

Pacific Southem Pacific System traffic originating in Texas or Louisiana, Mr. Grocki's Sn:dy 

did not consider the availability of competition by other carriers such as Buriington Northem 
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Santa Fe. Illinois Central or Kansas City Southem, which would affect the available 

competitive options for such traffic destined to Conrail sutions, including the new Norfolk 

Southem System's ability to exv-̂ nd its length of haul over a different gateway. 

As described in his jtudy, Mr. Grocki obtained a 100 percent traffic tape for Conrail 

for the year 1>95 as the data base for his traffic analysis. Mr. Grocki asserted that "...the 

100% traffic sample offered greater accuracy..." than the Carload Waybill Sample, for the 

following reasons: 

"The principal advantages of using the 100 percent sample for a database are: 

• It includes all traffic originating and terminating in Canada; the Carload 

Waybill Sample only ncludes traffic originating in Canada if it 

terminates on a Class I Railroad in the U.S. It does not include any 

traffic terminating in Canada. 

• The 1(X) percent sample includes traffic originating and terminating on 

all railroads, while the Carload Waybill Sample only includes traffic 

which originates or terminates on a Class I Railroad. This could lead 

to undercounting chemical and plastics traffic which originates or 

terminates on a short line. 

• Stations with relatively small traffic volumes may tend to be excluded 

from the Carload Waybill Sample." (Grocki, Appendix C, Page 1) 

Mr. Grocki's claimed superiority of the 100 percent Conrail data base over the 

Carload Waybill Sample with respect to Canadian traffic, does not apply to my Rail Traffic 

Diversion Study because, as 1 stated in my Verified Statement contained in the Railroad 

Control Application: 
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"The requires 'nts for carrier reporting of traffic for inclusion in the Carload 

Waybill Sample do not apply to traffic ten..inating in Canada. In order to 

rectify that omission, 100% files of Norfolk Southem, Conrail, and CSX 

Transportation waybill data for Canadian terminations were appended to the 

Carload Waybill Sample, and those few similar traffic movements terminating 

in Canada for those three carriers that were included in the Carload Waybill 

Sample were removed." (CSX/NS-19, Williams, Page 73) 

Cleariy, Mr. Grocki's asserted superiority of the 100 percent Conrail data base because it 

includes Canadian terminating Conrail traffic provides no advantage over the approach used 

in my Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy, which included 100 percent Canadian terminating traffic 

data for Conrail, Norfolk Southern, and CSXT. 

Mr. Grocki's assertion that the Carload Waybill Sample ".. only includes traffic 

which originates or terminates on a Class I railroad..." is also incorrect. According to the 

User Guide for the 1995 Surface Transportation Board Waybill Sample, dated July 15, 1996, 

potential reporting railroads are those that terminated more than 4,500 carloads in 1995. 

There were a total of 77 firms that did report to the 1995 Carload Waybill Sample, including 

a number of smaller, non-Class I carriers such as the Chicago, Central and Pacific. Paducah 

& Louisville, and Wheeling & Lake Erie. On this point, therefore, Mr. Grocki's assertion is 

simply inaccurate, as the reporting procedures include traffic originating or terminating on 

non-Class I railroads. 

A further deficiency of Mr. Grocki's Smdy is that the computer logic he used was 

intended solely to categorize Conrail's traffic, not to model the competitive interplay for that 

traffic among competing railroads. Accordingly, Mr. Grocki's Smdy did not model the 
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marketplace competition for Conrail's traffic with other carriers, nor did it model the 

competitive struggle for any other traffic, such as w-re illustrated in ny examples. Both the 

DNS Traffic Diversion Model, which I used in my Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy. and the 

ALK Associates Rail Traffic Diversion Model used on behalf of CSXT utilize an intricate set 

of diversion logic in order to reflect the conmiercial realities of the marketplace. as known 

by Norfolk Southen;'s and CSXT's commercial experts. It is my opinion that, absent the 

application of a sunilar set of diversion logic, the foundation underiying Mr. Grocki s Smdy 

is incomplete. It is those gaps listed abo\e. among other factors, that cause Mr. Grocki's 

data analyses and his resulting conclusions with regard to the effects of the Conrail 

tran-saction on rail service and competition within the Northeast to be incorrect. 

B. Mr. Grocki's Traffic /Vnalvsis Is Incorrect 

Mr Grocki used the 100 percent 1995 Conrail traffic data base for chemicals and 

plastics to conduct his Study, which he described as follows 

"Using these assumptions. GRA then conducted an analysis for chemical and 

plastics traffic to identify the service and competitive impacts. This analysis 

involved approximately 345.700 impacted carioads totaling almost Sl billion in 

treight revenue The traffic was divided into nine major categories, depending 

on the potential impact of the break-up of Conrail on competition and service. 

The results of this traffic analysis are contained in i-igure JG-C-2, in which the 

nine traffic ciasses are shown. The note to JG C-2 explains which types of 

traffic are included in each service/competition category." (Grocki. Appendix 

C, Page 7.) 

Mr Grocki's Figure JG C-2 shows each of the nine categories of chemical traffic, 
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with Mr. Grocki's brief summary of his views as to the effects on competition and on service 

(i.e., "same," "improved," worse," "worse if gateway shilttd," and "unknown") for the 

traffic assigned to each category. Also shown are notes which summarizv*? the characteristics 

of the traffic that Mr. Grocki claims to have used in order to assign the iraffic to each 

category. 

I describe below the process by which I reviewed and assessed the results of Mr. 

Grocki's Smdy. My findings include the following: (1) large blocks of traffic were not 

assigned by Mr. Grocki to his nine categories in accordance with the criteria that he 

designed; (2) there was a sigmficant understatement of the positive benefits of newly-created 

single system service; (3) th:re was an outright failure to consider the Conrail transaction's 

cross-territorial boundary service improvements, and (4) for these reasons and others 

described herein, I disagree wiih Mr. Grocki's conclusions for many of his categories 

regarding the impacts of the Conrail transaction on competition and service. 

In response to a request by Norfolk Southern. Mr Grocki provided a copy of the 

traffic records data underiying his Figure JG C-2. Each record mcluded origin and 

destination locations and railroads, Conrail's connecting railroads and junctions, STCC, 

traffic class. Conrail revenue, cars, tons, revenue, and the assigned traffic category in Figure 

JG C-2. As a result of our analysis, we were able to replicate the categories of traffic and 

numbers of carioads that Mr. Grocki assigned to each of the nine categories. Accordingly, 

we know that the traffic records we analyzed for each of Mr. Grocki's traffic categones are 

the same ones thai he used in his Smdy. 

In order lo provide a reasonableness test of Mr Grocki's Smdy results, I prepared 

Attachment JHW-CMA-1 from Conrail s 1995 Annual Report of Freight Commodity 

Statistics, for the same commodities that Mr Grocki's Smdy used, namely STCC 28 
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(Chemicals & Allied Products). STCC 29 (Petroleum & Coa! Products), and STCC 48 

(Hazardous Wastes). In accordance with standard reporting requirements. STCC 49 

(Hazardous Materials) is included within the base STCC codes used in the Annual Repon of 

Freighl Commodity Statistics. 

As shown by Attachment JHW-CMA-1. Comail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic in 

1995 consisted of the following proportions: 

• Local 32.8% 

• Forwarded 18.1% 

• Received 44.8% 

• Bridge 4.3% 

The 345.700 carloads considered in Mr. Grocki's Smdy approximate the 349,800 total 

carloads of Chemicals & Plastics traffic reported by Conrail in 1995, as summarized in 

Attaciiment JHW-CMA-l Because two-thirds of Conrail's 1995 Chemicals &. Plastics traffic 

was interchanged with a westem or southem rail camer. my expectation, based on 

experience, was ihat Mr. Grocki s Study would show enhanced competition and/or improved 

service impacts on a majority of that traffic. 

Thus, in my initial review, I questioned the validity of Mr. Grocki's Smdy finding 

that 50.7% of all Conrail Chemicals & Plastics traffic (Category No. 3 of his Figure JG C-2) 

would be unaffected by the Conrail transaction, and I also questioned the reasonableness of 

Mr Grocki's finding that only an addhional 600 carloads, or 0.2% of all Conrail's 1995 

Chemicals & Plast-cs traffic (Category No. 1 of his Figure JG C-2) would expenence no 

degradation in either competition or service as a result of the Comaii transaction. Such 

findings do not track either with the results of my Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy or with my 

general experience, nor are they supported by the details of Mr. Grocki's Smdy As I 
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show, Mr. Grocki's traffic analysis does not provide any reasonable basis for his conclusions 

conceming the level of service and degree of competition resulting from the Conrail 

transaction 

1. Category No. 1: Bridge Traffic 

According to Mr. Grocki's Figure J C C-2. this category consists of 600 

carioads, or 0.2% of Conrail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic The basis for Mr. 

Grocki's assignment to this traffic Category No. 1 is as follows: 

"Bridge traffic which will now have an additional route choice with the same 

service and no New Orleans/Memphis diversion potertial." (Grocki. Appendix 

C. Figure JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated that, in his opimon. competition and service would be "improved" 

and "same." respectively, for this traffic Category No 1. 

1 have reviewed the carioad movements assigned by Mr Grocki to this 

Category No. 1. Based on my review. I agree with Mr. Grocki's assessment thai the 

Comaii transaction will result in "improved" or "enhanced" competition for dais 

bridge traffic, because an additional route choice wil! be made available. 

However. I do not agree with Mr, Grocki's characterization that service for 

this category of traffic will be the "same." From my review. 390 carioads of east-

•vest and 66 carioads of north-south traffic, or 77% of the total of 600 carioads in 

this traffic category, will benefit from the improved service resu lting from die Conrail 

transaction Such service improvements for cross-tertitorial traffic .>ow moving via 

Conrail's westem and southem gateways are described in the operating plans filed by 

the Joint Applicants in this transaction. Further, because of the additional route 
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choices available to all carloads assigned by Mr. Grocki to be included in this 

Category No. 1, I fully expect that higher quality, unproved service will be provided 

as a result of that intensified competition, in accordance with economic theory and 

with my own expenence. It is my opinion, therefore, that the service provided to die 

traffic contained in Category No. 1 wMl be "improved." 

2. Category No. 2: Shared Awf ' j Are» tn Shared Assets 
Area Traffic 

According to Mr. Grocki's Figure JG C-2. he categorized 51.400 carloads, or 

14.9 percent of Comail's Chemicals &. Plastics traffic, as this Category No. 2. The 

basis for Mr. Grocki's assignments i . . Category No 2 are as follows; 

"Cunent Conrail IcKal traffic which will become SAA to SAA traffic: and. 

Traffic to/from off Comaii ongins/desiinalions which will move to/from 

SAA's which has no New Orleans/Memphis diversion potential " (Grocki, 

Appendix C, Figure JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated that, in his opinion, competition and service would be "improved" 

and 'worse." respectively, for this traffic Category No. 2. 

1 have reviewed all of the carload movements that Mr. Grocki assigned to 

Category No. 2 I-rom my review, 1 dcicrmined that Mr. Grocki included about 

16,000 carloads in this Category No. 2 lhat would benefit from single system service 

as a result of the Conrail transaction For example, I found [([ ]]] carioads of 

traffic originated by NorfoU Southern at iU ])]. TN destined lo 

[[{ ])], PA, that will realize the benefits of single system 

service on the new Norfolk Soulhcrn/Co '̂-pii System as a result of the Comaii 
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transaction. As another example, I found ([[ ]J] carloads of traffic originated by 

CSXT at {[( ]]], NC destined to [[( ]]]. NJ in the Northem New 

Jersey Shared Assets Area that will realize the benefits of single system service on the 

new CSXT/Comail System, following the Conrail transaction. In my opinion, a more 

descriptively consistent grouping of die data dian the one used by Mr. Grocki would 

assign all of the 16,000 carloads which will benefit from die realization of single 

system service as a result of the Conrail transaction to Category' N^. 5, in order to 

accurately analyze this traffic and assess die impact of the Comaii transaction 

Similarly, my review of the movements conuined in this Category No. 2 

identified 18,361 carioads of east-west and 10.059 carloads of north-south iraffic. aii 

of which will benefit from the improved service offered by the Joint Applicants as a 

result of the Conrail transaction. 

I concur, as Mr Grocki slates, diat competition will be "improved for all 

traffic included in this Category No. 2. I fully expect higher quality, improved 

service will result from such "enhanced" competition, in accordance widi economic 

dieory and my experience, even diough Mr. Grocki characterized die service for this 

Category No. 2 traffic as "worse." presumably because of his contention thai all 

Shared Assets Area traffic would experience poorer service after the transaction. For 

reasons discussed later in my statement. I anticipate die opposite result Accordingly, 

it is my opinion that die service provided die traffic contained in Caiegor> No. 2 will 

be "improved." 

3- Category No. 3; Unchanged Traffic 

According to Mr. Grocki's Figure JG C-2, Category No 3 consists of 
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175,200 carloads, or 50.7% percent of Conrail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic I 

entitled diis traffic category as "Unchanged" because Mr Grocki's view was dial 

bodi competition and service for diis traffic category would be the "same." following 

the Conrail transaction. 

The basis for Mr. Grocki's assignment to Category No. 3 follows; 

"Conrail local traffic which become.s NS local or CSX local traffic; 

Traffic which currently moves via Conrail to/from NS or CSX which 

becomes NS-CSX interiine traffic; Bridge traffic which currently has 

multiple routing options and will continue to have them after the 

merger; and. Traffic to/from off Comaii points which currently moves 

to/from Comaii which will, after merger, originate/terminate on NS or 

CSX and is no. divertaMt; to Memphis or New Orleans," /Grocki, 

Appendix C. Figure JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated that, in his opimon. both competition and service would be the 

"same" for this traffic Category No. 3 

1 have reviewed the movements assigned to Category No. 3 by Mr. Grocki I 

found that in excess of 28,000 carloads included in Category No, 3 will realize die 

benefits of single system service as a result of Conrail transaction. For example, 

((( ])] carioads currently originated by CSXT at |(( ]]). FL will 

terminate at [[( ]]], OH on the new CSXT/Comail System after the Comaii 

transaction. As another example. [[1 jJJ carloads onginatmg on Conrail at ([[ 

]]] DE now moving via Norfolk Southem to (([ OH will benefit 

from single system service by the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System as a result 

of the Comaii transaction Similarly, [|( ]]) carioads originating on Norfolk 
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Southem at f[[ )]]. TN will realize die benefits of the new Norfolk 

Soudiem/Conrail System s single line service to [[[ ]]], PA, after die Comaii 

transaction. 

I also found dial 53.695 carioads of east-west and 22,331 carioads north-

south traffic, or a total of 76.026 cailoads, will realize die service benefits offered by 

the Joint Applicants, resulting from die Comaii transaction. 

From my review, it is apparent dial, of die total of 175.200 carioads assigned 

by Mr. Grocki to diis Category No. 3, 104,000 carloads will benefit from improved 

service. Accordingly, only die remainder, or 71.200 carloads of die 175.200 carload 

total in this Category No. 3. can be correctly stated to have "same" or "unchanged" 

service. I do agree widi Mr. Grocki's assessment dial competition for all traffic in 

diis Category No. 3 will remain die "same." or "unchanged." 

4. Category No. 4: To/From Shared Assets Area Traffic 

As shown by Figure JG C-2. Mr Grocki assigned 31.900 carloads, or 9.2% 

of Conrail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic, to this Category No 4. which also consists 

of Shared Assets Area traffic The basis for Mr Grocki s assignments lo diis 

Category No. 4 follow: 

"Conrail local traffic which becomes NS or CSX traffic to/from an SAA; and. 

Traffic which moved NS or CSX to/from Comaii which becomes NS or CSX 

to/from SAA." (Grocki. Appendix C. Figure JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki suted that, in his opinion, competition and service would be "same" and 

"worse." respectively, for this Category No. 
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I reviewed die movements assigned to diis Category No. 4 by Mr. Grocki. 

The traffic which is included in diis Category No. 4 is characterized by eidier die new 

Norfolk Soudiem/Conrail System or die new CSXT/Conrail System "stepping into 

Comail's shoes" as a result of the Conrail transaction. Aldiough many of die 

movements shown by Mr. Grocki can be handled by only one of die two new 

Systems, there are a substantial number of odier movements to or from Shared Assets 

Areas which also originate or terminate at joindy served locations - such as Chicago 

or Toledo or Cincinnati ~ which would be subject to enhanced competition from both 

new Systems, and to die service benefits resulting from such competition even though 

Mr. Grocki's Smdy made no effort to determine the amount of such traffic. 

For this reason, I do not agree widi Mr Grocki's characterization diat this 

category of traffic will experience no change in its competitive environment Instead, 

it is my opimon that both the compeution and the service provided after the Comaii 

transaction by the two new Systems will be at least as good as that provided by 

Conrail prior to the Conrail transaction. In the absence of data, however, I l̂ave 

suted that both the competition and die service evaluations for diis traffic category are 

"unchanged." 

5. Category No. 5: Single Svstem Traffic 

According to Figure JG C-2. Mr. Grocki .issigned only 12,600 carloads, or 

3.6% of Comail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic to this Category No. 5. The basis for 

Mr. Grocki's assignments to this Category No. 5 follow: 

"Traffic which currently moves Comaii to/from NS or CSX which 

becomes NS local or CSX local traffic" (Grocki, Appendix C, Figure 
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JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated dial, in his opinion, competition and service would be "worse" and 

"improved." respectively, for this traffic Category No. 5. 

Mr. Gro'.-ki's identification of only 12.600 carloads of single system service is 

at odds widi du; 50.000 to 60,000 single system moves shown by my Rail Traffic 

Diversion Smdy and by similar smdies by CSXT to result from die Conrail 

transaction; at 60,000 carloads, die single system moves identified by die Applicants 

would con-stimte 17.4% of die total chemicals and plastics traffic identified by Mr. 

Grocki. As stated above, my review of Mr. Grocki's Smdy indicates thai he 

improperiy assigned about 16,000 single system moves to Category No. 2, as well as 

an additional 28,000 single system moves to Category No. 3. Those improperiy 

assigned 44,000 carloads, m combination widi die 12,600 single system movements 

idemified in diis Category No. 5 by Mr Grocki's Smdy, total 56.600 carioads, which 

validates the Joint Applicants' findings dial 50.000 to 60.000 carloads of Chemicals & 

Plastics traffic will benefit from "improved" single system service as a result of the 

Comaii transaction. 

As shown by Figure JG C-2. Mr Grocki characterizes competition for such 

single system traffic as "worse." His rationale for doing so was provided in a 

response to a Norfolk Soudiem interrogatory, as follows: 

"Traffic which is currently interiined between Comaii and NS or CSX which, 

after die Comaii break-up will become NS or CSX local traffic, curremly 

could be routed via NS/Comaii or CSX/Comail. In diis case, die shipper has 

die benefit of competilion at the origin (or destination) when he can negotiate 

between die two competing caniers. After die Conrail break-up, whichever 
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canier (NS or CSX) controls the local move, will effectively become a 

monopoly carrier because it can control die service for the route diereby 

depriving die shipper of one competitive option." (CMA-13/SP1-8. Grocki 

Response to Intenogatory No. 13) 

The characteristics of all of die traffic which will benefn from single system 

service as a result of the Comaii transaction do not support die blanket application of 

Mr. Grocki's rationale that competition will be reduced. For example, all of the 

16.000 single system moves improperiy assigned by Mr. Grocki as Category No. 2 

traffic, but which should have 'oeen assigned as Category No. 5 traffic, will benefit 

from improved competition to/ft om die Shared Assets Areas. Similarly, a portion of 

those 28.000 carloads which will benefit from single system service that Mr. Grocki 

had enoneously assigned to Category No. 3 involve movements between origins and 

destinations that are and will remain open to compelition - some of which have been 

created by the Comaii transaction, and none of which will expf'rieiic. a reduction in 

competilion because of the Comaii transaction Still odier movements cunently 

originate or terminate at exclusive locations on eidier Norfolk Southei. 3r CSXT; 

thus, the Comaii transaction will not leao to a reduction in competition for such 

traffic 

In total, dien. die charac erisiics of all of die 50.000 lo 60.000 carloads diat 

will realize single system service are unknown However, at least 16.000 carloads 

will realize enhanced competition, while an unknown remainder will be unaffected by 

the Comaii transaction or may, in some instances, experience a reduction in 

competilion of die form posmlated by Mr. Grocki. On balance, however, il is my 

judgment that compelition for the composite of the single system movements realized 
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by the Comaii transaction beyond the 16.000 carloads is most fairly characterized as 

"unchanged." 

t. Category No. 6A: Shared Assets Area Traffic Potentiallv Divertible 
To The Memphis Or New Orleans Gateways 

According to Figure JG C-2, Mr. Grocki assigned 21.200 carioads. or 6.1% 

of Comail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic, to this Category' No. 6A. The basis for 

Mr. Grocki's assignment of traffic to this Category' N0.6A follows: 

"Traffic to/from off Comaii points which curre:itly moves to/from Comaii 

which will originate.'terminate m the Shared Asset Area and is potentially 

divertable to Memphis or New Orieans." (Grocki. Appendix C. Figure JG C-

2. Page 9) 

Mr Grocki stated thai, in his opimon, competition and service would be "worse if 

Gateway shifted" and "worse." respectively, for diis traffic Category No 6A. 

I reviewed die detailed traffic records for diis iraffic category . The records 

consisted of Conrail forwarded and received iraffic to/from Shared Assets Areas, with 

the other end of each move being on a railroad other dian Norfolk Southeni or CSXT. 

As such, all of diis traffic will be open 'o compelition between the new Norfolk 

Soudiem/Comail System and die new CSXT/Comail System for die Comaii end of 

the move, after die Comaii transaction. Moreover, further analysis revealed dial 56% 

of the carloads originated or terminated at non-Comail points (i e.. die odier end of 

die move) exclusively served by one railroad. Accordingly. Mr Grocki's conclusion 

dial all of such Shared Assets Areas traffic would be divertible by the new Norfolk 

Soudiem'Comail System, or die new CSXT/Comail System, in direct competilion 
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widi each other on the northem end of the move, to a Memphis or New Orleans 

Gateway that would shorthaul the .vestem carrier that exclusively serves the southern 

end of the move for 56% of the traffic in this category does not reflect a reasonable 

assessment of the facts. As the exclusive carrier at one end of a move with two 

carriers competing for the other end of the move, the westem canier would be in a 

stronger position to successfully achieve its long haul on the move. 

For the remaining traffic in this Category No. 6A which originates or 

terminates at stations not exclusively served, the shipping public will retain two 

altemative carrier routes at both the origins and destinations. For example, for the 

[[[ ]]] carloads originating on the Union Pacific Southem Pacific System at [[[ 

]]], LA destined to ([[ ]]], NJ in die Shared Assets 

Area, the altemative carrier at die origin station of ([[ ]]] is Illinois 

Central. In conjunction with the availability of compv'itmg service between the new 

Norfolk Soudiem/Comail System and die CSXT/Conrail System, this would, I 

believe, preclude die ability of either system to divert diis traffic to die Memphis or 

New Orleans Gateway. 

For all the above reasons. 1 conclude that none of the traffic in this Category 

No 6A will suffer any adverse impact on competition as a result of the Comaii 

transaction; instead, competition will be "enhanced." In addition, because all of this 

traffic cunenlly moves either through the east-west gateways or the north-south 

gateways, die Conrail transaction will result in "improved" service for all of this 

traffic. 
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7. Category No. 6B: Non-Shared Assets Area Traffic Potentiallv 
Divertible To The Memphis Or New Orleans Gateway 

According to Figure JG C-2, Mr. Grocki assigned 43,400 carloads, or 12.6% 

of Comail's total Chemicals & Plastics traffic, to this Category No. 6B. The basis 

for Mr. Grocki's assignment of Uaffic to this Category No. 6B follows: 

"Traffic to/from off Conrail points which currently moves lo/frora 

Conrail which will originate/terminate on CSX or NS and is potentially 

divertable to Memphis or New Orleans." (Grocki, Appendix C, Figure 

JG C-2, Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated that, in his opinion, competition and service would be "worse if 

Oate'vay shifted" and "same," respectively, for this Category No. 6B. 

The traffic assigned to this Category No. 6B is similar to that of the preceding 

traffic Category No. 6A in that Mr. Grocki alleges that this traffic, too, is potentially 

divertible to the Memphis or New Orleans Gateway. 

1 reviewed the detailed records in this traffic category As was true for 

Category No. 6A, 60% of this Category No. 6B traffic originates or tenninates at 

exclusively served non-Comail points. It is to be expected that Norfoik Southem or 

CSXT would meet strong resistance from a canier serving an exclusive point on the 

southem end of a move to any attempt at shordiauling via the Memphis or New 

Orleans Gateways. Also, a sizable amount nf traffic originates or terminates at non-

exclusively se.ved Comaii points, reducing the likelihood that either the new Norfolk 

Southem/Comail System or the iii.w CSXT/Comail System would be able to force 

routings via die Memphis or New Orleans Gateways. Therefore, I conclude that Mr. 

Grocki has substantially overstated the p>otential for such diversions. 
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For example, I see no possibility that the [[[ ]]] carioads originated by the 

Utiion Pacific Southem Pacific System at its exclusively ierved station of 

[[[ ]]], TX destined to the exclusively served Norfolk Soudiem/Comail 

System station of [[[ ]]], DE could be diverted to a longer haul via die Memphis 

or New Orleans Gateways by the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System because the 

latter carrier has no commercial leverage to do so. Similarly, I see no possibility that 

the [[[ ]]) carloads originated at the Union Pacific Soudiem 

Pacific System exclusively served station of ([[ ]]], LA and destined to the 

exclusively served Norfolk Soudiem/Conrail System station of [[[ ]]]. WV 

could be diverted via the Memphis or New Orieans Gateways. 

Other traffic contained in diis Category No. 6B originates or terminates at 

exclusively served Conrail points, but terminates or originates at non-exclusively 

served points off-Conrail. For example. ([[ ]]] carloads originate on the Union 

Pacific Southem Pacific System at HI ]]]. TX (which is also served by the 

Burlington Northem Santa Fe System) and are destined to [(( ]]]. DE. which 

will be exclusively served by the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System 1 disagree 

with Mr. Grocki's contention that this movemeni could be diverted via the Memphis 

or New Orleans Gateways, diereby shorthauling die onginatmg camer and, as Mr. 

Grocki alleges, increasing the rates charged to the shipping public 

Although dieoretically the Norfolk Southem/Comail System could play the 

Burlington Northem Santa Fe System off against die Union Pacific Southem Pacific 

System in order to <̂  hieve a gateway change, one of those two westem caniers 

would have to concur both in the shorthaul routing and in the reduced revenue 

division associated with it. Alternatively, the shipper would have to agree to a rate 
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increase in order to compensate the short-hauled originating carrier, if Mr. Grocki's 

hypothesis were accepted. Because tfie shipper controls the routing and, urdess both 

vestem carriers simultaneously sought such a rate increase, the shipper's preferred 

altemative would be to continue die existing routing, selecting the westem carrier that 

concuned in the existing routing and would retain the existing rate level. For these 

reasons, it is my opimon dial any such diversions to the Memphis or New Orleans 

Gateways are highly unlikely to occur as a result of the Comaii transaction. 

Because all of the traffic involved flows through east-wes>» or north-south 

gateways, it is my opinion that service will be "improved" on all o*" die traffic 

contained in this Category No. 6B and, further, that competition will be "unchanged," 

with no diversions to the Memphis or New Orleans Gateways, as a result of the 

Comaii transaction. 

i . Category No. 7: Joint Line Traffic 

According to Figure JG C-2, diis traffic consists of 6,600 carioads, or 1.9% of 

Comail's Chemicals & Plasucs traffic. The basis for Mr. Grocki's assignment of 

traffic to this Category No. 7 follows: 

"Comaii local traffic which becomes NS-CSX inieriine U'affic." 

(Grocki. Appendix C. Figure JG C-2, Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated that, in his opinion, competition and service would bodi be "worse" 

for diis traffic Category No. 7. 

I have reviewed all of die movements assigned to Category No. 7 by Mr. 

Grocki in his cunent Smdy. Based on my review, I conclude dial Mr. Grocki has 

overstated by 1.351 carloads die amount of interline traffic diat will be created as a 
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result of the Coiirail transaction. Thus, instead of die 6.600 carloads Mr. Grocki 

indicated would become interline traffic, it is my opimon diat the conect number is 

5,228 carloads, based on Mr. Grocki's data. 

The most frequent enor in Mr. Grocki's Smdy was his failure to recognize 

that eidier die existing CSXT System or die existing Norfolk Southem System could 

access certain stations whedier or not die Comaii traffic at diat station was "acquired" 

by either the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System or the new CSXT/Comail 

System. Examples of such stations are La Porte and Ten* Haute, IN; Chicago and 

Kankakee, IL; parts of Baltimore and Pittsburgh; and selected shortlines. including 

the Finger Lakes and Pittsburgh Industrial Railroad; all such stations can be reached 

by both new Systems, even i. the other end of the move is located at a Comaii station 

wh ch will be exclusively served by either the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System 

or the new CSXT/Comail System. 

Mr. Grocki further alleged: 

"It is GRA's conclusion that because of the limited number of gateways 

between NS and CSX in Official Territory and die potential for circuitous 

routing that this traffic will suffer a significant deterioration of service versus 

the Comaii single line service which it enjoys today... " (Grocki, Appendix C. 

Page 14) 

In order to respond, I summarized the interline traffic by junction from my 

Conrail N (Penn Lines) and Comaii C (New York Central) split runs, which provided 

the best available data to test Mr. Grocki's allegation What I found was lhat. for all 

of the interline traffic created, the car miles on Comaii after the Comaii transaction 

would exceed the car miles on Conrail prior to the Conrail transaction by less than 
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five percent. I also found that the most sigmficant junction to be used for such 

interline traffic was P ffalo, which accounted for 60% of the total movements. 

Except for the junction to be created at Jersey City, all of the other significant 

junctions which would be used are already operational, and they include m;ijor 

interchanges such as Cincinnati, Cleveland. Columbus, and Toledo. 

It is my opinion that the introduction of circuity of less than five percen: for 

the interline traffic, coupled with its concentration at high volume, existing 

operational interchange points, will prevent any "significant deterioration of service." 

sucb as was alleged by Mr. Grocki. 

As shown by Figure JG C-2, Mr. Grocki has stated that the effects on 

competition for this Joint Line traffic category will be "worse." In response to a 

Norfolk Southem intenogatory for his supporting rationale, Mr. Grocki replied as 

follows: 

"A shipper which is cunenUy a Comaii local shipper which, after the Comaii 

break-up, will become an NS-CSX interiine shipper will suffer reduction in 

competition for two reasons: 

"(a) Prior to the Comaii break-up, this shipper would negotiate with a single 

canier (Comaii). After the Conrail break-up. the shipper will have to 

negodate wiih two (monopoly) carriers for an interline movement. As 

competitors, CSX and NS have historically been reluctant to make competitive 

interline rates In addition, the total cost of the movement will be higher than 

a Conrail single line haul; dierefore. in die absence of conditions imposed by 

the STB, shippers will likely have to pay a higher rate, 

"(b) Both NS anJ CSX will tend to favor shippers with single line service over 
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interline movements, particularly within Official Territory. Since many 

chemical and plastics products are commodity-like in namre (i.e., they are 

available from a number of sources), customers which, prior to the 

transaction, had the advantage of Comaii single line haul, will now find 

themselves in the position of being an interline move with potential 

competition from NS and CSX single line hauls. NS and CSX would tend to 

favor their own single line haul customers versus die CSX-NS interline move 

after die break-up." (CMA-13/SPI-8, Grocki's Response to Interrogatory No. 

13, Page 7) 

In rebuttal, I offer the fact that CSXT is cunently one of Norfolk Southem s 

largest interchange partners, and that those two head-to-head competitors make 

competitive interline rales and inlerchange traffic on some 200.000 units annually 

Because for this traffic there will be no alternative to working together, the new 

Norfolk Southem/Comail System in conjunction with the new CSXT/Comail System 

will "step into Comail's shoes" in order to ojjerate and market the 5,200 carloads of 

interline traffic which results from the Comaii transaction. 

Further. I know of no reason why Comail's rates do not now reflect 

marketplace conditions, so that Mr. Grocki's assertion lhal interline movements will 

requir-. that shippers will have to pay higher rates is simply inconect If - and Mr. 

Grocki nas presented no supporting documentation to his hypothesis - the total cost 

of the interline movement increases, but the rate has already been set at its maximum 

in light of marketplace conditions, then the rate can go no higher and the two carriers 

will absorb any such cost increases. Moreover, the fact that some 200,000 units 
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annually are interchanged between die existing Norfolk Soudiem and CSXT Systems 

in the ordinary course of business presents strong evidence countering Mr, Grocki's 

assertion 'hat those shippers requiring interline movements will be treated less than 

equally compared with the single line customers by the new Norfolk Southem/Comail 

System and the new CSXT/Comail System. 

For these reasons, and because the interline partners, the Norfolk Southem 

Comaii System and the CSXT/Comail System, will merely "step into Comail's 

shoes," It is my opinion that competilion for diis category of traffic will be 

"unchanged." 

9. Categpry No. 8: Unknown Traffic 

According to Figure JG C-2. diis traffic consists of 2.700 carioads, or 0.8% of 

Comail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic The basis for Mr. Grocki's assigmnent of 

traffic lo this Category No. 8 follows: 

"Traffic which was handled by Comaii in 1995 but now originates or 

terminates on a short line which has multiple routing options. This traffic 

could potentially move via another railroad lhan NS or CSX after the Comaii 

breakup." (Grocki. Appendix C. Figure JG C-2. Page 9) 

Mr. Grocki stated dial, in his opinion, both competition and service would be 

"unknown" for diis traff c Category No. 8. 

1 reviewed die records for all 2,700 carioads assigned to diis traffic category. 

Although diere are a number of smaller movements diat do not fit die logic by which 

Mr. Grocki said he assigned iraffic to this traffic category, all of the movements in 

excess of {{[ Hj carloads each eidier originate or terminate at Ea-it Windsor Hill, 
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I Ill l''<)S but IS now located on the Connecticut 

' . . . - - I , i..imr,l •.liortlme Based on my review. I characterize die 

1.1 ..Qti.a. ti.Mi Kll .ompetition and service for this traffic category 

t< 'itrn^^i^f^c^ i-^i t i i i . i\u \c Will i»c no effect. 

^ \ t r . C.rixki * Galcwaj Analysis i.s Without Validitv 

Cmvki ^mc< &.M .ipiMo\imately 63.000 carloads of Chemicals & Plastics traffic 

•u-M t rtdoctK^n in >.>>m|viition after the Comaii transaction One of dic three traffic 

.jBBfonr* •: - t j ; " r»e attiibutc> .\ reduction in competilion after the Comail transaction is: 

• pDtenually d:\enable traffic, i x ^ traffic wiiich is cunenlly originating o; 

•jir'r:.-siivss a: iv.vanons not on Comau .and wl ich moves to/from a Comaii 

.ngj:. or dtstmation which will be solely servei' by eidier CSX or NS after the 

•.iicjgcr uni which will be potentially divertable f-om its cunent Comaii 

'jA'jt:».-e . V. the Vlemphis or New Orleans Gateway ," (GrcKki. Pape 5) 

a. n^^.'ii!^. to i ,N'orfolk Southem Intenogatory. Mr Grocr.i confirmed that the above 

, .A4*yi; lit.uj-j.'-A if! Figure JG C-2 in accordance widi No.e 6b and compnsed 

.'Ci.'.ve 'Aidi die stat,:d hypothesis and die rai t increase projected by 

. . . t . . > Mc'i-u: '..riose Venfied Statement appears as Attachn-ent 3 to CMA-10, 

i j , . . i ' i. ' ji!;. '.iv of die cost impact of diverting such traffic from existing 

J - i j , ! rjateway Diversion Analysis. Mr. Grocki determined a 

^jitauai j*u; ja^cfcaic 'A JO 75% would \<t required in order to perniit westtm connecting 

. H'- ' -" Oic;f existing revenue through a revised gateway and lo i>enmt eastem 

laUiwiOt lo rcUliC u-c saj/r dollar margin lhey enjoyed via the original gateway 

ut Mf Grocki'^ Gateway Diversion Analysis are con'am in h.: work 
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papers CMA-HC-0003 dirough 0005, which I have reproduced as Attachment JHW-CMA-2-

HC. and which are refened to as the "Chemical Traffic Diversion Table" in the 

intenogatory responses below. As shown on Page CMA-HC-0005, Mr. Grocki's Gateway 

Diversion Analysis effectively rerouted only 22,238 of the total 43.400 carloads included in 

Figure JG C-2, Note 6b. 

In respon;e to a Norfolk Southem Interrogatory, Mr. Grocki explained die difference 

in these two figures as follows: 

"The methodology used to produce die traffic described in Section 6A and 6b 

of the Grocki verified statement was different from the methodology used to 

produce the Chemical Traffic Diversion Table. The former mediodology 

identified all potentially diveruble u-affic to the New Orleans gateway. The 

latter methodology only utilized origin-destination pairs which had a net cost 

savings via the altemate gateway to the railroads involved, and was not sorted 

by gateway... " (CMA-14, Response to Intenogatory No. 2. Page 3) 

Mr. Grocki further explained that: 

"The methodology used to develop die Chemical Traffic Diversion Table 

identifies the "most profitable" gateway for the railroads involved... " (CMA-

14. Response to Intenogatory No. 3, Page 4) 

In other words, what Mr. Grocki found, as he conducted his Gateway Diversion 

Analysis and as he coasidered the revenue, costs, and profit margins for die movements 

being analyzed, was dial only about one-half of die traffic dial he had identified as potentially 

divertible to the Memphis or New Orieans Gateways in his Figure JG C-2 Note 6b could 

profitably be diverted by the railroads involved. 
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My furdier review of Mr. Grocki's work papers identified such significant enorr m 

his methodology as to make the entire Gateway Diversion Analysis unusable. Attachment 

JHW-CMA-3-HC was prepared in order to analyze the detail underlying Mr. Grocki s 

Gateway Analysis, as contained in work papers CMA-HC-(X)5 through 0008. 

From my investigation, as can be ascertained from Attachment JHW-CMA-3-HC. I 

found the following deficiencies in Mr Grocki's Gateway Diversion Analysis: 

• Ot 165 state-to-state pairs in Mr. Grocki s Analysis. 65 state-to-suie 

pairs, or 39% of the total, show the Comaii connecting railroad having 

a negative profit margin, on existing traffic movements and cunent 

routings; 

• Ten additional records show $0 cost for both Comaii and the 

connecting railroads; 

• Four records show $0 revenue divisions for the connecting railroad; 

• Many suie-to-siate pairs not relevant lo Memphis or New Orleans 

Gateway routines because of circuity are included in Mr Grocki's 

Smdy, such as Wyoming to Indiana and New Jersey to Oregon; and 

• In responses to Nortolk Southem inienogatories, Mr Grocki was not 

able to identify which gateways he had used f ir each state-to-state 

pair, but he admitted that the Chemical Traffic Diversion Table may 

have included routings via Kansas City or St. Louis. He simply 

doesn'. know Conceivably, howevei, none of 'he 22,238 carloads 

contained in Mr Grocki's Smdy were acmally diverted via either die 

Memphis or New Orleans Gateways 

The brgest two state-to • .te movements shown in Mr. Grocki's Smdy Analysis are 
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3,375 carioads originating in Texas destined to Nc\v .'ersey and 2.421 carioads originating in 

Texas destined to Pennsylvania For those movements. I calculated from Mr Grocki's data 

that the westem railroads' revenuc-to cost ratios were at the umealistically low levels of 1.02 

and 1.09. respectively, over their existing routes 

As other examples, Mr Grocki s /̂ inalysis showed that [[[ ]]] carloads originating 

in Wyoming and terminating in Indiana produced a negative margin (i.e . a loss) for the 

westem railroads of (I[ ]]] per carload, widi a revenue-to-cost ratio of [[[ ]]]. for 

existing routings. Similariy. for \\\ ]]] carloads originating in New Jersey and terminating 

in Texas. Mr. Grocki's Study found a negative margin (i e.. a loss) for die westem railroads 

of [[[ HI per carload, with a revenue to-cost ratio of f(( ]]) 

As shown by Anachment JHW-CMA-2-HC, die bottom line result of Mr Grocki's 

cosl analysis is that Comail's westem connections generate revenues of $49.9 million and 

costs of $48.4 million on diis traffic over their existing routes. By my calculation, that is a 

revenue-to-cost ratio of 1.03, which means thai, for the westem railroads, such Chemicals & 

Plastics traffic is only marginally profitable Based on my experience, I do not believe that 

either the Union Pacific Southem Pacific System or die Burlington Northem Santa Fe System 

produces such a low. marginal revenue-to-cosi ratio on their Chemicals & Plastics traffic 

If Mr. Grocki's Analysis re.sulis were conect (which they are not), then the westem 

railroads would not bt- intensely competing tor this Chemicals & Plastics traffic; instead, 

diey would seek the shortest possible haul to the closest gateway in order to minimize either 

their losses or dieir marginal contributions. Mr Grocki slides past the improbable results of 

his Analysis by his assumption that the westem caniers, by reducing their lengths of haul, 

will reduce theii costs, but maintain their existing revenue The real point of Mr. Grocki's 

Analysis is that rail rates must be raised so that the westem railroads can generate a 
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reasonable profit margin on their Chemicals & Plasties traffic, and diat objective can be 

further achieved by the westem railroads shorthauling themselves! 

r̂ov̂  my analysis of detailed movemeni records during the conduct of my Rail 

Traffic Diversion Smdy. I know that some Chemicals & Plastics traffic already moves via 

the .N.emphis and New Orieans Gateways. If the hypothesis presented by Messrs Grocki 

and Marshall were conect. then the Chemicals & Plastics traffic already moving via those 

gateways should have higher rates than would similar traffic moving via the more commonly 

used gateways of St. Louis and Chicago. 

Anachment JHW-CMA-4 was prepared in order to compare the revenue per ton for 

Chemicals & Plastics traffic now moving via the Memphis and New Orleans Gateways with 

that for identical state-to-state pairs moving via die Chicago and St. Louis Gateways In 

prepanng Attachment JHW-CMA-4, I considered only diose staie-to-state pairs with the 

Northeast Region end of the move located in Ohio or more easterly states, because it is those 

states which would benefit from use of the shorter routes via New Orieans and Sl. Louis. 

Siaie-to-siate pairs which had no iraffic moving via either the Memphis or New Orleans 

Gateways were not considered tiecause they provided no basis for rate comparisons. 

.As a review of Attachment JHW-CMA-4 will show, die average revenue per ton for 

the four gateways was: 

• Chicago: S53.77 

• Memphis $54.87 

• New Orieans: $51.91 

• St, Louis: $57.17 

• Average for all four gateways: $56.53 
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From my comparison of existing Chemicals & Plastics traffic movements via these 

four gateways. I conclude dial there is io facmal basis for the hypodiesis posmlated by 

Messrs. Grocki and Marshall that rates will be increased if such traffic were diverted to de 

Memphis or New Orleans Gateways. To the contrary, my comparison from the 1995 

Carload Waybill Sample demonstrates that rates for such traffic moving via the Memphis and 

New Orleans Gateways are lower than the average for all four gateways as well as lower 

than the most heavily used St. Louis Gateway. 

Furthermore, because it is based on Mr. Grocki's Gateway Diversion Analysis, which 

was demonstrated above to be fraught with substantive errors, Mr. Marshall's observation 

that "the average rate increase for aU divertable cars is 10.75%" (Marshall, Page 5) has been 

shown to be without foundation and should be disregarded. 

In response to a question from Mr. Stone, CMA's counsel, during my August 11, 

1997 Deposition, I explained why such shorthauls of the Union Pacific and the Burlington 

Northem Santa Fe Systems via the Memphis or New Orleans Gateways were unlikely to 

occur: 

"A. Yes The rationale tor that move as I have already testified was the 

traffic onginating or terminating in the Southwestem exclusion territory except 

for KCS traffic was originated or terminated by either the Union Pacific 

System or the BN/Santa Fe system. 

"And that diversion of that traffic away from the St. Louis area gateways 

including St. Elmo or Sidney in the case of the new Norfolk Southem gateway 

or away from the Chicago gateway to a Memphis or a New Orleans gateway 

would shon haul either the Union Pacific or the BN/Santa Fe system. And 

such short hauls were considered unlikely to occur. In other words, the two 
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Westem carriers were not expected to concur in routing changes diat 

substantially short hauled them. 

"Q. Okay. Do you have any prediction based on your experience in the 

industry of what it would require to induce BN or UP to be shon hauled? 

"A. Consolidation widi either die Norfolk Soudiem/xTomail system or die 

CSX/Comail system." (Williams Deposition. August 11. 1997. Pages 157-

158.) 

I have not changed my opinion since that date. 

D. Mr. Grocki's Service And Competition Allegations Are Inaccurate 

From my analysis of Mr Grocki's Study. 1 prepared Attachment JHW-CN'A-5. which 

provides my Rebuttal Restatement of Mr. Grocki's Smdy results contained m his Table JG 

C-2. As explained earlier in my Statement and as shown by Attachment JHW-CMA-5. using 

oidy that Comaii data used in Mr Grocki's Smdy, 1 conclude that as a result of the Comaii 

transaction. 233.200 carioads. or 67 5% of Comail's Chemicals & Plastics traffic, will 

benefil from improved service, and 73.200 carloads, or 21.2% of total Chemicals & Plastics 

traffic, will benefit from enhanced competition, 

1. The Conrail Transaction Will Improve Service For .Most 
Chemicals & Plastics Traffic 

As stilted in the Norfolk Southern Operatmg Plan (CSX/NS - 20), Mr. Mohan 

concluded that both east-west and north-south traffic would be substantially improved 

as a result of the Comaii transaction. The increased traffic volume would permit both 

intennediate switching to be reduced and block size to be increased, which would in 
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mm permit more efficient run-through-type trains, not only on the new Norfolk 

Southem/Comail System but on connecting caniers as well. Similar benefits were 

stated in die CSXT Operating Plan. 

The reasons for my conclusion that 233,200 carloads, or 67.5% of total 

Chemicals & Plastic traffic, will benefit dirough improved service from the Comaii 

transariion are shown in Attachment JHW-CMA-5 and summarized as follow: 

• Single System Service: 56,600 carloads 

• Improved service via east-west and north-south gateways: 140.600 

carloads 

• Improved Service from Enhanced Competition: 36,000 carloads 

I defer to the Norfolk Southem and the CSXT operating witnesses who show 

that service moving to or from the Shared Assets Areas will not be reduced. 

However. I would point out that a substantial volume of Shared Assets Area traffic 

moves across Northeastem Region boundaries via the east-west and north-south 

gateways and. therefore, will receive improved service for the reasons described in 

Mr. Mohan's Verified Statement, as a result of the Conrail transaction. 

Even though he admitted that his Class I railroad experience does not include 

any operating experience. Mr. Grocki identified approximately 111.OCX) carloads of 

Chemicals & Plastics traffic which he judged would receive "impaired service" as a 

result of the Con-ail transaction. He stated dial the "impaired service" would involve 

eidier traffic moving to or from a Shared Assets Area or Comaii local traffic which 

becomes interline traffic after the Conrail uansaction. My finding! differ significantly 

from Mr. Grocki's. and I disagree with his conclusions, for all of the reasons 

discussed in this Verified Statement. 
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2. The Conrail Transaction WiH Enhance Comiietition For a 
Substantial Portion of Chemicals & Plastics Traffic 

Mr. Grocki identifies about 63.000 carloads of Chemicals & Plastics traffic 

that he concluded would experience a reducuon in competition. According to Mr. 

Grocki, the following diree traffic categories would be mvolved: 

" 1. Current Comaii local traffic which will become NS/CSX interline 

traffic after die Comaii break-up " (6,600 carioads) 

"2. Traffic which is cunenlly interline beiween Comaii and NS or CSX 

which, after the Comaii break-up. will become NS or CSX local 

traffic." (12.600 carioads) 

"3. Potentially divertable traffic, i.e.. traffic which is cuirently originating 

or terminating at locations not on Comaii and which moves to/from a 

Comaii origin or destination which wdl be solely served by either CSX 

or NS after the merger and which will be potentially divertable from 

its cunent Comaii Gateway lo the Memphis or New Orleans Gateway." 

(43,400 carloads) (Grocki, Page 5. carloads added) 

For the reasons discussed earlier in this Statement. 1 do not believe that any 

Chemicals & Plastics traffic wil! receive reduced competition as a result of the 

Comaii transaction As shown by Attachment JHW-CMA-5, it is my opinion dial 

73.200 carloads, or 21.2% of total Chemicals Sc. Plastics uaffic, will recei»'e enhanced 

competition Almost all of the traffic which will benefit from enhanced competilion 

between the new Norfolk Southem/Comail System and the new CSXT/Conrail System 

will be traffic moving to. from, or between Shared Assets Areas. In addition, a small 

amount of bndge traffic will benefit from enhanced competition, because the Conrail 
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transaction will create additional routes, as admined by Mr. Grocki. 

III. W&LE-4: RESPONSIVE APPLICATION OF WHEELING & LAKE ERIE 
RAILWAY COMPANY 

This portion of my Verified Statement evaluates and rebuts portions of the Responsive 

Application of the Wheeling &. Lake Erie Railway Company. 

A. W&LE Was Formed In Order To Enrich Its Founders. .Not To 
Preserve Competition with .Norfolk Southern/Conrail 

The Responsive Application of die W&LE is replete widi statements dial die W&LE 

was founded in 1990 in order to preserve competition with a iJien-lo-be formed Norfolk 

Soudiem/Comail combination The basis for W&LE's claim to diis effect is contained in the 

Verified Statement of Larry R. Parsons, Chairman. CEO and majority shareholder of the 

W&LE The following is a typical statement on this subject by Mr, Parsons: 

" I have reason to believe that die recreation of the W&LE in this described 

temtory was NS's response to the Antitrust Division's divestiture demand. 

This would-be new W&LE. added to the then-viable Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 

was supposed to offset die cleariy anticompetitive aspects of a Comail/NS 

combination in the Pittsburgh/Chicago Conidor " (W&LE-4. Pages 24-25) 

Nothing could be further from the truth Indeed, as 1 show in my statement, the 

W&LE was formed with a single objective: to emich its founders The preservation of 

competition in the Pittsburgh/Chicago Corridor was not a consideration. 

The bases for founding, operating, and profiting from the W&LE are clearly stated in 

the Mieeling Acquisition Corporation s Offering Propvsal. dated November 10. 1988. 
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Prepared by the W&LE founders and promoters, diat document described the W&LE 

operating properties, discussed the evolution of regional railroads generally, presented a 

business plan including pro forma financial projections of revenues and expenses, provided 

projected remms to its investors, and contained resumes of its founders, who later became 

the W&LE's management team Within the WAC Offering Proposal, there is not a single 

word nor any other shred of support for Mr. Parsons' unsupported "belief" that the W&LE 

was created as a prospective competitor of a Comail/NS combination m the 

Pittsburgh/Chicago conidor. 

The WAC (Offering Proposal expressed die view diat the operating properties 

comprising the W&LE could be operated togedier by its management team to produce 

additional traffic: 

"The Wheeling group believes dial the properties can be operated together to 

produce additional traffic. Norfolk Southem. for several reasons, has not 

developed the use of the bridge route between the Upper Midwest and mid 

Atlantic states ..." 

"For one, NS owns a competing route and channels traffic over its high 

density main line For anodier, NS ownership of the lines has precluded the 

use of the lines by competitors, particularly CSX. As an independent, die new 

railroad would be in a position lo work with odier carriers " (WAC Proposal. 

Page 5) 

The WAC Offering Proposal went on lo state: 

"The Wheeling lines of Norfolk Southem carry sufficient density so ihat they 

are in no immediate danger of being "torn from the ground " Still, the 

exisiciice of die lines fits no marketing strategy consistent with the overall 
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design of Norfolk Southeni. which is otherwise the most profitable and well-

mainuined of the large major railroads..." 

"The lines have been operated as strategic orphans since their induction into 

die NS system in die 1960's. The lines would have provided a link between 

die East and Midwest, but Norfolk Soudiem (dirough predecessor Norfolk & 

Westem) pulled back from a su-ong foray into Eastem markets, prefenmg to 

concentrate on routes serving auto plants and die coal fields j~he lines were 

marked for sale when NS sought to purchase Comaii, by die 1980 s the 

acknowledged power in Eastem markets. When diat purchase was denied, NS 

decided to divest die Wheeling lines as part of an overall plan lo trim an 

estunated 2.500 miles of rail line, from its system..." 

"NS" intent, while benign, is not altogedier altruistic. NS would still 

interchange a substantial amount of traffic widi die Wheeling and is anxious to 

preserve its own traffic base. .. " ( WAC Proposal. Page 12) 

Turning to the benefits and die oppormnity for investor profit in the W&LE. die WAC 

Offering Proposal stated: 

"It IS die hope of die regionals to optimize by realizing die advantages-

flexibility and responsiveness-of being small, and also of being sufficiently 

large to serve diverse markets, to create traffic density and to attract 

capital..." 

"On the laner score, it can be noted that Value Line Investment Survey 

recently began following MidSoudi Corp.. a regional railroad fomied m 1986. 

Further, of the three lines involved in die Wheeling transaction, two involve 

companies widi recent or preseni public capital "atus. Th-; Pin-lrurgh & 
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West Virginia, owner of assets to be sub-leased on a long-term basis, is 

presendy listed on die American Stock Exchange; die Wheeling & Lake Erie, 

aldiough controlled by stock and by lease by Norfolk Soudiem, still was listed 

on die New York Stock Exchange until last year... " (WAC Proposal. Page 14) 

The WAC Offering Proposal then presented its business plan, including pro forma 

financial projections, which it described as follows: 

"The Wheeling group has developed a business plan built around generating 

sufficient cash flow from railroad operations to pay off in five years a 

substantial amount of the funds required for the acquisition. Although the 

Wheeling group is optimistic about applying the economics and marketing 

efforts of a regional railroad to secure new iraffic. the business supporting the 

pro forma plan is substantially the existing traffic base The pro form̂ .̂s reflect 

sigmficant expected gains in productivity as a result of plans to change the 

methcxis and organization of work and of compensanon... " (WAC Proposal, 

Page 16) 

lhe WAC Offering Proposal summarized certain key aspects of die pro formas as 

follows: 

"To summarize, the pro formas indicate thai the railroad operations would 

produce a net cash flow from operations of approximately S13.2 million in the 

base year on $43.3 million of revenue, and would show mild growth in both 

categories thereafter..." 

"Revenues largely reflect acmal NS rail mover lents on the Wheeling lines for 

the years 1987 and first half 1988. (Later data now being assembled up 
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dirough die first half of 19S9 will be scratinized in the due diligence process.) 

Because the NS base data is recorded on a system basis, the data in many 

cases had to be pro-rated and assigned to the Wheeling lines, the basis for the 

split is generally mileage, although otiier factors may affect special cases..." 

"Adjusttnents were made to the revenues to recognize special assumptions-

both up and down. As an example, th' question of bow a key Cleveland 

utility will react to the problem of acid rain after /992 led to a pro forma 

downytard adjustment in coal revenues. The assumption was that the coal 

movements would initially be cut by one-third, even though the 

management bas set a high priority on taking steps to avoid that result..." 

"The pro formas do take into co.isideration die attraction of some new traffic 

which NS does no* carry today. Specifically, die growih would be added by an 

enhanced use of trackage rights over Hagerstown to points east and south to 

the Shenandoah Valley..." 

"The pro forma revenues in the most likely case grow from nearly $43.3 

million in the first year to more than $50.2 million in the year lO -as a 

result of estimated ICC allowed "general increases" in ratts and widiout 

regard for efforts to anract additioial traffic with local marketing efforts and 

improved rail economics... " (WAC Proposal. Page 16; emphasis added) 

In order to show projected remms to its prospective investors, thc WAC Offering 

Proposal prepared a leveraged buy-out analysis dial it described as follows: 

"The leveraged buy-out analysis which follows steps out from the rail 

revenue/expense pro formas. Again, it should be emphasized dial die figures 

presented do not take into account additional values to be realized from 
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property not used in rail opeiations..." 

"The first page of that analysis summarizes various assumptions. The offer 

price is die combination of die $42 million offered to NS for die fixed assets, 

plus $16.7 million in rolling stock to be received from and financed by 

Norfolk Soudiem..." 

"The remms to equity investors reflect various assumptions, including the pro 

forma results, the amount of equity in the capitalization, and die terminal 

values, among others..." 

"The analysis shows coverage of interest, and concludes that 60 per cent of die 

senior debt would be paid at die end of the fifth year, and that the Wheeling 

would have repaid subsuntially all of the senior debt by the end of year 

seven..." 

"The bu'ld-up in shareholders' c'quiiy is projected... " (WAC Piuf̂ osal, Page 

17) 

As shown by a review of the projected balance sheet (following Page 17) in the WAC 

Offering Proposal, the WAC founders projected a more than 16-fold increase in 

shareholders' . .juity from thr beginning pro forma amount of $5.1 .nillion to $83.4 

million in 1999. On that basis, the remms to equity investors (also shown in the deuiled 

projections following Page 17 of the WAC Offering Proposal) ranged from a high of 130.4% 

per annum to a low of 21.3% per annum, according to the relative optimism or pessimism of 

the assumptions involved. Of course, such substantial annual rates of remm to equity 

investors far exceed those obtainable in die usual financial markets, and it was through die 

realization of these extraordinary rates of remm that the W&LE founders sought to emich 
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themselves. 

That even greater financial rewards were the tme dream of the W&LE founders can 

be deduced from their reference to the public listing of the MidSouih Corporation in the 

WAC Offering Proposal (Page 14V For, if the W&LE were successful, and it could be 

ptblicly traded at a price/eamings ratio coruparable lo that of MidSouth Corporation, or 14.4 

times W&LE net income of $9.8 million in 1999 (as was projected in the WAC Offering 

Proposal's projected income statement following Page 17). then the market value of 

W&LE's shareholders equity would have increased to $141.1 mlilion, or more than 28 

times the amount of the initial equity investment of $5.1 million. 

From my perscnal kjiowledgf. I know that providing competition with a combination 

of a merged Norfolk Soudiem/Comail - a merger which had already been mmed down by 

the U.S. Congress - never entered die minds of the founders ard die investors in the 

W&LE. who sought instead simply to generate financial remms beyond their wildest dreams. 

As described in this Verified Statement. I ̂  as actively involved during the formation 

ofthe W&LE. For that assignment. I reviewed die VV>1C Offering Proposal, held numerous 

conversations widi the WAC founders, promoters, and investment banker, and interviewed 

the W&LE's principal customers Because Mr. .Parsons did not assume his position at the 

Wheeling until March of 1992. according to his ̂ îtemeni, he had no knowledge of die 

rationale for the founding of die W&LE or of die W&LE promoters' objective to realize 

such exnaordinary fiiancial retums. As a result, his "beliefs" about Norfolk Soudiem's 

rationale for its sale, are just that-beliefs, and diey have no basis whatsoever in fact. I 

submit dial die WAC Offering Proposal demonstrates die lack of any validity to majority 

shareholder Parsons s stated beliefs and lhat such beliefs should be wholly disregarded by die 
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Board. 

B. Mr. Parsons' Mis-statements Conceraing The Woodside Consulting 
Group. Inc. Are Mi^eading And Untrue 

In several places in his Sutement, Mr. Parsons. W&LE majority shareholder, mis

represents the lole of thc Woodside Consulting Group, Inc. in the formation of the W&LE 

with attacks on Woodside which simply have no facmal support, and which are bodi 

misleading and untrue. 

Mr. Parsons' mis-representations include thc following: 

"Thc initial debt problem was partly die result of a faulty consultant smdy by 

Woodside Group which erroneously projected for the new W&LE $40 mallion 

in operating revenues and five years of coal traffic originations despite the 

passage of the Clean Air Act. Coal traffic was extraordinarily impo rtant for 

thc new W&LE. Its projections accounted for a significant part of the 

revenues and a very high percentage of the new railroad's margins." (Part jns. 

Page 5) 

"The W&LE was purchased for $42 million (not including any imputed value 

of a NS equipment lease which was terminated shortly after I anived at the 

W&LE). Thc railroad incurred approximately $42 million of debt based upon 

a study by Woodside Consulting Group of Menlo Park, Ca. that indicated, 

among other things, that the W&LE would generate about $40 million in 

aiuiual revenues and that coal r. venues which comprised roughly 25% of 

W&LE's mou profitable traffic would remain for 5 years. .. " (Parsons, Pages 

8-9) 
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Mr. Parsons' mis-statements are untrue. Further, die muliimde of accusations made 

by Mr. Parsons ~ with regard to Woodside's "uaffic projections;" Woodside s purported 

"guarantees" that a fixed amount of coal traffiz volume and revenue would continue for five 

years; Woodside's alleged lack of consideration of die effects of die Clean Air Act on die 

W&LE coal ttaffic; and diat he as die W&LE President, Chief Executive Officer and 

majority shareholder relied two and one-half years lattr on the Woodside Report s supposed 

assurances dial W&LE enjoyed a "guaranteed" strezxr of fumre coal revenues - demonstrate 

the faultiness of Mr. Parsons' judgment, and cast a pall of doubt on the reminder of his 

Verified Sutement. 

In January 1990, die Wo-xlside Consulting Group. Inc. was retained by Wertheim 

Schroder & Co. Inc. for a consulti,?g assignment which involved the preparation of a 

Business Plan for die W&LE. Otr assignment was to work widi die founders of die 

Wheeling Acquisition Corporation to evaluate dieir planning assumptions for iraffic volume 

and revenue piojections, operating costs, capiul expendim.e pla.vs. and to p epare an 

estimate of die net liquidation of die W&LE's track and stmcmres. Attachment .riV'-WLE-

1 coiitams a complete discussion of 'Woodside's assignment, our major conclusions, and our 

findings as to fhe most significant risks of the W&LE transaction 

Conceming die development of die W&LE's iraffic projections, we stated die 

following: 

"We began our analysis of W&LE's iraffic projections using me original 

WAC Business Plan. Subsequently, WAC revised its traffic projections based 

largely on die receipt of more complete data from NS. As a result of our 

review, we have made several additional minor adjustments to WAC's traffic 

projections, as are discussed later in this Chapter." 
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"As shown by Fable I - l , we project W&LE's Linehaul Revenues at $36,514 

million diroughout the plamung horizon. Table II-1 presents a 'W&LE Traffic 

Summary By Commodity Group' for this linehaul traffic, based on WAC's 

revised projections. As shown. WAC's revised projections for WiiLE's 

traffic volume were 9S,100 carloads and $36.5 million of total revenues, 

aiinuall}, or about the same as those in this W&LE Business Plan. " 

(Business Plan. Page 11 2. emphasis added) 

The Business Plan discussed each oi the Wheeling Acquisition Corporation's revenue 

and volume projections for each of W&LE's five principal commodity groups. 

Our discussion of Coal Traffic in the Business Plan, which is reproduced in 

Anachment JHW-Wl,E-l, recogmzed the importance of oal traffic to the W&LE, and 

discussed the fumre of the existing coal movements to be assumed by W&LF. within the 

context of the Clean Air Act. It also considered the political pressure which tould be 

exercised by the State of Ohio lo ensure thai the maximum amount Ohio coal continued to be 

mined at W&LE's Ohio mines and burned at W&LE's Ohio utility plants, most likely m 

conjunction with some increased use of blended low sulfur coal. Having reviewed all of the 

information provided to us by The Wheeling Acquisition Corporation, and hâ 'ing 

interviewed all of the affected parties, we concluded that, recognizing me nsks involved, the 

financial projections for Vv'&LE's coal movements were reasonably slated. 

5iub.sequent to the issuance of '»v'ood5ide"s Business Plan, on April 12. 1990. a 

icpieseniative of Wertheim Schroder & Co. lnc requested my advice conceming two coai 

revenue sensitivity scenarios diat he was preparing for W&LE's investors and lenders. My 

advice was lhat a "disaster" case scenario should call for W&LE to lose all of its coal traffic 
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not later than January 1, 1995. I also advised him ihat b "wirsi" case scenario should 

contemplate die loss of 45% of W<S-LE s coal traffic in that same time period That 

conversation reflected the awareness of all of die parties involved in the W&LE's transaction 

of the substantial risks associated widi die projected fumre movement of coal by W&LE. 

The Woodside Report concluded that all of die business risks of the W&LE 

transaction were reasonable to assume, subject to the following requirement: 

"Our experience widi other regional railroads suggests ihat. so long as an 

effective Management Team is in place, not only will W&LE s business 

risks be mitigated, but new oppormnities wili be recognized and exploited." 

(Business Plan. Page M l ; emphasis added.) 

The Woodside Consulting Group has gained substantial experience widi many new 

regional railroads. All of those regional railroads which have been successful have had good 

railroad managers who adhered to their business plans. For any new railroad, die key 

ingredient to successful performance is its Management Team. Woodside's experience is diat 

a good Management Team can conect a faulty business plan, but that a poor management 

team can ruin a good business plan From our experience widi successful regional railroads, 

we believe dial capable railroad managers (such as Ed N'oyers, Bill Brodsky, or Ed 

Burkhardt) would h; ve been able to solve the W&LE's business problems and t > execute the 

W&LE Business Plâ , as it was projected to be achieved 

Based on dial Woodside experience and also on those actions subsequently taken by 

W&LE s Management Team of which we are aware, we believe it is clear diat the failure of 

die W&LE to produce results in accordance widi die Business Plan resulted bodi from die 

loss of Avon Lake coal traffic (widioui die expected intervention by die State of Ohio to 

preserve its mining industry) and from the failur^ f die W&L!2 Nlanagemenl Team. 
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compounded by die failure of f>e W&LE Board of Directors to effectively monitor die 

W&LE Management Team, in implementing die freight car supply and car hire cost aspects 

of the operational portion of the W&LE Business Plan. 

From the perspective of the Wheeling Acquisition Corporation's founders and 

promoters, its investment banker, and Woodside, the W&LE Business Plan was a high risk, 

as well as a potentially very high reward, transaction. Within the W&LE traffic base, die 

risk of losing a substantial portion of W&LE's existing high sulfur coal movements was the 

most significani. What is apparent from a review of the Business Plan is diat, for a variety 

of reasons, all of the parties involved ~ including the coal producers and users and the 

Wheeling Acquisition Corporation founders and promoters - believed dial high sulfur coal 

would continue to flow over die W&LE from Ohio origins. Although Woodside concluded 

from our investigation ihat the views of all of those parties were reasonable, we made no 

assurances and provided no guarantees to any pany that W&LE was insi'lated either from 

competition from Norfolk Southem or other rail carriers, or from utility scmbber or other 

equipment decisions, or from any other external events over which W&LE had no control. 

C. Mr. Thompson's Traffic Loss Studv Is Greativ Overstated 

W&LF.'s Witnesi Thompson presents a Loss Smdy in which he projects annual 

revenue losses of $12.7 million as a result of the ConraU trarisaciion In contrast, the 

Norfolk Southem Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy that I prepared and sponsored projected 

annual revenue losses to the W&LE of $1 9 million, as a result of the Norfolk Soudiem 

portion of the Comaii transaction. 
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1. Mr. Thompson's Methodology 

The W&LE traffic smdy undertaken to quantify the losses which W&LE 

would incur as a result of the proposed Comaii transaction, sponsored by Mr. 

Thompson, is summarized as Appendix A (Pages 103-lOr) to his Verified Sta'ement. 

According to Mr. Thompson, that analysis was based on fiscal year 1996 (which has 

been identified elsewhere as July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996). Applicants 

'-lected calendar year 1995 as the base year for purposes of diis proceeding, and thc 

use of the twelve month period July 1, 1995 through June 30. i996 muddles any 

el̂ 'orts at consistency, resulting in "apples and oranges" comparivons. 

From my review of Mr. Thompson's Appendix A. it appears that his Loss 

Smdy was undertaken using work papers other than those placed in the W&LE 

depository as work papers W&LE-OOOOl dirough W&LE-00342. Those work papers 

consist of the following: 

• W&LE-OOOl dirough W&LE-0O2C5 A computer listing, in reverse 

page number order, of 11.307 records of Wheeling Pin Stetl 

movements for FY 1996, containing iraffic class. STCC, shipper, 

waybill date and number, car number, and revenue data, but not origin 

and destination information. It is, therefore, of linle value in assessing 

the validity of Appendix A, for which origin cities, STCC, and 

destination cities (the latter included for some, but not all, moves) are 

the principal identifying information. 

• W&LE-00229 dirough W&LE-00245: A computer listing of W&LE 

forwarded/received traffic for FY 19%, containing origin and 

destination, STCC, shipper, carloads, and revenue information 
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summarized for the period, as wel' as an "N" or "C" notation for 

many records. Although this infoimation does conespond to the smdy 

period identified by Mr Thompson, it is not sufficient to support all of 

the data summarized in Appendix A. which also include W&LE local 

and bridge naffic movements. 

• W&LE-00206 du-ough W&LE-00228 and W&LE-00246 dirough 

W&LE-00342: Computer listings of W&LE's forwarded/received 

traffic and. separately by class of naffic and by W&LE customer, both 

for FY 1997. which does not conespond to the smdy period .dentified 

by Mr. Thompson as the basis of his Appendix A. 

Of the work papers provided by W&LE. while clues about local traffic may be 

gleaned from the FY 1997 listmg by customer, only the listing of W&LE FY 1996 

forwarded/received traffic might pos.sibly provide any direct support for Mr. 

Thompson's Appendix A summary. It should be noted that information about routing 

and other participating caniers is not included in any of W&LE s computer listings. 

However, even for those origin/destination pairs in Appendix A that clearly represent 

either forwarded or received moves, there is no clear pattern allowing a match 

between the FY 1996 work papers and the Appendix A summary. Neither carloads 

nor revenue figures can be found lo conespond for any of the Appendix A 

movements. Moreover. Mr. Thompson has failed to identify any method that he may 

have used to estimate diversion percentages where h i Appendix A summary includes 

less than all of the traffic in a specific flow. 

In summary , Mr. Thompson's underlying work papers were incomplete as 

were his movement records used for his smdy, and they were based on FY 1996 (July 
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1, 1995 - June 30, 1996) data dial does not conform to the 1995 calendar year base 

year selected by the Board for this proceeding. 

Nevertheless, I have reviewed all of the traffic movements shown in Mr. 

Thompson's Loss Smdy, as well as all of his work papers and all other traffic data 

presented by W^LE. As a result of my review and analysis, I have restated Mr. 

Thompson's Loss Smdy in order to anempt an "apples to apples" comparison. 

Although the absence of underlying work papers and use of non-base year data has 

created difficulty, it is my opimon, based on the FY 1996 Traffic Data used by Mr. 

Thompson, W&LE's acmal armual revenue loss will be $2.0 million, instead of the 

$12.7 million annual revenue loss claimed by Mr. Thomp-̂ on in the W&LE Loss 

Smdy. Thus, I conclude that Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy greatly overstates the 

W&LE's revenue losses resulting from the Norfolk Southem portion of the Comaii 

transaction. 

The following Table JHW-1 shows my "Restatement of W&LE's Loss Smdy,' 

the amount of my restatement, and my reasons for restatement: 
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TABLE JHW-WXE-l 

Restatement of W&LE's Loss Studv 
(Dollars in Millions) 

ThompsonV Williams' 
W&LE Restatement of 
Loss Studv Loss Studv Williams' Reasons for Restatement 

$3.6 $0.0 W&LE "Phantom Train" 
1.9 0.0 NSCR same as CR; no transaction effect 
1.2 0.0 Only W&LE serves origin or destination station 
2.1 0.0 W&LE/CSXCR Alliance 
0.2 0.2 NSCR Single Syst.m Service 
0.2 0.1 NSCR vs. W&LE Single System Service 
3.5 1.7 NSCR Competition 

$12.7 $2.0 Total 

I'he detail underlying the restatement of Mr Thompson's Loss Smdy shown 

above in Table JHW-WLE-1 is conuined in Attachment JHW-WLE-2-HC, which 

reproduces the detailed moveme;its contained in Mr TTiompson's Appendix A, 

amplifies those movements by my restatement of the revenue loss, and provides my 

reasons for restatement for each movement. 

2. W&LE's "Phantom Train" 

As shown by Anachment JHW-WLE-2-HC. W&LE claims it will lose $3.6 

million annually for intermodal traffic moving between Hagerstown, MD and 

Bellevue. OH, based on FY 1996 data. Mr. Thompson's nanative description of a 

run through intermodal train service between Bellevue, OH and Hagerstown, MD, to 

connect with NS indicates that "these trains moved for a period of about six weeks at 

die beginning of the Comaii control case." This clearly places the traffic movement 
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in FY 1997 and not relevant to Mr. Thompson's FY 1996 analysis period, let alone 

the Board's adopted calendar year 1995 period. Furthermore, as shown by tlie June 

25. 1997 lener from Norfolk Southern's Executive Vice President Operations which 

was reproduced from W&LE's work papers (see Atuchment JHW-WLE-3), die 

cessation by Norfolk Southem of diis train's operation was due to other factors 

(specifically, W&LE's abysmal on-time performance record) that are noc related to 

the Conrail transaction; accordingly, this move has no place in a uble summarizing 

impacts on W&LE of die Conrail transaction. 

Despite those facts, Mr. Thompson has attributed to this traffic movement 

(SrCC "48000") a loss of $3.6 million in revenue, as shown in his Loss Smdy. 

This $3.6 million revenue loss is clearly far in excess of the revenue ever received by 

W&LE for this traffic for the six week period when the trains actually ran, and its 

projected toul annual revenue, as suted in W&LE's reaponse to Norfolk Southern's 

Intenogatory No. 24 (W&LE-6) Thus, cloaked in Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy is 

W&LE's "Phantom Train" that perhap:> mighi have moved, had W&LE's nain 

schedule pertbimance been ketter, but that actually hardly moved at all! The $3.6 

million revenue loss clauned by Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy for W&LE's "Phantom 

Train" should be disregarded ia its entirety. 

3. NSCR Same As Conrail; No Transaction Effect 

Mr Thompson's Loss Smdy also claimed annual revenue losses of $1.9 

million by attributing certain traffic losses to the Conrail U-ansaction that are, in fact, 

not related, as summarized by my Table JHW-WLE-1. Where die competitive 

position of die new Norfolk Soudiem/Comail System (NSCR) after the Conrail 
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tfansaction will be identical to that of Conrail befrie the Conrail transaction, then the 

Comaii transaction will have no effect on W&LE, and it is inappropriate to project 

that traffic would be diverted from W&LE and to attribute such revenue losses to the 

Conrail transaciion. 

The largest movement in diis can ôry of traffic is iron ore from Huron. OH 

to Mingo Junction, OH that, according to Mr. Thompson, wiil be lost by W&LE in 

the amount of $1.8 million dollars armually. Mr. Thompson's lament tor ihis traffic 

follows: 

"W&LE currendy has a shcrt-term lease allowing limited access to Lake Erie 

via Huron Dock at Huron, OH which will expire in less than a year. 

Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel cunently has a contractual ability to ship up to 

25% of its ore shipments other than by Comaii, With NS serving Wheeling 

Pittsburgh Steel in place of Comaii, i.e.. succeeding lo Comail's shipping 

contract, NS control of Huron Dock will open the door for NS to become die 

sole supplier of ore for Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel. Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel 

consumes between 2.1 and 2.6 million tens of iron ore per year of which, 

under the previous Comaii contract, W&LE had die oppormnity to handle 

more than 500.000 tons annually. This important traffic will be foreclosed by 

the combination of NS's absorption of Comail's rights, and its exclusive 

position on Huron Dock." (Thompson. Page 4) 

A W&LE work paper (which I have reproduced as Attachment JHW-WLE-4-

HC) provided further comments on this movement as follows: 
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"WE handles [[[ ]]] %. CR now has bal from Penny Dock to Mingo Jct 

direct. Amount WE can get rises to [[[ ]]]% by 2000." (WLE-000033 -

MKT HC) 

From Mr. Thompson's sutement and work papers, it is apparent that die 

..unent competitive simation is that Conrail handles iron ore from Penny Dock to 

Mingo Ji'nction directly in competition with W&LE's movements from Huron Dock 

to Mingo Junction directly. As Mr. Thompson sutes, W&LE's real objection is to 

die potential expiration of its 1994 lease from Norfolk Southem for W&LE's use of 

the Huron Dock. Clearly, it is the potential expiration of W&LE's lease for the 

Huron Dock - not the Conrail transaction - which would cause the loss of W&LE's 

iron ore iraffic. In the absence of the Comaii transaction, the termination of 

W&LE's Huron Dock lease would cause W&LE's iron ore traffic to be lost, just as 

subsequent to the Comaii transaciion. termination of W&LE's Huron Dock lease 

would cause the Iui3 of W&LE's iron ore traffic. Thus, the Conrail transaction has no 

effect on whether or not W&LE's iron ore traffic is lost. What will detennine 

whether or not W&LE reuins the iron ore tr-ffic is its ability to negotiate an 

extension of its Huron Dock lease in a private, marketplace negotiation, but that is 

not a Comaii transaction effeci. 

Another example of a W&LE claimed traffic loss that is noi related to the 

Comaii nansaction is the movement of com traffic originating at [[[ ]]], OH 

destined to [[[ ]]], MD (see Movement No. 4, Atuchment JHW-WLE-2-

HC). Prior to the Comaii transaction, diis traffic was routed ASRY (Plymouth) 

W&LE to destination; both (̂[ ] ]] arJ ([[ ]]] are served 

by Comaii, which competes for this traffic. After the Comaii transaction, the new 
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Norfolk Soudiem/Conrail System will "step into Conrail's shoes." and W&LE's 

competitive position will be unchanf:ed as the ASRY/W&Lt combination will 

complete against the new Norfolk Southern/Conrail System o» er the exact same route 

that Conrail uses today. Accordingly, as shown by Atuchment JHW-WLE 2-HC. my 

reason for rejecting Mr. Thompscu s claim that the [[[ ]]] of revenue from this 

movement will be lost is because the Conrail transaction will have no effect on it. 

4. Only W&LE Serves tbe Origin or Destination Station 

As shown by Table JHW-WLE-1, I rejected Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy's 

projected $1.2 million of armual revenue losses whenever the only rail canier serving 

the origin or destination sution was W&LE. Accordingly, for example, as reference 

to Atuchment JHW-WLE-2-HC will show. Movement Nos. 1 - 3 and 5 - 9 have all 

been resuted to project the loss of no revenue. Since no other rail caniers serve the 

sutions involved - Rook, PA; Clarksfield, OH; Momoeville, OH; and New 

Washington, OH - it is beyond any other carrier's capability to divert such 

movements. The same rationale applies to other movements in this category, the 

deuils of which are shown by Table JHW-WLE-2-HC. 

5. A W&LE/CSXCR Alliance Will Be Created 

Historically, both CSXT and Norfolk Southem have worked with W&LE lo 

generate rail u^affic. As shown by die CSXT System Map (1995). W&LE is 

categorized as a "regional connection" to CSXT because W&LE serves important 

sutions, such as Canton, OH, that CSXT does not. Following the Conrail 

transaction, although the Norfolk Southem/Comail combination will no longer have 
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need for W&LE as a feeder line to some sutions, that will not be tnie for the new 

CSXT/Comaii System (CSXCR). Accordingly, as shown by Table JHW-1 and by 

Atuchment JHW-WLE-2-HC, it is my opinion dial none of die $2.1 million dollars 

projected to be lost by Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy will in fact be lost when it is 

commercially advanugeous for the new CSXT/Conrail System and W&LE and to 

enter into such an alliance. 

The most im îorunt sutions affected by su;h an alliance wil! include Canton, 

Mingo Junction, and Steubenville, OH, and Clairton, P.A. Following the Conrail 

transaction, all of these sutions will continue to be served by W&LE and by the new 

Norfolk Southem/Comail System, but none will be served by the new CSXT/Conrail 

System. For that reaso.i. ii will be in the commercial interests of bodi W&LE and 

tbe new CSXT/Cora-ail System to create a commercial alliance in order to compete 

for traffic originating or tenninating at these sutions. by "stepping into 

W&LE/Nortblk Souihem's shoes." Thus, Mr Thompson's projected annual losses of 

$2.1 million are unlikely to occur. 

<. Norfolk Southern/Conrail Single Svstem Service 

As shown by Table JHW-WLE-1, Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy projected that 

annual revenues of $0.2 million would be lost by W&LE to single system service 

provided by the Norfolk Southem/Comail combination. Given the indicated shipper 

preference for such single system service, I accept Mr. Thompson's finding that $0.2 

million will be lost, for die movements shown on Atuchment JHW-WLE-2-HC. 
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7. NSCR vs. W&LE Single Svstem Service 

According to Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy, any W&LE movement which 

would be subjected to competilion from NSCR single system service after die Comaii 

transaction would be lost. The largest example of such traffic shown by Atuchment 

JHW-WLE-2-HC is between [[( ]]], OH, and [([ ]]], OH, 

consisting of ([[ ]]] cars of scrap generatir (f( ]]] of revenue annually. 

Prior to die Comaii nansaction, Martins Ferry is served by Conrail, CSXT. and 

W&LE, while Sfsubenville is fcrved oy Conrail and W&IJE. After die Comaii 

transaction, the Norfolk Southem/Comail combination will "step into Conrail's 

shoes," and provide the same single system service in competition with W&LE dial 

was provided by Conrail. 

Give.T two single system service competitors and die fact diat W&LE has 

already capmrod a share of n-affic in diese markets, I l.ave judged dial W&LE single 

system service could lose as much as one-half of die iraffic to NSCR's single system 

service. However. W&LE's existing marketplace position in diese traffic flows may, 

in fact, permit W&LE to reum all of its traffic on certain movements, such as die 

one from Martins Ferry to Steubenville. because die new Norfolk Soudiem/Comail 

System again merely "steps into Comail's shoes." In order to be conservative, 

however, I have projected dial one-half of the toul of $0.2 milliov projected by Mr. 

Thompson's Loss Smdy would be lost. 

8. NSCR Competition 

Pnmarily in the Pittsburgh markets, rail competition is being provided by 

Conrail, CSXT. and die Norfolk Soudiem/W&L£ combination, prior to die Comaii 
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transaction. Based on the Norfolk Soudiem Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy lhat I 

prepared. I believe that the Pittsburgh market is split about evenly between the three 

competitors. Following the combination of Comail's operations in the Pittsburgh area 

with the Norfolk Southem. it is my view that die Norfolk Soulhem/W&LE Pittsburgh 

market iraffic will be redistributed among the two surviving major systems - namely, 

the Norfolk Southem/Comail combination and CSXT. 

Accordingly, as a result of Norfolk Southem s portion of the Comaii 

transaction, it is my judgment that one-half of the $3.5 million W&LE revenue loss 

claimed by Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy. or $L7 million, wdl be lost as a result of 

the competitio.: provided by the Norfolk Southem/Comail combination. However, 

the remainder of the W&LE's traffic loss has already been considered by the CSXT 

Rail Traffic Diversion Smdy. as is described by CSXT s traffic expert Witne-jS Mr. 

Howard A Rosen, which I have reproduced from W&LE's work papers WLE 00005-

MKT-HC as Anachment JHW-WLE-5-HC. 

D. Mr. Pinkerton's Projections Are Inflated 

W&LE's Witness Pinkerton presents an additional set of projections of W&LE's 

carload, intemiodal. and revenue losses, which exceed even those provided by Mr. 

Thompson's greatly oversuted LJOSS Smdy. Mr Pinkerton then uses his own traffic 

projections in order to show " ..the resulting subsuntial negative impacts upon W&LE's 

profit, cash flow, and financial position. .." (Pinkerton. Page !) 

As I show in this section of my Venfied Sutement, Mr. Pinkerton's Loss Smdy does 

not track either with Mr, Thompson's Loss Smdy or with the W&LE Five Year Plan. In my 

opinion, Mr. Pinkerton's projections are so overly inflated, wiih little basis in fact, lhat they 
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should be wholly disregarded by the Board. 

1. W&LE's Five Year Plan 

According to Mr. Pinkerton, W&LE's Five Year Plan, FY 1997-FY 2001 is 

conuined m Appendix B of his Sutemeni. Mr. Pinkerton desi'ribed his use of the 

Five Year Plan as follow^ 

"The framework for assessing the impact of the proposed NS-CXST-CR 

transaction upon the W&LE is to compare the performance of W&LE to its 

most recent Five Year Plan which was developed in October 1996. That plan 

incorporates all of the restrucmred financing arrangements negotiated by the 

new W&LE i;wner/managers in FY 1994 and it also includes car load 

projections by commodity based upon the infonnation available one year ago. 

The complete Five Year Plan is atuched as Appendix B." (Pinkerton, Pages 

11-12) 

The carload and revenue projections by commodity in the Fi\e Year Plan 

referred to by Mr. Pinkerton are conuined in Appendix B, Page 36 of Mr. 

Pinkerton's Statement Anachment JHW-WLE-6 summarizes W&LE's acmal traffic 

volume and revenue for die years FY 1992 through FY 2(X)1 from that document. As 

shown by Attachment JHW-WLE-6, W&LE's acmal traffic averaged 100, 871 

carloads for the years FY 1992 ihrough FY 1996, with a deviation around that 

average of not more lhan 15% per year throughout that five-year lime period. 

According to the Five-Year Plan's projections, however, W&LE's carloads will 

increase from lhat five-year average of 100,871 carloads to 191,780 in FY 2001, an 
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increase of 90%. 

Similarly, as also shown by Atuchment JHW-WLE-6. W&LE's net line- haul 

revenues averaged $32.3 million for die five-year period. FY 1992 through FY 1996, 

with higher or lower deviations of not more than 10% in any one year. In contrast, 

W&LE's Five Year Plan projects net linehaul revenues of $47.6 million in FY 2001, 

an increase of 47% above the five year average for FY 1992 through FY 1996. 

It is my experience that projections such as the carload and revenue projections 

conuined in the W&LE Five Year Plan are referred to by railroad planners as 

"hockey slick" projections, because of their sudden spurt upward from historical 

performance levels to significantly higher results. It is also my experience that such 

"hockey stick" projections must be reviewed with great skepticism in order to assess 

their realism in the marketplace. Despite Norfolk Soudiem's interrogatories, W&LE 

has not provided any basis for the carload, mtermodal. or net linehaul revenue 

projections conuined in its Five Year P'an. One Norfolk Southem intenogatory 

sought to determine the methodology and sources of dau used to develop the Five 

Year Plan pnyections. W&LE's response, however, merely refened back to the 

same Five Year Plan without further explanation. Not producing documentation to be 

tested in this proceeding is unresponsive. But to then calculate financial harm to the 

W&LE based on a set of such undocumented and untested financial projections is not 

a reasonable approach. 

It is noteworthy that W&LE offered a much lower, more realistic set of 

carioad and revenue projections in its May 10, 1994 presenution to its lenders, which 

I have reproduced as Attachment JHW-WLE-7-HC. As shown, dial 1994 Five Year 
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Plan projected FY 1999 carloads of 100.600 and revenue of $33.0 million, bodi of 

which are more consistent with W&LE's acmal average FY 1992 through FY 1996 

performance of 100.871 carloads and $32.3 million of revenue than are tie October 

7996 Five Year Plan projections used by Mr. Pinkerton. The benefil to Mr. 

Pinkerton from using the more inflated projections was. of course, a companio" 

inflation of his sutement of claimed harm to W&LE resulting from mc Comaii 

transaction. Conversely, if Mr. Pinkerton had used the lower traffic projections 

conuined in W&LE's 1994 Five Year Plan - which app:̂ ars to have provided the 

basis for its 1994 refinancing agreement — it is my opinion that Mr. Pinkerton's 

traffic loss projections would have been reduced accordingly. 

2. Mr. Pinkerton's Traffic Loss Projections 

According to Mr. Pinkerton. his Traffic Loss Projections are based on the 

following: 

"The approach taken in my analysis is based upon a micro perspective on the 

traffic flows of the W&LE before and after the proposed transaction, 

compared to the macro, waybill sample perspective used in the smdies of the 

applicants. In contrasi lo other smdies submined and referenced in the 

applicants' filings regarding traffic diversions and impacts upon other railroads 

and shippers not involved in the transaciion, my car load loss projections for 

W&LE are based upon analysis of specific customers, commodities, origins, 

deslinations, rate levi Is, intermediate and short-run costs, and operating plans 

described by the NS and CSXF in their application...." 

"Car load loss projections were developed surting with the analysis performed 
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by Mr. Reginald Thompson using 1996 dau (see Sutemcnts by L. Parsons and 

R. Thompson). The estimates made by Mr. Thompson first were confirmed, 

and then adjusted to reflect potential growth through FY 2001 for the 

customers and movements involved. In addition, I performed an independent 

assessment of the intermodal 'osses and general merchandise coinmodities. 

including the potential for diversion to truck in W&LE's service territory." 

(Pinkerton, Page 9) 

Later in his Sutemeni, Mr. Pinkerton describes his approach somewhat 

differcndy as follows: 

"Carload loss projections were developed starting with the smdy prepared by 

Mr. Reginald Thompson (included and described in deuil in Sutemcnts of Mr. 

L. Parsons and R. Thompson). In that smdy Mr. Thompson examined all of 

W&LE's exi"- ing business in the context of the network changes and operating 

plans described in the proposed NS-CSXT-CR u-ansaction. Based upon my 

review of that smdy and extensive interviews with Mr. Thompson I concur 

with his conclusions regarding die customer - commodity - origin - destination 

combinations that will be affected. Fuither. I concur with his assessment of 

recent losses that have occuned that, diough prior to implemcnution of die 

plans described in the applicants' materials, are properly attributed to the 

impact of the proposed transaciion." 

"In order to calculate car load losses for FY 1999, FY 2000, and FY 2001 die 

projections in Mr. Thompson's smdy were adjusted by the growth shown in 

the Five Year Plan for each commodity group, sUrting with FY 1997. Thc 

resulting losses are presented in Table 4 and Figure 1 on the following pages. 
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Car load losse: reach 25,243 in FY 2001 out of a planned toul of 128,664 or 

19.6%...." (Pinkerton, Pages 12 - 13) 

I have reviewed all of Mr. Pinkerton's Verified Sutement and all of die 

W&LE work papers and responses to Norfolk Soudiem's Discovery Requests. 

Having done so, I found not one shred of evidence to support Mr. Pinkerton's claim 

dial he analyzed "...specific customers, commodities, origins, destinations, rate 

level... " (Pinkerton, Page 9) in his Traffic Analysis. Indeed, from my review, I 

believe that Mr. Pinkerton's approach to his traffic analysis sinply took Mr. 

Thompson's greatly oversuted Loss Smdy, adjusted Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy for 

the growth shown in the Five Year Plan and then, if he believed it to be desirable, 

Mr. Pinkerton inflated to even greater traffic volume and revenue losses than had 

been included in Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy or in W&LE's Five Year Plan, in order 

to show a greater adverse impact of the Comaii transaction on the W&LE. 

In order to compare the traffic Loss Smdy presented by Messrs. Thompson 

and Pinkerton, I prepared Atuchment JHW-WLE-8 which identified separately those 

commodities for which Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy projected annual revenue losses 

of greater than $1.0 million. As shown by Atuchment JHW-WLE-8, Mr. Pinkerton's 

toul projected annua! losses of 25,243 carloads exceed Mr. Thompson's toul 

projected amiual carload losses of 16,444 carloads by 8,799 carloads, or by about 

54% Similarly, having applied his own "methodology," Mr. Pinkerton's projected 

annual net revenue losses of $i5.0 million exceed those of Mr. Thomr/son's Loss 

Smdy of $12.7 million, by an additional $2.3 million. 

One of the best illustrations of Mr. Pinkerton's inflation of results is his 

expansion of Mr. Thompson's claimed revenue losses for the W&LE "Phantom 
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Train." This is die Norfolk Southem n-ain that was actually operated via the W&LE 

for only about a six week time penod in early 1997, for which Mr. Thompson 

claimed an annual revenue loss of $3 .6 million. As shown by Atuchment JHW-

WLE-8, Mr. Pinkerton extended such inlermodal revenue losses to $4.5 million in FY 

2001, an increase of $0.9 million above the $3.6 million loss from the "Phantom 

Train" projected by Mr. Thompson. At $4.5 million of annual revenue losses, 

however, Mr. Pinkerton's inflated amount exceeded even the $4.0 million of total net 

linehaul rcvcn'ic for all inlermodal traffic projected to be achieved by W&LE's Five 

Year Plan (Piiikerton, Page 36). It would seem that each new W&LE analysis results 

in an ever larger "Phantom Train!" 

For the Huron Dock iron ore, Mr. Pinkerton used a similar technique in order 

to create the "Pinocchio Iron Ore" movements. As shown by Atuchment JHW-

WLE-8, Mr. Thompson's Loss Smdy projected amiual losses of iron ore traffic of 

3,701 carloads and net linehaul revenue of $1.8 million. By the application of his 

"methodology," Mr. Pinkerton projected annual iron ore traffic losses of 10,000 

carloads and $4.0 mUlion of revenue, or annual losses that exceed those shown in Mr. 

Thompson's Loss Smdy by 6.299 carloads and revenues of $2.2 million in revenues. 

In W&LE's Five Year Plan, however, toul iron ore traffic projected in FY 200\ was 

5,116 carloads and revenue of $2.2 million, both of which are only about one-half of 

the iron ore traffic losses of 10.000 carloads and $4.0 million of revenue claimed by 

Mr. Pinkerton! 

Mr. Thompson cieaied and claimed traffic losses from the "Phantom Train" 

that barely ran - which Mr. Pinkerton further expanded through his inflated losses to 

amounts greater dian the iraffic projections in the W&LE Five Year Plan. Similarly, 
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Mr. Thompson claimed iron ore traffic losses that are not relevant to the Conrail 

transaction, but which were further inflated by Mr Pinkerton to "Pinocchio Iron 

Ore" movements, most of which never moved nor were even projected to be moved 

in W&LE's Five Year Plan! 

In short, Mr. Pinkerton's increased traffic loss claims even further inflated the 

greatiy oversuted traffic losses conuined in Mr. Thompson's Smdy. As discussed 

earlier in my Sutemeni, I projected W&LE's annual traffic losses as a result of the 

Nt.folk Soudiem portion of the Comaii tr̂ aiaction to be $2 .0 million ba.sed on 

W&LE's own u-affic dau for FY 1996. It is dial $2.0 million annual impact that die 

Board should adopt in this proceeding, instead of the greatly o-vcrsuted $12.7 million 

annual losses projected by Mr. Thompson's Smdy. and instead of the even greater 

$15.0 million annual losses claimed by Mr. Pinkerton. 

E. W&LE's 1 jquested Conditions Are Not Related To The Conrail 
Transaction 

Using three different witnesses. W&LE has presei.ted three wish lists of requested 

conditions, all of which are opportunistic, and none of which are related to the Comaii 

transaction. Mr. Parsons presents a list of twelve such conditions in his Sutement. Mr. Wait 

presents a list of ten requested conditions in his Sutement, while Mr Thompson presents in 

his Sutement a list of eight requested conditions for which he has quantified gains. Thc 

following list of requested conditions is from Mr. Wait's Sutement; 

1. Access to Chicago 

2. Access to Toledo 

3. Access to Erie, PA 
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4. Operation (and lease to own) of the Randall Secondary 

5. Operation (and lease to own) of the Huron Branch 

6. Trackage rights on CSXT from Benwood to Brooklyn Jct. 

7. Use of W&LE Routes to Provide Congestion Relief 

8. Stone Traffic - various trackage rights requests 

9. Access to Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel at Allenport. PA 

10. Trackage rights on CSXT New Castle Sub<Jivision 

So far as I have been able to determine from W&LT s work papers. Mr. Thompson 

made no anempt to quantify conditions requested by Mr. Wait that access to Erie. PA. 

operation of the Randall Secondaiy. or the use of W&LE rouies to provide congestion relief. 

Mr. Thompson did. however, suggest as his own condition, which he quantified (but which 

was not referred to either by Mr. Parsons or by Mr. Wait), that Noriolk Southem should 

assume the P&WV lease payments. Similarly. Mr Parsons suggested as conditions trackage 

rights and commercial access to both Reserve Iron & Metal and to Weinon Steel, and to 

"reverse joint facility maintenance obligations." none of which were discussed by Mr Wait 

or quantified by Mr. Thompson. 

None of condilion> requested by either of those three W&LE witnesses are related to 

the Comaii transaction. None are related to a showing of competitive haim that results from 

die Conrail transaction, and none of the markets affected by the proposed conditions have 

been shown to experience competitive harm as a result of the Comaii transaction. For 

example. W&LE does not now have direct access to Chicago or Toledo, but has indirect 

access via a cormecting canier. Following the Comaii transaction, although the connection 

itself may ch-'nge for some traffic. W&LE w ll continue to have indirect access to those 

markets via a connecting canier. Thus, the requested conditions are not related to the 
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Comaii trar̂ action. 

Widi die sole exception of die Huron Dock. W&LE has no existing access to any of 

die affected markets. A'. I discussed eariier in my Sutement. it is die potential expiration of 

W&LE's five-year lease for die Huron Dock ~ not die Comaii transaction - which will 

determine whedier or not W&LE continues to serve dial facility. For diis reason. I conclude 

that this requested condition is also not related to or by the Conrail transaction. 

F. W&LE Is A Failing Railroad. With or Without The Conrail 
Transaction 

Using W&LE's and Wheeling Corporation audited financial sutemcnts for FY 1991 

through FY 1997, I have reviewed W&LE's historic eamings pe-̂ ormance. Atuchment 

JHW-WLE-9 shows W&LE's operating income/losses and its net income/losses for dial 

seven-year lime period. From my • view, it is my conclusion that W&LE : poor operating 

performance, compounded by its highly leveraged capiul strucmre. has produced little net 

income, which demonstrates ihat W&LE is a failing railroad, widi or without die Comaii 

transaction. 

The Board is aware diat W&LE's financial condition is not good, as recognized in its 

Decision of October 29. 1997 in STB DcKket No. AB-227 (Sub-No lOX) which pennitted 

the abandonment of the Massillon Branch: 

"W&LE has requested expedited handling of this petition and requests that the 

exemption be made effective by November 1. 1997, or soon thereafter. 

W&LE sutes dial, because its financial condition has deteriorated sharply 

since last year, the money that it expects to receive from salvage of the track 

materials is viul to its short-term viability ..." (Page 5) 
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Although W&LE s financial condition may have "deteriorated sharply since last 

yar," W&LE's financial difficulty is not a recent event, as suted by Emst and Young LLP 

in W&LE's 1995 Audited Financial Statements: 

"Management continue'- their plans lo improve the financial position and 

results of operations of the Company, which included resimcmring its initial 

credit agreement with the lenders, settling all remaining issues with NS. 

securing a grant from the Sute of Ohio, and purchasing certain railway assets 

by another subsidiary of The Wheeling Corporation. These transactions were 

completed during die year ended June 30. 1995. In addition, management's 

plans include ongoing efforts to improve operating revenue, seek additional 

grants from sute and federal sources, and to control operating expenses 

Management expects, although it can not be assured, that cash flows to be 

generated from operations will be sufficient to meet its financial 

obligations as they come due." (W&LE 1995 Audited Financial Statements. 

Page 7; emphasis added) 

It is my opinion that the Comaii transaction will have no significant effect on 

W&LE. As shown in this Verified Sutement. die Norfolk Southern portion of thc Comaii 

transaction will reduce W&LE's annual revenues by not more dian $2.0 million, but ihat 

loss will be partially offset by die $0.5 million revenue gain frorn the CSXT portion of die 

Comaii transaction, which was presented by die CSXT Traffic Smdy in die Railroad Control 

Application (CSX/NS-̂ 18. Page 83). If W&LE were to lose $1.5 million of its annual 

revenue stream, that would amount to less dian 5% of its toul revenue base and is of such 

small magnitude as lo be non-life threatening, as the operating income impacts of such a 

revenue loss (after considering W&LE's associated cost reductions) will have no material 
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effect on W&LE s financial viability. 

W&LE's recent experience widi the Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel strike, as described by 

Mr. Parsons, should be considered: 

'To date we remain in co;npliance widi our lenders, despite severe recent 

losses due to a 10 1/2 mondi strike by our largest customer Wheeling 

Pittsburgh Steel I believe it is a remarkable success story that the W&LE 

could susuin die loss of 25% of its traffic base for almost a year and survive 

while continuing to provide excellent servics to its shippers." (Parsons. Page 

10; emphasis added) 

As I have described, the W&LE was conceived as a high risk'high reward 

transaction. That W&LE s promoters and investors lost dieir bet is shown by W&LE s poor 

eamings performance subsequent to its surt up The W&LE is a failing railroad, but the 

fomm for resolving the fumre of W&LE should not be that of the Comaii transaction before 

the Board, for. as 1 have shown, die impact of the Transaction on the W&LE's financial 

position will not be life threatening. 

IV. ANN ARBOR-S: RESPONSFVE APPLICATION AND REOLTST FOR 
COlSPn IONS BY ANN ARBOR ACOUISITION CORPORATION 

A. Conclusions 

In support of Ann Arbor's request for conditions, its President, Mr. Evert O. 

Erickson. estimates annual revenue losses of approximately $2,250,000 lhat he claims 

"...will be diverted by NSR and CSXT... " Of diis toul, Mr Erickson claims revenue 

losses of $500,000 from the loss of Yuma Sand traffic destined to Cleveland plus $1.750.(X) 

from thc k>s,s of automotive traffic originating at Milan and Toledo. 
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I have reviewed all of the traffic claimed tc be diverted by Mr. Erickson and, in my 

opinion, none of that traffic will be diverted away from Ann Arbor by Norfolk 

Soulhem/Comai) or by CSXT/Comail as a result of the Comaii transaction. 

From my review of the "affected" traffic, I believe it is apparent ihat Ann Arbor has 

esUblished its commercial position in the marketplace due to several factors: the reduced 

circuity of its line when compared with lines of Norfolk Southem. CSXT, or Comaii; its 

superior switching location adjacent to Chrysler's automotive plant m Toledo; and 

demonstrated shipper preference for its winning price/service bids for traffic The Comaii 

transaction, in itself, makes no changes to any of these factors. Accordmgl. . none of Ann 

Arbor s claimed revenue losses of $2,250,000 can properly be said to resuli from the Comaii 

transaction. 

1 have also reviewed Mr. Meador's Verified Sutement conceming Norfolk Souihem's 

potentially reduced use of its Milan to Toledo trackage rights o\er Ann Arbor Although 

Norfolk Southem projects that some continuing use will be made of these trackage rights, 

even if all of Ann Arb ir's $800.(XDO annual receipts for Norfolk Southern's use were lost by 

Ami Arbor (and withjut considering any of the related costs which Ann Arbor would no 

longer incur). Ann Arbor s financial viability would not be impaired Compared with Ann 

Arbor's 1996 income from railway operations of $1.727,495. die loss of all $8(X).000 of 

annual receipts from Norfolk Soudiem's trackage nghts. as offset by my estimated reduction 

of $640.(X)0 of Ann Arbor's related costs, would not have a material effect on Ann Arbor's 

financial viability Therefore, it is my opinion that, in the aggregate, the Comai! transaction 

will have no significant financial effect on Ann Arbor. 
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B. Ann Arbor's Yuma Sand Traffic Will Not Be Diverted 

According to Mr. Erickson: 

"Ann Arbor cunently participates in a three-canier move of sand originatirg 

at Yuma. Michigan and destined to Cleveland, Ohio. The traffic now moves 

TSBY to Ami Arbor, Ann Arbor to Toledo, and CKC to destina'.ion, Ann 

Arbor generates approximately $500,000 in amiual revenues from us 

participation in this traffic. As a result of the CRC acquisition, CSXT will 

gain direct access to the shipper at Cleveland. Consequently, after the 

transaction, the traffic may move TSBY to Ann Pere. Michigan and CSXT lo 

Cleveland. Since CSXT will be able to handle this traffic in a two-line move 

as opposed to the cunent three-line move. Ann Arbor sunds to lose all of its 

revenues from this traffic. " (Erickson. Page 5; emphasis added) 

I considered the Yuma Sand traffic record from the 1995 Carload Waybill Sample m 

the Norfolk Southem Rail '.'"raffic Diversion Study that 1 prepared. I judged none of the 

Yuma Sand naffic divertible to die combined Norfolk Soudiem/Comail System because the 

TSBY does not connect directly with Comaii at Ann Arbor. The Comaii transaction will not 

change the oosition of the two caniers as Norfolk Southem will merely "step into Comail's 

shoes." and. therefore, such a diversion cannot be attributed to die Comaii transaction, even 

if II could physically t)ccur. In fact, following the Comaii transaction, the combined Norfolk 

Southem/Con.ail System will have every commercial incentive to continue to move the 

Yuma Sand traffic in conjunction with the Am. Arbor to the Cleveland destination, in the 

face of pciential competiuon from the CSXT/Comail combination. 

it is my opinion that the CSXT/Comail route following the Comaii transaction will 

not be successful m attracting the Yuma Sand traffic, because to do so, TSBY, the 
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originating carrier, would have to accept a shorthaul and because of the relative circuitry of 

die CSXT/Comail route via Ann Pere, MI. 

The combined CSXT/Comail route beiween Howell/Ann Pere, MI and Cleveland is 

224 miles, which is 53 miles longer dian die competing 171 mile TSBY/Ann Arbor/Comail 

route from Howell/Ann Pere to Cleveland. Thus, die 53 mile longer CSXT/Comail route 

subsequent to the Comaii transaction will have circuity of thirty-one percent, which 

disadvanuges dial route compared widi die joint TSBY/Ann Arbor/Comail route at present. 

Because die Yuma Sand iraffic is low m per carioad revenue, die jomt CSXT/Comail route's 

circuity disadvanuge is of considerable economic significance. 

Mr. Erickson suted dial Yuma Sand iraffic "may" move via die CSXT/Comail route 

to Cleveland after die Comaii transaction. For all of die reasons discussed, it is my opinion 

dial the CSXT/Comail combination will not divert the Yuma Sand traffic away from the Arm 

Arbor/Norfolk Soudiem/Comail route, as a result of the Comaii n-ansaction. 

C. Milan Automotive Jv^ffir V.'iW Not Be Diverted 

Mr. Erickson's rationale for die loss of the Milan. MI automotive traffic is as 

follows: 

"AA also participates in automotive traffic originated by NSR in Milan, 

Michigan. Some of diis traffic is currently switched by NSR to Ann Arbor for 

movement to Toledo At Toledo, Ann Arbor interchanges the naffic with 

eidier CSXT for movement to Louisville, Kenmcky or CRC for movement to 

Chicago, where it is interchanged for destination to St. Paul, Minnesou. With 

die acquisition of die CRC line between Toledo and Chicago and given NSR's 

current route west from Milan, diere will be no ftirther need for Ann Arbor's 
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switching operation. After die CRC acquisition. NSR will also have a single 

line route lo Louisville. Aldiough die NSR route will be more circuitous than 

the Ann Arbor-CSXT joint-line route. NSR will undoubtedly favor its own 

route and be unwilling to forward traffic to its arch competitor." (Erickson. 

Page 6) 

At Milan, the automotive facility is located on Norfolk Southem. although it is open 

to Arm Arbor via switch. The obvious point is that, because Norfolk Southem directiy 

serves that automotive facility now. Norfolk Southem has no "need" for Ann Arbor's 

switching operation at Milan at this time, prior lo the Comaii transaction. Sunilarly. because 

die Comaii transaction will have no effeci on Ann Arbor's switching operation at Milan, the 

Norfolk Soudiem/Comail combination will have no "need" for Arm Arbor's switching 

operation at Milan following die Comaii transaciion. 

Neither Mr. Erickson's Sutement nor his work papers provide the amount of revenue 

associated widi his projection of Ann Arbor's traffic losses at Milan. The only work papers 

provided to us by Ann Arbor dial dealt with the Milan traffic are AA-HC-027 dirough 031, 

which are reproduced as Appendix JHW-AA-2-HC. The deuiled movemeni records are. 

based on dieir revenue date, for die month of September 1997. During September 1997. 

Ann Arbor moved the |I[ ]J) carloads of automotive parts from Milan to Comaii for the St 

Paul. MN destination, and [(( 1]] carloads from Milan to CSXT for the Louisville. KY 

destination, or a toul of seventeen carloads. Extrapolated to an amiual basis, the iraffic 

refened to by Mr. Enckson louls [(1 ]]] carloads and [[[ ]]] of revenue. 

Several years ago. Ann Arbor and Comaii made a joint route bid for the Milan to St. 

Paul traffic which underbid Norfolk Southern direct, as die joint line Ann Arbor/Comail bid 

was judged by the shipper in the marketplace to provide a better price/service package. 
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After the Comaii transaction, Ann Arbor may elect to bid joindy with the 

CSXT/Comail combination or with Canadian National in competition with any bid by the 

Norfolk Southem/Comail comhination. and the Comaii transaciion will not preclude either of 

those Ann Arbor alternatives. Indeed, given Ann Arbor's cunent success at underbidding 

Norfolk Southem, and die continued availability of Ann Arbor's switch altemative at Milan, 

il is my opinion dial Ann Arbor will not lose any of diis traffic or its associated annual 

revenue of [([ ]]] as a result of die Comaii transaction. 

For movements from Milan to Louisville, Mr. Erickson sutes that, following the 

Comaii uansaction, Norfolk Southem will "also have a single line route to Louisville." That 

is true, but Norfolk Soudiem already has such a single line route, which involves a slow and 

high cosl switching move via CSXT to die destination plant. For dus reason, the shipper 

prefers die combiied Ann Arbor/CSXT joint line route, which generates annual revenue of 

[[[ 111 As a resuh of competition in die marketplace, die Ann Arbor/CSXT joint 

route may, in die fumre. lose traffic to die Norfolk Soudiem route in conjunction widi die 

CSXT switch move at destination But because die Comaii transaciion has no effect on die 

competitive positions of Norfolk Soudiem. CSXT. or Ann Arbor in diis corridor, it would 

be wholly inappropriate to attribute to die Conrail transaction any loss of diis automotive 

traffic by Ann Arbor. 

!>• Toledo's Automotive Traffic Will Not Be Lost 

Concerning Ann Arbor s automotive traf,~ic in Toledo. Mr. Erickson sutes: 

"A subsuntial portion of dus naffic is switched by Ann Arbor to CRC in 

Toledo and CRC linehauls die traffic to Chicago for interchange widi western 

railroads. Ann Arbor also switches traffic to NSR for linehaul movements to 
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Winston Salem. Nordi Carolina and Atlanu, CJeorgia. NSR currently has no 

automotive loading facility in the Toledo area. As a result of thc CRC 

u-ansaction, NSR is to acquire CRC's Toledo Automotive Terminal (Airiine 

Yard). Once NSR acquires die Automotive Terminal, NSR will have no need 

for Ann Arbor's switching service on traffic cunentiy linehauled by NSR. In 

addition, NSR will ac e die CRC route from Toledo to Chicago and, 

therefore, will also be able to divert die automotive uaffic Ann Arbor 

currently switches to CRC for movement to or over Chicago. Most, if not all, 

of this traffic switched by Ann Arbor in Toledo could easily be diverted by 

NSR once il owns die CRC Automotive Terminal in Toledo and die rail line to 

Chicago." (Erickson. Pages 5-6) 

Ann Arbor estimated the toul annual volume of this traffic as [[[ U] carloads, 

but provided no work papers to indicate the specific traffic volumes and revenues which 

would be lost by destination as a result of the projected loss of all of its automotive switch 

traffic in Toledo, although Mr Erickson does refer to " . . .a subsuntial portion of diis 

traffic. " as being related Comaii linenauls of iraffic to Chicago for inlerchange widi the 

westem railroads. For such traffic, however, as Mr. Erickson sutes. Conrail already has an 

automotive terminal at Airiine Yard, from which Comaii could directiy loJ?.d the affected 

traffic for movement to the Chicago Gateway Therefore, Ann Ariwr does not need to 

participate in this traffic today except that die shipper has elected that Ann Arbor do so, 

probably because Aim Arbor's automotive loading facility is located adjacent to the shipper's 

plant, which avoids the cost of draying automobiles several miles to Conrail's facility at 

Airline Yard. Nothing in the Comaii transaction will change Ann Arbor's position on this 

traffic and its altemative routes with the CSXT/Comail combination and Canadian Nauunal 
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will be available. 

Similarly, Ann Arbor's role on traffic currently line-hauled by Norfolk Southem to 

Winston Salem, NC and Atlanu, GA will be determined in the competitive marketplace. At 

present, prior to the Conrail transaction, either Ann Arbor or Comaii could provide 

automotive loading services to Norfolk Soudiem in Toledo. After die Comaii n-ansaction. 

Ann Arbor could join with CSXT/Conrail to compete for diis iraffic. Given die shipper's 

demonstrated preference for the Arm Arbor to perform its switching in Toledo and die 

continued, fumre availability of a CSXT/Comail route in conjunction with Ann Arbor, it is 

my opinion none of Ann Arbor's traffic will be diverted because of the Comaii transaction. 
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VERmCATION 

John H. Williams, sutes under penalty of perjury tfiat hc is President of the 

Woodside Consulting Group, IXK. which is located in Menlo Park. Califomia. that he is 

authorized to file and verify thc foregoing rcbutul verified sutement in STB Finance Docket 

No. 33388 on behalf of die applicants, diat he has carefully examined all die sutemcnts in 

thc foregoing verified sutement, that he has knowledge of the facts and matters suted 

therein, and that all reprcsenutions set forth dierein are true and correct to thc best of his 

knowledge, information and belief. 

John H. Williams 

Dated: ll /^^^ 
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ATTACHMENT JHW-CMA-l 

Conrail Chemicals & Plastics Traffic. 199S 
(Carloals in Thousands) 

P««cr<Dtion 
Chemicals & Allied 

Originating Received 
T̂ rnriifatiffg Delivered Tenninating Delivered Total 

Products 40.6 44.8 134.9 13.8 234.1 

19 Petroleum & Coal 
Products 73.7 15.7 20.7 1.3 111.4 

48 Hazardous Wastes U fij 

Total 114.8 63.2 156.6 15.2 349.8 

Percent of Total 3:.8?f 18.1% 44.8% 4.3% 100.0% 

Source: Conrail Annual Repon of Frei/thi Commodity Statistics. 1995 
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Attachment JHW-CMA-4 
CorriDarison of Chemical Traffic Now Movino Via fi^emohis or New Orleans 

Flow Gataway Cara Net Tons Freight Revenue Revenue Per Car Revenue Per Ton Tons/Car 
LA MO Maw Orlaana 240 19 672 $1,236,142 $5,161 563 16 61 6 
tA-MO StLouia ue 30.633 1.969.946 5 648 64 31 87 8 

LA-OH Chcago 410 38.168 1.520 500 3712 39 84 93 2 
LAOH Mampnit 80 7.890 283 048 3.538 35 87 98 6 
LAOM Maw Ortaans 6S0 62 456 2.666.954 3.922 42 70 91 8 
L A ' - H St LOUIS 4.817 414459 20.283.366 4.211 48 94 860 

LA-PA Chicago 314 21.907 1.522.871 4.856 6951 69 9 
LA^>A Naw Oflaans 434 38.447 2.120.769 4 882 55 16 885 
LA-PA S; LOUIS 299.310 17.961,318 5,404 60 01 90 0 

KnO-LA Naw Orlaans 160 8.212 572.040 3,575 69 66 61 3 
MOLA St Louis 148 12.239 526 969 3,570 43 06 82 9 

MD-TX Naw Oneans 80 1.72B 75.200 940 4352 21 6 
MD-TX St Lous 49 4.061 308.149 6.263 75 87 82 6 i 

OHLA Mamphis ISO 9.994 457.040 3.809 45 73 83 3 i 
OH-LA Naw Orlaans 120 9.732 453 600 3,780 46 61 81 1 
OH-LA Sl Louis 188 16.140 876419 4,672 54 30 86 0 

OH-TX Chicago 1.W 1C3499 4 2T1.489 3,423 40 69 64 1 
OH-TX Memphis 120 9.000 466 200 3 885 61 80 75 0 
OHTX New Onaans 120 11.166 510.480 4 254 4571 93 1 
OH-TX Sl LOUIS 1.398 113.742 5 866 592 4,211 51 76 81 4 

PA-TX Chicago « 6.700 443 600 !;,545 66,21 83 8 
PA-TX New Orlaans 40 2.800 199.360 4,984 71,20 70 0 
PA-TX S I LOUIS T24 56.305 4 432 216 6,118 78 72 777 

TX-WD Chicago 165 10.198 921.397 5.591 90 35 61 9 
TX-MD New Orlaans 80 5.864 365259 4 566 62 29 73 3 1 
TX-MD Sl Louis 1.272 112,141 6.022.209 4.734 53-70 682 

TX-KY Chicago 563 44 778 3a365C2 5 392 67 61 79,5 
TX-NY New Orleans 80 5 604 418 768 5.235 74 73 70 1 
TX-h'Y St LOUIS 3.9S7 348 790 22 963 016 5 803 65 84 68 1 

TX OH Chicago 1.786 147 021 7.332 309 4,105 49.87 82 3 
TX-OH Memphis 80 7,760 378760 4 735 48 81 97 0 
TX-OH New Oneans 400 30,462 1 472.393 3,681 48 34 76.2 
TX-OH St Louis 12,762 1,098,206 54 647.508 4.282 49 76 86 1 

TX-PA Chicago 2.328 134.711 8 170.420 3,512 60 65 57 9 
TX-PA Menphis 40 880 99.C71 2477 11258 22 0 1 
TX-PA Sl Louis 10.042 903.041 56 697.304 £636 62.67 89 9 

TX-WV Chicago 45 4 256 192 660 4300 4527 95 0 
TX-WV Memphis 40 3 604 407.041 10 176 107 00 95 1 
TX-WV New Onearu SO 6.830 281.055 3.513 41 15 85 4 
TX-WV St Louis 4.6te 396 782 25.296 712 8JW 63 75 84 7 

WV-LA Memphis 80 6 000 396 000 4.»50 66 00 75 0 
WV-LA New Onear^s 120 10 356 337.800 2J15 32 62 86 3 
WVLA St LOUIS 277 21 675 1.518.723 5,4«7 70 07 783 

W - T X Chicago 9» 7.380 532.f34 5,413 7217 75 0 
vyy.Tx New Orleans 120 6 422 591.640 5.r«5 107.73 53 6 " 
WV-TX Sl Louis 1,116 98.306 5,166,524 4.<2t S2.S6 881 

Toul Chicago 7018 518617 $27 884 380 nim l» ) .77 73 9 
Total Memphis S60 45.328 S2.487.169 *M.S7 80 9 
Total N«wOl««n« 2 754 2 '9653 $11,401 659 H1.91 79 7 
Total Sl Louis 46 110 3 925 831 5224.456 959 1(7.17 87 0 

Grand Total 55 442 4 709 430 S266.230.168 tM .53 64 9 

Source 1995 Carload Waybil Sarnpl* 
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Grocki 
Category 

ATTACHMENT JHW-CMA -5 

Restatement of Mr. Grocki's Chemical Traffic Analysis 

Williams's Rebutul Restatement 
Traffic Cateeorv Carloads Percent Comoetition Service 

1 Bridge 600 0.2% Enhanced Improved 

2 Shared Assets Area to Shared 
Assets Area 35,400 10.2 Enhanced Improved 

3 
3 
7 

Subtotal 

Unchanged 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 

76.000 
71,200 

148,600 

22.0 
20.6 

JiA 
43.0 

Unchanged 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 

Improved 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 

4 To/From Shared Assets Area 31,900 9.2 Unchanged Unchanged 

S 
2 
3 

S* btotal 

Single System 
Single System 
Single System 

12,600 
16,000 
28,090 
56,600 

3,7 
4.6 
LL 

16.4 

Unchanged 
Enhanced 

Unchanged 

Improved 
Improved 
Improved 

6A S.A A. ."otentially Divertible To 
Memphis/New Orleans Gateways 

21.200 6.1 Enhanced Improved 

6B Other Potentially Divertible To 
Memphis/New Orleans Gateways 

43.400 12,6 Unchanged Improved 

7 Joint Line 5.200 1.5 Unchanged Impaired 

S Unknown 2 700 08 Unchanged Unchanged 

Grand Total 345.600 100 0% 

Total - Enhanced Competition 73.200 21,29?-

Total • Improved Service 233.200 67.59c 

Total - Impaired Service 5.200 1.5% 
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ATTACHMENT JHW-WLE-l 

The Woodside Consulting Group's Business Plan For The W&LE 

I . Woodside's Assienment 

In January 1990, The Woodside Consulting Group, lnc was reiaired for the 

following consulting assignment: 

"At the request of Wertheim Schroder & Co. Inc. (Wertheim); The Woodside 

Consulting Group (WCG) was retained to work with the founders of WAC to both 

evaluate all existing planning assumptions with respect to the proposed transaction 

and future operations of W&LE and to prepare a Business Plan for the W&LE 

based on our findings and our expertise in railroading. 

"The specific major elements of this assignment were: 

• Assessment of WAC s u-affic volume and revenue projections and 

development of independent pro forma forecasts in this area, where 

warranted 

• Evaluation oi tht: underlying assumptions in WAC's existing 

Operating Pljn. including its projected labor, material and other 

costs. 

• Evaluation of AC s proposed Captul Expenditure Plan. 
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• Estimation of the Net Liquidauon VaJue (NLV) of W&LE track and 

strucmres and evaluauon of existing valuations of W&LE real 

estate." (Business Plan. Page 1-4) 

In that March 1990 Business Plan, we reached the following major conclusion: 

"As a result of our analyses, we conclude that the W&LE financial estimates and 

projections are based on reasonable assumptions. Within the range of error 

normally anucipated in such projections of future financial perfonnance. we 

believe that these esumatcs and projections are. therefore, likely to be achieved. 

WTieiher the projections are acrually achieved m future years will, however, we 

believe, be determined pnmanly by the business policies, plans, and procedures 

adopted and implemented by W&LE's Board of Du-ectors and Management 

Team. In addition, successful implementation of this W&LE Business Plan is 

clearly di?pendent upon the avajlability of that capital contemplated by the Plan." 

(Busines.s Plan. Page 1-7) 

Based on our expenence with many start-up regional and short-line railroads, we 

also concluded that ihe W&LE would be exposed to a vanety of business nsks: 

"The first is tiiat the managerneni performance of W&LE's Management Team 

will not be satisfartory Because this is a leveraged U-ansaclion. W&LE's 

Management Team must dcmonsuate satisfactorv' performance if the financial 

performance forecast by this Plan is to be achieved. We acknowledge the 

Management Team s general experience in railroading. However, we believe that, 

in the future. W&LE s propcnies must be operated ai Itast at their current levels of 

service in conjunction with an aggressive, effective marketing program if the 

financial projections contained in inis Plan are to be achieved..." 
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"There is a second nsk that the W&L:£'S existing traffic base could shnnk As is 

more fully discussed in Chapter II of this Report, based on our review of 

preliminary WAC traffic projections and on our modifications to t.iose projections 

as a result of our interviews with all of W&LE's most important customers, we 

conclude that such traffic projections are reasonable and achievable. However, 

unforeseen events including unexpected plant closings, changes m the corporate 

structure of those railroads ccmpctin: with W&LE through mergers, or other 

unforeseen extemal events, could cause a reduction m W&LE s iraffic base in 

future years." (Business Plan, Page I-10) 

II. Discussion of Coal Traffic In Woodside's Business Plan 

This entire discussion of coal traffic was contained in Woodside's Business Plan 

for the W&LE: 

"As shown by Table 11-1. STCC 11. Coal Traffic is projected to be W&LE's single 

mos- important Commodity Group, with 19.577 carloads generating 1990 revenues 

of $9.7 million. WAC's ongmal Business Plan recognized the importance of coal 

to the W&LE as follows: 

'Norfolk Souihc-n has been hauling approximately 1.7 million tons of coal 

per year from mines at Cleveland and St Clairsville. Ohio, on the W&LE to 

a Cleveland Electnc Illuminating (CEICO) plant at Avon Lake. OH. near 

Cleveland on another NS line that is not pan of the u-ansacuon package.* 

•As part of an overall marketing alliance negotiated as part of the proposed 

transaction. NS and the Wheeling group have agreed to a defined split of 

the revenue once the coal begins to move on an interline basis The 
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agreement in effeci projects the rate and a favorable division as long as the 

coal continues to be mined at the present locations and moved to Avon 

Lake.' 

'The coal mined on the Wlieehng lines is moving under contracts with the 

Consolidation Coal Co. and. to a lesser extent both by contract and tariff, 

with the Oglebay-Nonon Company. The contracts expu-e at the end of 1992 

and 1994 respectively. The coal produced at the nunes is in the high 

sulphur categor>'. and. consequently, its future is clouded by the 

complexities surrounding ihe ultimate outcome of acid ram legislation. For 

in.stance. the future of the movements could be m jeopardy if the burning of 

low sulphur coal is flaih mandated. With the installation of scrubbers, on 

the otner hand, the coal from these mines could continue and could indeed 

increase due to its pnce and proximity. Some blending of coal to reduce the 

delivered sulphur content occurs today, and addiuonal blending could be 

earned out ' 

'A complication is that NS is not willing to protect the rate to Avon Lake if 

the blending of coal from outside sources amounts to m.ore than a stipulated 

percentage of thc prcsen-, mix A new. agreement between the two railroads 

would be requirea to accommodate substantial blending and users would 

presumably have thc option to seek out other coal sources.' 

'The W ĥeelmg group has discussed the coal supply matter with most of the 

key parties involved, and has been informed that the coa! producers have 

plans to continue mining coal, although at somewhat reduced levels after 

1992. ard lhat the utility is favorably disposed to continuing the present 

arrangement but unsure of what the precise outcome will be. Tne mines are 
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economically well located for the customer, compared to altemate sources 

for low sulpher coal, and the utility is under some political pressure to 

continue to bum Ohio coal.' (WAC Business Plan. Page 18) 

•The Marketing Alliance between W&LE and NS recognized the importance of 

coal traffic to tlie W&LE. Subject to certain constraints, that Agreement 

esublished div sions of revenue between the caniers for exiting cnai' traffic and 

structured the future relationship between the carriers for the continuation of the 

existing and the addition of certain new coal movements for a ten year period. 

"The most significant limitation placed by NS on its coal marketing arrangements 

with W&LE was as follows. 

*NS agrees to work with New Railroad on a reasonable basis to market 

High Sulfur Coal from New Railroad into the facilities of CEICO at Avon 

Lake. High Sulfur Coal is defined as coal loaded at locations served by 

New Railroad and with an average sulfur content no less than 95 percent of 

the average sulfur content of the coal shipped from Georgetown, Ohio 

dunng .989 Thc 1989 average sulfur conten shall be esUblished utilizing 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) data as summarized by 

Resource Data International. Inc. (RDI), or another mutually agreed index 

if the RDI summar\ is not available. Compliance with sulfur content 

requirement shail be calculated for each origin on a 12-month moving 

average basis commencing with the initial month of shipment under the . 

provisions hereof (Marketing Alliance. Section 4, page 5) 

"The overall effect of this provision of the Marketing Alliance is to preclude NS 

from being required to vork with W&LE to move coal from any origin point 
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having an average sulfur content of "less than 95% of the average sulfur content 

of the coal" shipped during 1989 to CEICO's Avon Lake Generating Plant. 

"In order to assess the likelihood that projected volume of W&LE's Coal Traffic 

would continue to move m the future, we interviewed two coal producers as well 

as the coal user, Cleveland Electnc Illuminating Company: 

• Consolidation Coal Company (Georgetown Mine) 

- Mr. R.B. Atwater. Executive "Vice President-Marketing 

- Mr. Jack Daley. Vice President-Sales 

• Ogir'oay Nonon Company (Saginaw Mine) 

- Mr. August F. Bradfish. Vice President-Coal and Nonfenous 

Mining Operations 

• Cleveland Electnc Illuminating Company (Avon Lake) 

- Mr R A Soucic. Coal Purchasing and Transportation 

•These individuals venfied the coal volumes and revenues shown in Table 

11-4 as correct. Based on our interviews, we also found the following: 

• Avon lake is a large generating plant and will be subject to tightened 

emission standards of not more than 2.5 pounds of sulfur per million 

BTU's. in accordance with the Clean Air Act. 

• The effecti ve date of the Clean Air Act has not yet been legislated, 

but it appears likely to be either January 1, 1995 or January 1. 1996. 
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The Avon Lake plant is approximately 30 years old. and only one 

unit (Avon #9) would be suitable for a scrubber investment: no other 

"clean coal" technology would be appropnate for this plant. 

CEICO now has underway a comprehensive corporate Acid Rain 

Study which is evaluating all possible altematives and the economic 

effects of each on all its generating plants, including Avon Lake. 

That smdy will not be completed for some time, and. accordingly, 

CEICO has no firm plans at this time for Avon Lake. 

Political pressure will be brought to bear on CEICO by the State of 

Ohio to cause it to continue to bum the maximum amount of Ohio 

coal possible 

G rorgctown Mine's coal (1.3 million tons) moves under a contract 

which will expire at the end of 1992; and Saginaw Mine's coal (0.6 

million tons* moves under a conu-act which will expire m September. 

1994. 

Since 1980. both Georgetown's and Saginaw's coal shipments to 

Avon Lake have consisted of blends of high sulfur coal mined in 

Ohio and Km sulfur coal purchased elsewhere, moved by barge and 

UTJck to those mines, and blended with Ohio coal m order to reduce 

the delivered coal s sulfur content. 
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'•Accordingly, based on our interviews, it is our judgment that the following is the 

most likely scenario for the Georgetown and Saginaw Mines' coal destined to the 

Avon Lake generating Plant: 

- First, in conjunction with other utilities, a clear objective of CEICO would be to 

delay to the maximum extert the effective date of the Clean Air Act; 

- Second, in order to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act on its effective 

date, an increase (of perhaps 10% at the most) in the amount of low sulfur coal 

blended with Ohio coal could be accomplished, thereby permitting a 

continuation of existing volumes from both mines to the Avon Lake Plant 

without violating thc provisions of the Marketing Alliance; 

- Third, although CEICO nay find it economic to install scrubbers at Avon Lake, 

this would affect onlv a portion of its existing capacity; and 

- Finallv, because of the demand for its generating capacity, the Avon Lake plant 

will likely not be closed for another 20 years, nor is new "clean coal" 

tcchr.ology likely to be mstalled. 

"Thus, based on our revicvk and our interviews, it is our conclusion that the pro 

forma financial projections for W&LE's continuing coal movements to Avon Lake 

are reasonably stated." (Business Plan. Pages 11-16 through 11-20) 
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